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Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, PolyhedraCombinatorial Topology, Voronoi Diagrams andDelaunay TriangulationsJean Gallier∗Thème BIO  Systèmes biologiquesProjet AslepiosRapport de reherhe n° 6379  Deember 2007  191 pagesAbstrat: Some basi mathematial tools suh as onvex sets, polytopes and ombinato-rial topology, are used quite heavily in applied elds suh as geometri modeling, meshing,omputer vision, medial imaging and robotis. This report may be viewed as a tutorial anda set of notes on onvex sets, polytopes, polyhedra, ombinatorial topology, Voronoi Dia-grams and Delaunay Triangulations. It is intended for a broad audiene of mathematiallyinlined readers.One of my (selsh!) motivations in writing these notes was to understand the oneptof shelling and how it is used to prove the famous Euler-Poinaré formula (Poinaré, 1899)and the more reent Upper Bound Theorem (MMullen, 1970) for polytopes. Another of mymotivations was to give a orret aount of Delaunay triangulations and Voronoi diagramsin terms of (diret and inverse) stereographi projetions onto a sphere and prove rigorouslythat the projetive map that sends the (projetive) sphere to the (projetive) paraboloidworks orretly, that is, maps the Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi diagram w.r.t. thelifting onto the sphere to the Delaunay diagram and Voronoi diagrams w.r.t. the traditionallifting onto the paraboloid. Here, the problem is that this map is only well dened (total) inprojetive spae and we are fored to dene the notion of onvex polyhedron in projetivespae.It turns out that in order to ahieve (even partially) the above goals, I found that it wasneessary to inlude quite a bit of bakground material on onvex sets, polytopes, polyhedraand projetive spaes. I have inluded a rather thorough treatment of the equivalene of
V-polytopes and H-polytopes and also of the equivalene of V-polyhedra and H-polyhedra,whih is a bit harder. In partiular, the Fourier-Motzkin elimination method (a version ofGaussian elimination for inequalities) is disussed in some detail. I also had to inlude some
∗ On sabbatial from the University of Pennsylvania. Department of Computer and Information Siene.Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA
2 Jean Galliermaterial on projetive spaes, projetive maps and polar duality w.r.t. a nondegeneratequadri in order to dene a suitable notion of projetive polyhedron based on ones. Tothe best of our knowledge, this notion of projetive polyhedron is new. We also believe thatsome of our proofs establishing the equivalene of V-polyhedra and H-polyhedra are new.Key-words: Convex sets, polytopes, polyhedra, shellings, ombinatorial topology,Voronoi diagrams, Delaunay triangulations.
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Notes sur les Ensembles Convexes, les Polyhèdres, lesPolytopes, la Topologie Combinatoire, les Diagrames deVoronoi et les Triangulations de DelaunayRésumé : Des outils mathématiques de base tels que les ensembles onvexes, les polytopeset la topologie ombinatoire, sont beauoup utilisés en modélisation géométrique, vision,maillage, imagerie médiale et robotique. Ce rapport peut être onsidéré omme un tutorialet un ensemble de notes sur les ensembles onvexes, les polytopes, les polyhèdres, la topologieombinatoire, les diagrames de Voronoi et les triangulations de Delaunay. Il est destiné àune large audiene ayant une inlination mathématique.Une de mes motivations (egoïste!) en rédigeant es notes était de omprendre le oneptd'éeuillage et de voir omment il est utilisé pour démontrer la élèbre formule d'Euler-Poinaré (Poinaré, 1899) et le plus réent Théorème de la borne supérieure (MMullen,1970) pour les polytopes. Une autre de mes motivations était de donner un traitementorret des triangulations de Delaunay et des diagrames de Voronoi à partir des proje-tions stéréographiques (diretes et inverses) sur une sphère. Je prouve rigoureusement quel'appliation qui transforme la sphère (projetive) en un paraboloïde (projetif) a un om-portement orret, 'est-à-dire, fait orrespondre la triangulation de Delaunay et le diagramede Voronoi par rapport au relèvement sur la sphère à la triangulation de Delaunay et audiagrame de Voronoi par rapport au relèvement traditionel sur le paraboloïde. Le problèmeest que ette orrespondene n'est bien dénie (totale) que dans l'espae projetif et noussommes don obligés de dénir la notion de polyhèdre onvexe dans l'espae projetif.Il s'avère que pour atteindre nos objetifs (même partiellement), j'ai trouvé néessaired'inlure une revue de ertaines notions de base telles que les ensembles onvexes, les po-lytopes, les polyhèdres et les espaes projetifs. J'ai inlu un traitement assez détaillé del'équivalene des V-polytopes et des H-polytopes ainsi que l'équivalene des V-polyhèdres etdes H-polyhèdres, qui est un peu plus diile. En partiulier, la méthode d'élimination deFourier-Motzkin (une version de la méthode de l'élimination Gaussienne pour les inégalités)est traitée en détail. J'ai du également inlure un traitement des espaes projetifs, desappliations projetives et de la dualité polaire par rapport à une quadrique non dégénéréean de dénir une notion onvenable de polyhèdre projetif reposant sur les ones. Il noussemble que ette notion de polyhèdre projetif est originale. Nous pensons également queertaines des preuves établissant l'équivalene des V-polyhèdres et des H-polyhèdres sontoriginales.Mots-lés : Ensembles onvexes, polytopes, polyhèdres, eeuillages, topologie ombina-toires, diagrames de Voronoi, triangulations de Delaunay.
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Chapter 1Introdution1.1 Motivations and GoalsFor the past eight years or so I have been teahing a graduate ourse whose main goal is toexpose students to some fundamental onepts of geometry, keeping in mind their applia-tions to geometri modeling, meshing, omputer vision, medial imaging, robotis, et. Theaudiene has been primarily omputer siene students but a fair number of mathematisstudents and also students from other engineering disiplines (suh as Eletrial, Systems,Mehanial and Bioengineering) have been attending my lasses. In the past three years, Ihave been fousing more on onvexity, polytopes and ombinatorial topology, as oneptsand tools from these areas have been used inreasingly in meshing and also in omputationalbiology and medial imaging. One of my (selsh!) motivations was to understand the on-ept of shelling and how it is used to prove the famous Euler-Poinaré formula (Poinaré,1899) and the more reent Upper Bound Theorem (MMullen, 1970) for polytopes. Anotherof my motivations was to give a orret aount of Delaunay triangulations and Voronoidiagrams in terms of (diret and inverse) stereographi projetions onto a sphere and proverigorously that the projetive map that sends the (projetive) sphere to the (projetive)paraboloid works orretly, that is, maps the Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi diagramw.r.t. the lifting onto the sphere to the Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi diagram w.r.t.the lifting onto the paraboloid. Moreover, the projetions of these polyhedra onto the hy-perplane xd+1 = 0, from the sphere or from the paraboloid, are idential. Here, the problemis that this map is only well dened (total) in projetive spae and we are fored to denethe notion of onvex polyhedron in projetive spae.It turns out that in order to ahieve (even partially) the above goals, I found that it wasneessary to inlude quite a bit of bakground material on onvex sets, polytopes, polyhedraand projetive spaes. I have inluded a rather thorough treatment of the equivalene of
V-polytopes and H-polytopes and also of the equivalene of V-polyhedra and H-polyhedra,whih is a bit harder. In partiular, the Fourier-Motzkin elimination method (a version ofRR n° 6379
8 Jean GallierGaussian elimination for inequalities) is disussed in some detail. I also had to inlude somematerial on projetive spaes, projetive maps and polar duality w.r.t. a nondegeneratequadri, in order to dene a suitable notion of projetive polyhedron based on ones. Thisnotion turned out to be indispensible to give a orret treatment of the Delaunay and Voronoiomplexes using inverse stereographi projetion onto a sphere and to prove rigorously thatthe well known projetive map between the sphere and the paraboloid maps the Delaunaytriangulation and the Voronoi diagram w.r.t. the sphere to the more traditional Delaunaytriangulation and Voronoi diagram w.r.t. the paraboloid. To the best of our knowledge, thisnotion of projetive polyhedron is new. We also believe that some of our proofs establishingthe equivalene of V-polyhedra and H-polyhedra are new.Chapter 6 on ombinatorial topology is hardly original. However, most texts overingthis material are either old fashion or too advaned. Yet, this material is used extensively inmeshing and geometri modeling. We tried to give a rather intuitive yet rigorous exposition.We deided to introdue the terminology ombinatorial manifold , a notion usually referredto as triangulated manifold .A reurring theme in these notes is the proess of oniation (algebraially, homoge-nization), that is, forming a one from some geometri objet. Indeed, oniation turnsan objet into a set of lines, and sine lines play the role of points in projetive geometry,oniation (homogenization) is the way to projetivize geometri ane objets. Then,these (ane) objets appear as oni setions of ones by hyperplanes, just the way thelassial onis (ellipse, hyperbola, parabola) appear as oni setions.It is worth warning our readers that onvexity and polytope theory is deeptively simple.This is a subjet where most intuitive propositions fail as soon as the dimension of the spaeis greater than 3 (denitely 4), beause our human intuition is not very good in dimensiongreater than 3. Furthermore, rigorous proofs of seemingly very simple fats are often quiteompliated and may require sophistiated tools (for example, shellings, for a orret proof ofthe Euler-Poinaré formula). Nevertheless, readers are urged to strenghten their geometriintuition; they should just be very vigilant! This is another ase where Tate's famous sayingis more than pertinent: Reason geometrially, prove algebraially.At rst, these notes were meant as a omplement to Chapter 3 (Properties of ConvexSets: A Glimpse) of my book (Geometri Methods and Appliations, [20℄). However, theyturn out to over muh more material. For the reader's onveniene, I have inluded Chapter3 of my book as part of Chapter 2 of these notes. I also assume some familiarity with anegeometry. The reader may wish to review the basis of ane geometry. These an be foundin any standard geometry text (Chapter 2 of Gallier [20℄ overs more than needed for thesenotes).Most of the material on onvex sets is taken from Berger [6℄ (Geometry II). Other relevantsoures inlude Ziegler [43℄, Grünbaum [24℄ Valentine [41℄, Barvinok [3℄, Rokafellar [32℄,Bourbaki (Topologial Vetor Spaes) [9℄ and Lax [26℄, the last four dealing with ane spaesof innite dimension. As to polytopes and polyhedra, the lassi referene is Grünbaum[24℄. Other good referenes inlude Ziegler [43℄, Ewald [18℄, Cromwell [14℄ and Thomas [38℄.INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 9The reent book by Thomas ontains an exellent and easy going presentation of poly-tope theory. This book also gives an introdution to the theory of triangulations of pointongurations, inluding the denition of seondary polytopes and state polytopes, whihhappen to play a role in ertain areas of biology. For this, a quik but very eient presen-tation of Gröbner bases is provided. We highly reommend Thomas's book [38℄ as furtherreading. It is also an exellent preparation for the more advaned book by Sturmfels [37℄.However, in our opinion, the bible on polytope theory is without any ontest, Ziegler [43℄,a masterly and beautiful piee of mathematis. In fat, our Chapter 7 is heavily inspired byChapter 8 of Ziegler. However, the pae of Ziegler's book is quite brisk and we hope thatour more pedestrian aount will inspire readers to go bak and read the masters.In a not too distant future, I would like to write about onstrained Delaunay triangula-tions, a formidable topi, please be patient!I wish to thank Marelo Siqueira for athing many typos and mistakes and for hismany helpful suggestions regarding the presentation. At least a third of this manusript waswritten while I was on sabbatial at INRIA, Sophia Antipolis, in the Aslepios Projet. Mydeepest thanks to Niholas Ayahe and his olleagues (espeially Xavier Penne and HervéDelingette) for inviting me to spend a wonderful and very produtive year and for makingme feel perfetly at home within the Aslepios Projet.
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Chapter 2Basi Properties of Convex Sets2.1 Convex SetsConvex sets play a very important role in geometry. In this hapter we state and prove someof the lassis of onvex ane geometry: Carathéodory's theorem, Radon's theorem, andHelly's theorem. These theorems share the property that they are easy to state, but theyare deep, and their proof, although rather short, requires a lot of reativity.Given an ane spae E, reall that a subset V of E is onvex if for any two points
a, b ∈ V , we have c ∈ V for every point c = (1 − λ)a + λb, with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 (λ ∈ R). Givenany two points a, b, the notation [a, b] is often used to denote the line segment between aand b, that is,
[a, b] = {c ∈ E | c = (1 − λ)a+ λb, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1},and thus a set V is onvex if [a, b] ⊆ V for any two points a, b ∈ V (a = b is allowed). Theempty set is trivially onvex, every one-point set {a} is onvex, and the entire ane spae
E is of ourse onvex.It is obvious that the intersetion of any family (nite or innite) of onvex sets is onvex.Then, given any (nonempty) subset S of E, there is a smallest onvex set ontaining Sdenoted by C(S) or conv(S) and alled the onvex hull of S (namely, the intersetion of allonvex sets ontaining S). The ane hull of a subset, S, of E is the smallest ane setontaining S and it will be denoted by 〈S〉 or aff(S).A good understanding of what C(S) is, and good methods for omputing it, are essential.First, we have the following simple but ruial lemma:Lemma 2.1 Given an ane spae 〈E,−→E ,+〉, for any family (ai)i∈I of points in E, theset V of onvex ombinations ∑i∈I λiai (where ∑i∈I λi = 1 and λi ≥ 0) is the onvex hullof (ai)i∈I .
RR n° 6379
12 Jean GallierProof . If (ai)i∈I is empty, then V = ∅, beause of the ondition∑i∈I λi = 1. As in the aseof ane ombinations, it is easily shown by indution that any onvex ombination an beobtained by omputing onvex ombinations of two points at a time. As a onsequene, if
(ai)i∈I is nonempty, then the smallest onvex subspae ontaining (ai)i∈I must ontain theset V of all onvex ombinations ∑i∈I λiai. Thus, it is enough to show that V is losedunder onvex ombinations, whih is immediately veried.In view of Lemma 2.1, it is obvious that any ane subspae of E is onvex. Convex setsalso arise in terms of hyperplanes. Given a hyperplane H , if f : E → R is any nononstantane form dening H (i.e., H = Ker f), we an dene the two subsets
H+(f) = {a ∈ E | f(a) ≥ 0} and H−(f) = {a ∈ E | f(a) ≤ 0},alled (losed) half-spaes assoiated with f .Observe that if λ > 0, then H+(λf) = H+(f), but if λ < 0, then H+(λf) = H−(f), andsimilarly for H−(λf). However, the set
{H+(f), H−(f)}depends only on the hyperplane H , and the hoie of a spei f dening H amountsto the hoie of one of the two half-spaes. For this reason, we will also say that H+(f)and H−(f) are the losed half-spaes assoiated with H . Clearly, H+(f) ∪ H−(f) = Eand H+(f) ∩ H−(f) = H . It is immediately veried that H+(f) and H−(f) are onvex.Bounded onvex sets arising as the intersetion of a nite family of half-spaes assoiatedwith hyperplanes play a major role in onvex geometry and topology (they are alled onvexpolytopes).It is natural to wonder whether Lemma 2.1 an be sharpened in two diretions: (1) Is itpossible to have a xed bound on the number of points involved in the onvex ombinations?(2) Is it neessary to onsider onvex ombinations of all points, or is it possible to onsideronly a subset with speial properties?The answer is yes in both ases. In ase 1, assuming that the ane spae E has dimension
m, Carathéodory's theorem asserts that it is enough to onsider onvex ombinations ofm+1points. For example, in the plane A2, the onvex hull of a set S of points is the union ofall triangles (interior points inluded) with verties in S. In ase 2, the theorem of Kreinand Milman asserts that a onvex set that is also ompat is the onvex hull of its extremalpoints (given a onvex set S, a point a ∈ S is extremal if S − {a} is also onvex, see Berger[6℄ or Lang [25℄). Next, we prove Carathéodory's theorem.2.2 Carathéodory's TheoremThe proof of Carathéodory's theorem is really beautiful. It proeeds by ontradition anduses a minimality argument. INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 13Theorem 2.2 Given any ane spae E of dimension m, for any (nonvoid) family S =
(ai)i∈L in E, the onvex hull C(S) of S is equal to the set of onvex ombinations of familiesof m+ 1 points of S.Proof . By Lemma 2.1,
C(S) =
{∑
i∈I
λiai | ai ∈ S,
∑
i∈I
λi = 1, λi ≥ 0, I ⊆ L, I nite}.We would like to prove that
C(S) =
{∑
i∈I
λiai | ai ∈ S,
∑
i∈I
λi = 1, λi ≥ 0, I ⊆ L, |I| = m+ 1
}
.We proeed by ontradition. If the theorem is false, there is some point b ∈ C(S) suh that
b an be expressed as a onvex ombination b = ∑i∈I λiai, where I ⊆ L is a nite set ofardinality |I| = q with q ≥ m + 2, and b annot be expressed as any onvex ombination
b =
∑
j∈J µjaj of stritly fewer than q points in S, that is, where |J | < q. Suh a point
b ∈ C(S) is a onvex ombination
b = λ1a1 + · · · + λqaq,where λ1 + · · · + λq = 1 and λi > 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ q). We shall prove that b an be written as aonvex ombination of q − 1 of the ai. Pik any origin O in E. Sine there are q > m + 1points a1, . . . , aq, these points are anely dependent, and by Lemma 2.6.5 from Gallier [20℄,there is a family (µ1, . . . , µq) all salars not all null, suh that µ1 + · · · + µq = 0 and
q∑
i=1
µiOai = 0.Consider the set T ⊆ R dened by
T = {t ∈ R | λi + tµi ≥ 0, µi 6= 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ q}.The set T is nonempty, sine it ontains 0. Sine ∑qi=1 µi = 0 and the µi are not all null,there are some µh, µk suh that µh < 0 and µk > 0, whih implies that T = [α, β], where
α = max
1≤i≤q
{−λi/µi | µi > 0} and β = min
1≤i≤q
{−λi/µi | µi < 0}(T is the intersetion of the losed half-spaes {t ∈ R | λi + tµi ≥ 0, µi 6= 0}). Observe that
α < 0 < β, sine λi > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , q.We laim that there is some j (1 ≤ j ≤ q) suh that
λj + αµj = 0.RR n° 6379
14 Jean GallierIndeed, sine
α = max
1≤i≤q
{−λi/µi | µi > 0},as the set on the right hand side is nite, the maximum is ahieved and there is some index
j so that α = −λj/µj . If j is some index suh that λj +αµj = 0, sine∑qi=1 µiOai = 0, wehave
b =
q∑
i=1
λiai = O +
q∑
i=1
λiOai + 0,
= O +
q∑
i=1
λiOai + α
( q∑
i=1
µiOai
)
,
= O +
q∑
i=1
(λi + αµi)Oai,
=
q∑
i=1
(λi + αµi)ai,
=
q∑
i=1, i6=j
(λi + αµi)ai,sine λj + αµj = 0. Sine ∑qi=1 µi = 0, ∑qi=1 λi = 1, and λj + αµj = 0, we have
q∑
i=1, i6=j
λi + αµi = 1,and sine λi +αµi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , q, the above shows that b an be expressed as a onvexombination of q−1 points from S. However, this ontradits the assumption that b annotbe expressed as a onvex ombination of stritly fewer than q points from S, and the theoremis proved.If S is a nite (of innite) set of points in the ane plane A2, Theorem 2.2 onrmsour intuition that C(S) is the union of triangles (inluding interior points) whose vertiesbelong to S. Similarly, the onvex hull of a set S of points in A3 is the union of tetrahedra(inluding interior points) whose verties belong to S. We get the feeling that triangulationsplay a ruial role, whih is of ourse true!Now that we have given an answer to the rst question posed at the end of Setion 2.1we give an answer to the seond question.
INRIA
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es, Extremal Points and Krein and Milman'sTheoremFirst, we dene the notions of separation and of separating hyperplanes. For this, reall thedenition of the losed (or open) halfspaes determined by a hyperplane.Given a hyperplane H , if f : E → R is any nononstant ane form dening H (i.e.,
H = Ker f), we dene the losed half-spaes assoiated with f by
H+(f) = {a ∈ E | f(a) ≥ 0},
H−(f) = {a ∈ E | f(a) ≤ 0}.Observe that if λ > 0, then H+(λf) = H+(f), but if λ < 0, then H+(λf) = H−(f), andsimilarly for H−(λf).Thus, the set {H+(f), H−(f)} depends only on the hyperplane, H , and the hoie of aspei f dening H amounts to the hoie of one of the two half-spaes.We also dene the open halfspaes assoiated with f as the two sets
◦
H+ (f) = {a ∈ E | f(a) > 0},
◦
H− (f) = {a ∈ E | f(a) < 0}.The set { ◦H+ (f), ◦H− (f)} only depends on the hyperplane H . Clearly, we have ◦H+ (f) =
H+(f) −H and ◦H− (f) = H−(f) −H .Denition 2.1 Given an ane spae, X , and two nonempty subsets, A and B, of X , wesay that a hyperplane H separates (resp. stritly separates) A and B if A is in one and Bis in the other of the two halfspaes (resp. open halfspaes) determined by H .The speial ase of separation where A is onvex and B = {a}, for some point, a, in A,is of partiular importane.Denition 2.2 Let X be an ane spae and let A be any nonempty subset of X . Asupporting hyperplane of A is any hyperplane, H , ontaining some point, a, of A, andseparating {a} and A. We say that H is a supporting hyperplane of A at a.Observe that if H is a supporting hyperplane of A at a, then we must have a ∈ ∂A.Otherwise, there would be some open ball B(a, ǫ) of enter a ontained in A and so therewould be points of A (in B(a, ǫ)) in both half-spaes determined by H , ontraditing thefat that H is a supporting hyperplane of A at a. Furthermore, H ∩ ◦A= ∅.
RR n° 6379
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Figure 2.1: Examples of supporting hyperplanesOne should experiment with various pitures and realize that supporting hyperplanes ata point may not exist (for example, if A is not onvex), may not be unique, and may haveseveral distint supporting points!Next, we need to dene various types of boundary points of losed onvex sets.Denition 2.3 Let X be an ane spae of dimension d. For any nonempty losed andonvex subset, A, of dimension d, a point a ∈ ∂A has order k(a) if the intersetion of allthe supporting hyperplanes of A at a is an ane subspae of dimension k(a). We say that
a ∈ ∂A is a vertex if k(a) = 0; we say that a is smooth if k(a) = d− 1, i.e., if the supportinghyperplane at a is unique.A vertex is a boundary point, a, suh that there are d independent supporting hy-perplanes at a. A d-simplex has boundary points of order 0, 1, . . . , d − 1. The followingproposition is shown in Berger [6℄ (Proposition 11.6.2):Proposition 2.3 The set of verties of a losed and onvex subset is ountable.Another important onept is that of an extremal point.Denition 2.4 Let X be an ane spae. For any nonempty onvex subset, A, a point
a ∈ ∂A is extremal (or extreme) if A{a} is still onvex.It is fairly obvious that a point a ∈ ∂A is extremal if it does not belong to any losednontrivial line segment [x, y] ⊆ A (x 6= y).Observe that a vertex is extremal, but the onverse is false. For example, in Figure 2.2,all the points on the ar of parabola, inluding v1 and v2, are extreme points. However, onlyINRIA
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v1 v2Figure 2.2: Examples of verties and extreme points
v1 and v2 are verties. Also, if dimX ≥ 3, the set of extremal points of a ompat onvexmay not be losed.Atually, it is not at all obvious that a nonempty ompat onvex set possesses extremalpoints. In fat, a stronger results holds (Krein and Milman's theorem). In preparation forthe proof of this important theorem, observe that any ompat (nontrivial) interval of A1has two extremal points, its two endpoints. We need the following lemma:Lemma 2.4 Let X be an ane spae of dimension n, and let A be a nonempty ompatand onvex set. Then, A = C(∂A), i.e., A is equal to the onvex hull of its boundary.Proof . Pik any a in A, and onsider any line, D, through a. Then, D ∩ A is losed andonvex. However, sine A is ompat, it follows thatD∩A is a losed interval [u, v] ontaining
a, and u, v ∈ ∂A. Therefore, a ∈ C(∂A), as desired.The following important theorem shows that only extremal points matter as far as de-termining a ompat and onvex subset from its boundary. The proof of Theorem 2.5 makesuse of a proposition due to Minkowski (Proposition 3.17) whih will be proved in Setion3.2.Theorem 2.5 (Krein and Milman, 1940) Let X be an ane spae of dimension n. Everyompat and onvex nonempty subset, A, is equal to the onvex hull of its set of extremalpoints.Proof . Denote the set of extremal points of A by Extrem(A). We proeed by indution on
d = dimX . When d = 1, the onvex and ompat subset A must be a losed interval [u, v],or a single point. In either ases, the theorem holds trivially. Now, assume d ≥ 2, andassume that the theorem holds for d− 1. It is easily veried that
Extrem(A ∩H) = (Extrem(A)) ∩H,
RR n° 6379
18 Jean Gallierfor every supporting hyperplane H of A (suh hyperplanes exist, by Minkowski's proposition(Proposition 3.17)). Observe that Lemma 2.4 implies that if we an prove that
∂A ⊆ C(Extrem(A)),then, sine A = C(∂A), we will have established that
A = C(Extrem(A)).Let a ∈ ∂A, and let H be a supporting hyperplane of A at a (whih exists, by Minkowski'sproposition). Now, A ∩ H is onvex and H has dimension d − 1, and by the indutionhypothesis, we have
A ∩H = C(Extrem(A ∩H)).However,
C(Extrem(A ∩H)) = C((Extrem(A)) ∩H)
= C(Extrem(A)) ∩H ⊆ C(Extrem(A)),and so, a ∈ A ∩H ⊆ C(Extrem(A)). Therefore, we proved that
∂A ⊆ C(Extrem(A)),from whih we dedue that A = C(Extrem(A)), as explained earlier.Remark: Observe that Krein and Milman's theorem implies that any nonempty ompatand onvex set has a nonempty subset of extremal points. This is intuitively obvious, buthard to prove! Krein and Milman's theorem also applies to innite dimensional ane spaes,provided that they are loally onvex, see Valentine [41℄, Chapter 11, Bourbaki [9℄, ChapterII, Barvinok [3℄, Chapter 3, or Lax [26℄, Chapter 13.We onlude this hapter with three other lassis of onvex geometry.2.4 Radon's and Helly's Theorems and CenterpointsWe begin with Radon's theorem.Theorem 2.6 Given any ane spae E of dimension m, for every subset X of E, if X hasat least m+ 2 points, then there is a partition of X into two nonempty disjoint subsets X1and X2 suh that the onvex hulls of X1 and X2 have a nonempty intersetion.Proof . Pik some origin O in E. Write X = (xi)i∈L for some index set L (we an let
L = X). Sine by assumption |X | ≥ m+2 where m = dim(E), X is anely dependent, and
INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 19by Lemma 2.6.5 from Gallier [20℄, there is a family (µk)k∈L (of nite support) of salars,not all null, suh that ∑
k∈L
µk = 0 and ∑
k∈L
µkOxk = 0.Sine ∑k∈L µk = 0, the µk are not all null, and (µk)k∈L has nite support, the sets
I = {i ∈ L | µi > 0} and J = {j ∈ L | µj < 0}are nonempty, nite, and obviously disjoint. Let
X1 = {xi ∈ X | µi > 0} and X2 = {xi ∈ X | µi ≤ 0}.Again, sine the µk are not all null and ∑k∈L µk = 0, the sets X1 and X2 are nonempty,and obviously
X1 ∩X2 = ∅ and X1 ∪X2 = X.Furthermore, the denition of I and J implies that (xi)i∈I ⊆ X1 and (xj)j∈J ⊆ X2. Itremains to prove that C(X1) ∩ C(X2) 6= ∅. The denition of I and J implies that
∑
k∈L
µkOxk = 0an be written as ∑
i∈I
µiOxi +
∑
j∈J
µjOxj = 0,that is, as ∑
i∈I
µiOxi =
∑
j∈J
−µjOxj,where ∑
i∈I
µi =
∑
j∈J
−µj = µ,with µ > 0. Thus, we have ∑
i∈I
µi
µ
Oxi =
∑
j∈J
−
µj
µ
Oxj,with ∑
i∈I
µi
µ
=
∑
j∈J
−
µj
µ
= 1,proving that ∑i∈I(µi/µ)xi ∈ C(X1) and ∑j∈J −(µj/µ)xj ∈ C(X2) are idential, and thusthat C(X1) ∩ C(X2) 6= ∅.Next, we prove a version of Helly's theorem.
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20 Jean GallierTheorem 2.7 Given any ane spae E of dimension m, for every family {K1, . . . ,Kn} of
n onvex subsets of E, if n ≥ m+ 2 and the intersetion ⋂i∈I Ki of any m+ 1 of the Ki isnonempty (where I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, |I| = m+ 1), then ⋂ni=1Ki is nonempty.Proof . The proof is by indution on n ≥ m+ 1 and uses Radon's theorem in the indutionstep. For n = m+ 1, the assumption of the theorem is that the intersetion of any family of
m+1 of theKi's is nonempty, and the theorem holds trivially. Next, let L = {1, 2, . . . , n+1},where n + 1 ≥ m + 2. By the indution hypothesis, Ci = ⋂j∈(L−{i})Kj is nonempty forevery i ∈ L.We laim that Ci∩Cj 6= ∅ for some i 6= j. If so, as Ci ∩Cj = ⋂n+1k=1 Kk, we are done. So,let us assume that the Ci's are pairwise disjoint. Then, we an pik a set X = {a1, . . . , an+1}suh that ai ∈ Ci, for every i ∈ L. By Radon's Theorem, there are two nonempty disjointsets X1, X2 ⊆ X suh that X = X1 ∪ X2 and C(X1) ∩ C(X2) 6= ∅. However, X1 ⊆ Kj forevery j with aj /∈ X1. This is beause aj /∈ Kj for every j, and so, we get
X1 ⊆
⋂
aj /∈X1
Kj.Symetrially, we also have
X2 ⊆
⋂
aj /∈X2
Kj.Sine the Kj 's are onvex and

 ⋂
aj /∈X1
Kj

 ∩

 ⋂
aj /∈X2
Kj

 =
n+1⋂
i=1
Ki,it follows that C(X1) ∩ C(X2) ⊆ ⋂n+1i=1 Ki, so that ⋂n+1i=1 Ki is nonempty, ontraditing thefat that Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ for all i 6= j.A more general version of Helly's theorem is proved in Berger [6℄. An amusing orollaryof Helly's theorem is the following result: Consider n ≥ 4 parallel line segments in the aneplane A2. If every three of these line segments meet a line, then all of these line segmentsmeet a ommon line.We onlude this hapter with a nie appliation of Helly's Theorem to the existeneof enterpoints. Centerpoints generalize the notion of median to higher dimensions. Reallthat if we have a set of n data points, S = {a1, . . . , an}, on the real line, a median for Sis a point, x, suh that at least n/2 of the points in S belong to both intervals [x,∞) and
(−∞, x].Given any hyperplane, H , reall that the losed half-spaes determined by H are denoted
H+ and H− and that H ⊆ H+ and H ⊆ H−. We let ◦H+= H+ −H and ◦H−= H− −H bethe open half-spaes determined by H . INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 21Denition 2.5 Let S = {a1, . . . , an} be a set of n points in Ad. A point, c ∈ Ad, is aenterpoint of S i for every hyperplane, H , whenever the losed half-spae H+ (resp. H−)ontains c, then H+ (resp. H−) ontains at least nd+1 points from S.So, for d = 2, for eah line, D, if the losed half-plane D+ (resp. D−) ontains c, then
D+ (resp. D−) ontains at least a third of the points from S. For d = 3, for eah plane, H ,if the losed half-spae H+ (resp. H−) ontains c, then H+ (resp. H−) ontains at least afourth of the points from S, et.Observe that a point, c ∈ Ad, is a enterpoint of S i c belongs to every open half-spae,
◦
H+ (resp. ◦H−) ontaining at least dnd+1 + 1 points from S.Indeed, if c is a enterpoint of S and H is any hyperplane suh that ◦H+ (resp. ◦H−)ontains at least dnd+1 + 1 points from S, then ◦H+ (resp. ◦H−) must ontain c as otherwise,the losed half-spae, H− (resp. H+) would ontain c and at most n − dnd+1 − 1 = nd+1 − 1points from S, a ontradition. Conversely, assume that c belongs to every open half-spae,
◦
H+ (resp. ◦H−) ontaining at least dnd+1 + 1 points from S. Then, for any hyperplane, H ,if c ∈ H+ (resp. c ∈ H−) but H+ ontains at most nd+1 − 1 points from S, then the openhalf-spae, ◦H− (resp. ◦H+) would ontain at least n− nd+1 + 1 = dnd+1 + 1 points from S butnot c, a ontradition.We are now ready to prove the existene of enterpoints.Theorem 2.8 Every nite set, S = {a1, . . . , an}, of n points in Ad has some enterpoint.Proof . We will use the seond haraterization of enterpoints involving open half-spaesontaining at least dnd+1 + 1 points.Consider the family of sets,
C =
{
conv(S ∩
◦
H+) | (∃H)
(
|S ∩
◦
H+ | >
dn
d+ 1
)}
∪
{
conv(S ∩
◦
H−) | (∃H)
(
|S ∩
◦
H− | >
dn
d+ 1
)}
,where H is a hyperplane.As S is nite, C onsists of a nite number of onvex sets, say {C1, . . . , Cm}. If we provethat ⋂mi=1 Ci 6= ∅ we are done, beause ⋂mi=1 Ci is the set of enterpoints of S.First, we prove by indution on k (with 1 ≤ k ≤ d+ 1), that any intersetion of k of the
Ci's has at least (d+1−k)nd+1 + k elements from S. For k = 1, this holds by denition of the
Ci's.
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onsider the intersetion of k + 1 ≤ d + 1 of the Ci's, say Ci1 ∩ · · · ∩ Cik ∩ Cik+1 .Let
A = S ∩ (Ci1 ∩ · · · ∩ Cik ∩ Cik+1)
B = S ∩ (Ci1 ∩ · · · ∩ Cik)
C = S ∩ Cik+1 .Note that A = B∩C. By the indution hypothesis, B ontains at least (d+1−k)nd+1 +k elementsfrom S. As C ontains at least dnd+1 + 1 points from S, and as
|B ∪C| = |B| + |C| − |B ∩ C| = |B| + |C| − |A|and |B ∪ C| ≤ n, we get n ≥ |B| + |C| − |A|, that is,
|A| ≥ |B| + |C| − n.It follows that
|A| ≥
(d+ 1 − k)n
d+ 1
+ k +
dn
d+ 1
+ 1 − nthat is,
|A| ≥
(d+ 1 − k)n+ dn− (d+ 1)n
d+ 1
+ k + 1 =
(d+ 1 − (k + 1))n
d+ 1
+ k + 1,establishing the indution hypothesis.Now, if m ≤ d+ 1, the above laim for k = m shows that ⋂mi=1 Ci 6= ∅ and we are done.If m ≥ d+ 2, the above laim for k = d+ 1 shows that any intersetion of d+ 1 of the Ci'sis nonempty. Consequently, the onditions for applying Helly's Theorem are satised andtherefore,
m⋂
i=1
Ci 6= ∅.However, ⋂mi=1 Ci is the set of enterpoints of S and we are done.Remark: The above proof atually shows that the set of enterpoints of S is a onvex set.In fat, it is a nite intersetion of onvex hulls of nitely many points, so it is the onvexhull of nitely many points, in other words, a polytope.Jadhav and Mukhopadhyay have given a linear-time algorithm for omputing a enter-point of a nite set of points in the plane. For d ≥ 3, it appears that the best that an bedone (using linear programming) is O(nd). However, there are good approximation algo-rithms (Clarkson, Eppstein, Miller, Sturtivant and Teng) and in E3 there is a near quadratialgorithm (Agarwal, Sharir and Welzl).
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Chapter 3Separation and SupportingHyperplanes3.1 Separation Theorems and Farkas LemmaIt seems intuitively rather obvious that if A and B are two nonempty disjoint onvex setsin A2, then there is a line, H , separating them, in the sense that A and B belong to the two(disjoint) open halfplanes determined by H . However, this is not always true! For example,this fails if both A and B are losed and unbounded (nd an example). Nevertheless, theresult is true if both A and B are open, or if the notion of separation is weakened a littlebit. The key result, from whih most separation results follow, is a geometri version ofthe Hahn-Banah theorem. In the sequel, we restrit our attention to real ane spaes ofnite dimension. Then, if X is an ane spae of dimension d, there is an ane bijetion fbetween X and Ad.Now, Ad is a topologial spae, under the usual topology on Rd (in fat, Ad is a metrispae). Reall that if a = (a1, . . . , ad) and b = (b1, . . . , bd) are any two points in Ad, theirEulidean distane, d(a, b), is given by
d(a, b) =
√
(b1 − a1)2 + · · · + (bd − ad)2,whih is also the norm, ‖ab‖, of the vetor ab and that for any ǫ > 0, the open ball ofenter a and radius ǫ, B(a, ǫ), is given by
B(a, ǫ) = {b ∈ Ad | d(a, b) < ǫ}.A subset U ⊆ Ad is open (in the norm topology) if either U is empty or for every point,
a ∈ U , there is some (small) open ball, B(a, ǫ), ontained in U . A subset C ⊆ Ad is losedi Ad − C is open. For example, the losed balls , B(a, ǫ), where
B(a, ǫ) = {b ∈ Ad | d(a, b) ≤ ǫ},RR n° 6379
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losed. A subset W ⊆ Ad is bounded i there is some ball (open or losed), B, so that
W ⊆ B. A subset W ⊆ Ad is ompat i every family, {Ui}i∈I , that is an open over of W(whih means that W = ⋃i∈I(W ∩Ui), with eah Ui an open set) possesses a nite subover(whih means that there is a nite subset, F ⊆ I, so that W = ⋃i∈F (W ∩ Ui)). In Ad, itan be shown that a subset W is ompat i W is losed and bounded. Given a funtion,
f : Am → An, we say that f is ontinuous if f−1(V ) is open in Am whenever V is open in
An. If f : Am → An is a ontinuous funtion, although it is generally false that f(U) isopen if U ⊆ Am is open, it is easily heked that f(K) is ompat if K ⊆ Am is ompat.An ane spae X of dimension d beomes a topologial spae if we give it the topologyfor whih the open subsets are of the form f−1(U), where U is any open subset of Ad and
f : X → Ad is an ane bijetion.Given any subset, A, of a topologial spae, X , the smallest losed set ontaining A isdenoted by A, and is alled the losure or adherene of A. A subset, A, of X , is dense in Xif A = X . The largest open set ontained in A is denoted by ◦A, and is alled the interior of
A. The set, Fr A = A ∩X −A, is alled the boundary (or frontier) of A. We also denotethe boundary of A by ∂A.In order to prove the Hahn-Banah theorem, we will need two lemmas. Given any twodistint points x, y ∈ X , we let
]x, y[ = {(1 − λ)x + λy ∈ X | 0 < λ < 1}.Our rst lemma (Lemma 3.1) is intuitively quite obvious so the reader might be puzzled bythe length of its proof. However, after proposing several wrong proofs, we realized that itsproof is more subtle than it might appear. The proof below is due to Valentine [41℄. See ifyou an nd a shorter (and orret) proof!Lemma 3.1 Let S be a nonempty onvex set and let x ∈ ◦S and y ∈ S. Then, we have
]x, y[ ⊆
◦
S.Proof . Let z ∈ ]x, y[ , that is, z = (1 − λ)x + λy, with 0 < λ < 1. Sine x ∈ ◦S, we annd some open subset, U , ontained in S so that x ∈ U . It is easy to hek that theentral magniation of enter z, Hz,λ−1
λ
, maps x to y. Then, Hz,λ−1
λ
(U) is an open subsetontaining y and as y ∈ S, we have Hz,λ−1
λ
(U) ∩ S 6= ∅. Let v ∈ Hz,λ−1
λ
(U) ∩ S be a pointof S in this intersetion. Now, there is a unique point, u ∈ U ⊆ S, suh that Hz,λ−1
λ
(u) = vand, as S is onvex, we dedue that z = (1 − λ)u + λv ∈ S. Sine U is open, the set
(1 − λ)U + λv = {(1 − λ)w + λv | w ∈ U} ⊆ Sis also open and z ∈ (1 − λ)U + λv, whih shows that z ∈ ◦S.
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onvex, then ◦S is also onvex, and we have ◦S = ◦S. Furthermore, if
◦
S 6= ∅, then S = ◦S.
 Beware that if S is a losed set, then the onvex hull, conv(S), of S is not neessarilylosed! (Find a ounter-example.) However, it an be shown that if S is ompat, then
conv(S) is also ompat and thus, losed.There is a simple riterion to test whether a onvex set has an empty interior, based onthe notion of dimension of a onvex set.Denition 3.1 The dimension of a nonempty onvex subset, S, of X , denoted by dim S,is the dimension of the smallest ane subset, 〈S〉, ontaining S.Proposition 3.3 A nonempty onvex set S has a nonempty interior i dim S = dimX.Proof . Let d = dimX . First, assume that ◦S 6= ∅. Then, S ontains some open ball of enter
a0, and in it, we an nd a frame (a0, a1, . . . , ad) for X . Thus, dim S = dimX . Conversely,let (a0, a1, . . . , ad) be a frame of X , with ai ∈ S, for i = 0, . . . , d. Then, we have
a0 + · · · + ad
d+ 1
∈
◦
S,and ◦S is nonempty.
 Proposition 3.3 is false in innite dimension.We leave the following property as an exerise:Proposition 3.4 If S is onvex, then S is also onvex.One an also easily prove that onvexity is preserved under diret image and inverseimage by an ane map.The next lemma, whih seems intuitively obvious, is the ore of the proof of the Hahn-Banah theorem. This is the ase where the ane spae has dimension two. First, we needto dene what is a onvex one.Denition 3.2 A onvex set, C, is a onvex one with vertex x if C is invariant under allentral magniations, Hx,λ, of enter x and ratio λ, with λ > 0 (i.e., Hx,λ(C) = C).Given a onvex set, S, and a point, x /∈ S, we an dene
conex(S) =
⋃
λ>0
Hx,λ(S).It is easy to hek that this is a onvex one.RR n° 6379
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B
O
C
x
LFigure 3.1: Hahn-Banah Theorem in the plane (Lemma 3.5)Lemma 3.5 Let B be a nonempty open and onvex subset of A2, and let O be a point of
A2 so that O /∈ B. Then, there is some line, L, through O, so that L ∩B = ∅.Proof . Dene the onvex one C = coneO(B). As B is open, it is easy to hek that eah
HO,λ(B) is open and sine C is the union of the HO,λ(B) (for λ > 0), whih are open, Citself is open. Also, O /∈ C. We laim that a least one point, x, of the boundary, ∂C, of C,is distint from O. Otherwise, ∂C = {O} and we laim that C = A2 − {O}, whih is notonvex, a ontradition. Indeed, as C is onvex it is onneted, A2 −{O} itself is onnetedand C ⊆ A2 − {O}. If C 6= A2 − {O}, pik some point a 6= O in A2 − C and some point
c ∈ C. Now, a basi property of onnetivity asserts that every ontinuous path from a (inthe exterior of C) to c (in the interior of C) must interset the boundary of C, namely, {O}.However, there are plenty of paths from a to c that avoid O, a ontradition. Therefore,
C = A2 − {O}.Sine C is open and x ∈ ∂C, we have x /∈ C. Furthermore, we laim that y = 2O−x (thesymmetri of x w.r.t. O) does not belong to C either. Otherwise, we would have y ∈ ◦C = Cand x ∈ C, and by Lemma 3.1, we would get O ∈ C, a ontradition. Therefore, the linethrough O and x misses C entirely (sine C is a one), and thus, B ⊆ C.Finally, we ome to the Hahn-Banah theorem.Theorem 3.6 (Hahn-Banah Theorem, geometri form) Let X be a (nite-dimensional)ane spae, A be a nonempty open and onvex subset of X and L be an ane subspae of
X so that A∩L = ∅. Then, there is some hyperplane, H, ontaining L, that is disjoint from
A.Proof . The ase where dim X = 1 is trivial. Thus, we may assume that dim X ≥ 2. Weredue the proof to the ase where dimX = 2. Let V be an ane subspae of X of maximalINRIA
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Figure 3.2: Hahn-Banah Theorem, geometri form (Theorem 3.6)dimension ontaining L and so that V ∩A = ∅. Pik an origin O ∈ L in X , and onsider thevetor spae XO. We would like to prove that V is a hyperplane, i.e., dim V = dimX − 1.We proeed by ontradition. Thus, assume that dim V ≤ dim X − 2. In this ase, thequotient spae X/V has dimension at least 2. We also know that X/V is isomorphi tothe orthogonal omplement, V ⊥, of V so we may identify X/V and V ⊥. The (orthogonal)projetion map, π : X → V ⊥, is linear, ontinuous, and we an show that π maps the opensubset A to an open subset π(A), whih is also onvex (one way to prove that π(A) is open isto observe that for any point, a ∈ A, a small open ball of enter a ontained in A is projetedby π to an open ball ontained in π(A) and as π is surjetive, π(A) is open). Furthermore,
0 /∈ π(A). Sine V ⊥ has dimension at least 2, there is some plane P (a subspae of dimension
2) interseting π(A), and thus, we obtain a nonempty open and onvex subset B = π(A)∩Pin the plane P ∼= A2. So, we an apply Lemma 3.5 to B and the point O = 0 in P ∼= A2to nd a line, l, (in P ) through O with l ∩B = ∅. But then, l ∩ π(A) = ∅ and W = π−1(l)is an ane subspae suh that W ∩ A = ∅ and W properly ontains V , ontraditing themaximality of V .Remark: The geometri form of the Hahn-Banah theorem also holds when the dimensionofX is innite but a slightly more sophistiated proof is required. Atually, all that is neededis to prove that a maximal ane subspae ontaining L and disjoint from A exists. Thisan be done using Zorn's lemma. For other proofs, see Bourbaki [9℄, Chapter 2, Valentine[41℄, Chapter 2, Barvinok [3℄, Chapter 2, or Lax [26℄, Chapter 3.
 Theorem 3.6 is false if we omit the assumption that A is open. For a ounter-example,let A ⊆ A2 be the union of the half spae y < 0 with the losed segment [0, 1] on the
RR n° 6379
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Figure 3.3: Hahn-Banah Theorem, seond version (Theorem 3.7)
x-axis and let L be the point (2, 0) on the boundary of A. It is also false if A is losed!(Find a ounter-example).Theorem 3.6 has many important orollaries. For example, we will eventually prove thatfor any two nonempty disjoint onvex sets, A and B, there is a hyperplane separating Aand B, but this will take some work (reall the denition of a separating hyperplane givenin Denition 2.1). We begin with the following version of the Hahn-Banah theorem:Theorem 3.7 (Hahn-Banah, seond version) Let X be a (nite-dimensional) ane spae,
A be a nonempty onvex subset of X with nonempty interior and L be an ane subspae of
X so that A ∩ L = ∅. Then, there is some hyperplane, H, ontaining L and separating Land A.Proof . Sine A is onvex, by Corollary 3.2, ◦A is also onvex. By hypothesis, ◦A is nonempty.So, we an apply Theorem 3.6 to the nonempty open and onvex ◦A and to the ane subspae
L. We get a hyperplane H ontaining L suh that ◦A ∩H = ∅. However, A ⊆ A = ◦A and ◦Ais ontained in the losed half spae (H+ or H−) ontaining ◦A, so H separates A and L.Corollary 3.8 Given an ane spae, X, let A and B be two nonempty disjoint onvexsubsets and assume that A has nonempty interior ( ◦A 6= ∅). Then, there is a hyperplaneseparating A and B.
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Figure 3.4: Separation Theorem, version 1 (Corollary 3.8)Proof . Pik some origin O and onsider the vetor spae XO. Dene C = A−B (a speialase of the Minkowski sum) as follows:
A−B = {a− b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B} =
⋃
b∈B
(A− b).It is easily veried that C = A−B is onvex and has nonempty interior (as a union of subsetshaving a nonempty interior). FurthermoreO /∈ C, sine A∩B = ∅.1 (Note that the denitiondepends on the hoie of O, but this has no eet on the proof.) Sine ◦C is nonempty, wean apply Theorem 3.7 to C and to the ane subspae {O} and we get a hyperplane, H ,separating C and {O}. Let f be any linear form dening the hyperplane H . We may assumethat f(a − b) ≤ 0, for all a ∈ A and all b ∈ B, i.e., f(a) ≤ f(b). Consequently, if we let
α = sup{f(a) | a ∈ A} (whih makes sense, sine the set {f(a) | a ∈ A} is bounded), we have
f(a) ≤ α for all a ∈ A and f(b) ≥ α for all b ∈ B, whih shows that the ane hyperplanedened by f − α separates A and B.Remark: Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 also hold in the innite dimensional ase, see Lax[26℄, Chapter 3, or Barvinok, Chapter 3.1 Readers who prefer a purely ane argument may dene C = A − B as the ane subset
A − B = {O + a − b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.Again, O /∈ C and C is onvex. By adjusting O we an pik the ane form, f , dening a separatinghyperplane, H, of C and {O}, so that f(O + a − b) ≤ f(O), for all a ∈ A and all b ∈ B, i.e., f(a) ≤ f(b).
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e a hyperplane, H , separating A and B as in Corollary 3.8 is the boundary of eahof the two halfspaes that it determines, we also obtain the following orollary:Corollary 3.9 Given an ane spae, X, let A and B be two nonempty disjoint open andonvex subsets. Then, there is a hyperplane stritly separating A and B.
 Beware that Corollary 3.9 fails for losed onvex sets. However, Corollary 3.9 holds ifwe also assume that A (or B) is ompat.We need to review the notion of distane from a point to a subset. Let X be a metrispae with distane funtion, d. Given any point, a ∈ X , and any nonempty subset, B, of
X , we let
d(a,B) = inf
b∈B
d(a, b)(where inf is the notation for least upper bound).Now, if X is an ane spae of dimension d, it an be given a metri struture by givingthe orresponding vetor spae a metri struture, for instane, the metri indued by aEulidean struture. We have the following important property: For any nonempty losedsubset, S ⊆ X (not neessarily onvex), and any point, a ∈ X , there is some point s ∈ Sahieving the distane from a to S, i.e., so that
d(a, S) = d(a, s).The proof uses the fat that the distane funtion is ontinuous and that a ontinuousfuntion attains its minimum on a ompat set, and is left as an exerise.Corollary 3.10 Given an ane spae, X, let A and B be two nonempty disjoint losedand onvex subsets, with A ompat. Then, there is a hyperplane stritly separating A and
B.Proof sketh. First, we pik an origin O and we give XO ∼= An a Eulidean struture. Let
d denote the assoiated distane. Given any subsets A of X , let
A+B(O, ǫ) = {x ∈ X | d(x,A) < ǫ},where B(a, ǫ) denotes the open ball, B(a, ǫ) = {x ∈ X | d(a, x) < ǫ}, of enter a and radius
ǫ > 0. Note that
A+B(O, ǫ) =
⋃
a∈A
B(a, ǫ),whih shows that A+B(O, ǫ) is open; furthermore it is easy to see that if A is onvex, then
A+B(O, ǫ) is also onvex. Now, the funtion a 7→ d(a,B) (where a ∈ A) is ontinuous andsine A is ompat, it ahieves its minimum, d(A,B) = mina∈A d(a,B), at some point, a,
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e B is losed, there is some b ∈ B so that d(A,B) = d(a,B) =
d(a, b) and sine A ∩B = ∅, we must have δ > 0. Thus, if we pik ǫ < δ/2, we see that
(A+B(O, ǫ)) ∩ (B +B(O, ǫ)) = ∅.Now, A+B(O, ǫ) and B+B(O, ǫ) are open, onvex and disjoint and we onlude by applyingCorollary 3.9.A ute appliation of Corollary 3.10 is one of the many versions of Farkas Lemma(1893-1894, 1902), a basi result in the theory of linear programming. For any vetor,
x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn, and any real, α ∈ R, write x ≥ α i xi ≥ α, for i = 1, . . . , n.Lemma 3.11 (Farkas Lemma, Version I) Given any d× n real matrix, A, and any vetor,
z ∈ Rd, exatly one of the following alternatives ours:(a) The linear system, Ax = z, has a solution, x = (x1, . . . , xn), suh that x ≥ 0 and
x1 + · · · + xn = 1, or(b) There is some c ∈ Rd and some α ∈ R suh that c⊤z < α and c⊤A ≥ α.Proof . Let A1, . . . , An ∈ Rd be the n points orresponding to the olumns of A. Then,either z ∈ conv({A1, . . . , An}) or z /∈ conv({A1, . . . , An}). In the rst ase, we have aonvex ombination
z = x1A1 + · · · + xnAnwhere xi ≥ 0 and x1 + · · · + xn = 1, so x = (x1, . . . , xn) is a solution satisfying (a).In the seond ase, by Corollary 3.10, there is a hyperplane,H , stritly separating {z} and
conv({A1, . . . , An}), whih is obviously losed. In fat, observe that z /∈ conv({A1, . . . , An})i there is a hyperplane, H , suh that z ∈ ◦H− and Ai ∈ H+, for i = 1, . . . , n. As the anehyperplane, H , is the zero lous of an equation of the form
c1y1 + · · · + cdyd = α,either c⊤z < α and c⊤Ai ≥ α for i = 1, . . . , n, that is, c⊤A ≥ α, or c⊤z > α and c⊤A ≤ α.In the seond ase, (−c)⊤z < −α and (−c)⊤A ≥ −α, so (b) is satised by either c and α orby −c and −α.Remark: If we relax the requirements on solutions of Ax = z and only require x ≥ 0(x1 + · · · + xn = 1 is no longer required) then, in ondition (b), we an take α = 0. Thisis another version of Farkas Lemma. In this ase, instead of onsidering the onvex hull of
{A1, . . . , An} we are onsidering the onvex one,
cone(A1, . . . , An) = {λA1 + · · · + λnAn | λi ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},that is, we are dropping the ondition λ1 + · · · + λn = 1. For this version of Farkas Lemmawe need the following separation lemma:RR n° 6379
32 Jean GallierProposition 3.12 Let C ⊆ Ed be any losed onvex one with vertex O. Then, for everypoint, a, not in C, there is a hyperplane, H, passing through O separating a and C with
a /∈ H.Proof . Sine C is losed and onvex and {a} is ompat and onvex, by Corollary 3.10,there is a hyperplane, H ′, stritly separating a and C. Let H be the hyperplane through Oparallel to H ′. Sine C and a lie in the two disjoint open half-spaes determined by H ′, thepoint a annot belong to H . Suppose that some point, b ∈ C, lies in the open half-spaedetermined by H and a. Then, the line, L, through O and b intersets H ′ in some point, c,and as C is a one, the half line determined by O and b is ontained in C. So, c ∈ C wouldbelong to H ′, a ontradition. Therefore, C is ontained in the losed half-spae determinedby H that does not ontain a, as laimed.Lemma 3.13 (Farkas Lemma, Version II) Given any d×n real matrix, A, and any vetor,
z ∈ Rd, exatly one of the following alternatives ours:(a) The linear system, Ax = z, has a solution, x, suh that x ≥ 0, or(b) There is some c ∈ Rd suh that c⊤z < 0 and c⊤A ≥ 0.Proof . The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.11 exept that it uses Proposition3.12 instead of Corollary 3.10 and either z ∈ cone(A1, . . . , An) or z /∈ cone(A1, . . . , An).One an show that Farkas II implies Farkas I. Here is another version of Farkas Lemmahaving to do with a system of inequalities, Ax ≤ z. Although, this version may seem weakerthat Farkas II, it is atually equivalent to it!Lemma 3.14 (Farkas Lemma, Version III) Given any d×n real matrix, A, and any vetor,
z ∈ Rd, exatly one of the following alternatives ours:(a) The system of inequalities, Ax ≤ z, has a solution, x, or(b) There is some c ∈ Rd suh that c ≥ 0, c⊤z < 0 and c⊤A = 0.Proof . We use two triks from linear programming:1. We onvert the system of inequalities, Ax ≤ z, into a system of equations by intro-duing a vetor of slak variables, γ = (γ1, . . . , γd), where the system of equationsis
(A, I)
(
x
γ
)
= z,with γ ≥ 0.2. We replae eah unonstrained variable, xi, by xi = Xi − Yi, with Xi, Yi ≥ 0.
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Figure 3.5: Separation Theorem, nal version (Theorem 3.15)Then, the original system Ax ≤ z has a solution, x (unonstrained), i the system ofequations
(A,−A, I)


X
Y
γ

 = zhas a solution with X,Y, γ ≥ 0. By Farkas II, this system has no solution i there existssome c ∈ Rd with c⊤z < 0 and
c⊤(A,−A, I) ≥ 0,that is, c⊤A ≥ 0, −c⊤A ≥ 0, and c ≥ 0. However, these four onditions redue to c⊤z < 0,
c⊤A = 0 and c ≥ 0.Finally, we have the separation theorem announed earlier for arbitrary nonempty onvexsubsets.Theorem 3.15 (Separation of disjoint onvex sets) Given an ane spae, X, let A and Bbe two nonempty disjoint onvex subsets. Then, there is a hyperplane separating A and B.Proof . The proof is by desending indution on n = dim A. If dim A = dim X , we knowfrom Proposition 3.3 that A has nonempty interior and we onlude using Corollary 3.8.RR n° 6379
34 Jean GallierNext, asssume that the indution hypothesis holds if dimA ≥ n and assume dimA = n− 1.Pik an origin O ∈ A and let H be a hyperplane ontaining A. Pik x ∈ X outside H anddene C = conv(A ∪ {A+ x}) where A+ x = {a+ x | a ∈ A} and D = conv(A ∪ {A− x})where A − x = {a− x | a ∈ A}. Note that C ∪D is onvex. If B ∩ C 6= ∅ and B ∩D 6= ∅,then the onvexity of B and C ∪D implies that A ∩ B 6= ∅, a ontradition. Without lossof generality, assume that B ∩ C = ∅. Sine x is outside H , we have dim C = n and by theindution hypothesis, there is a hyperplane, H1 separating C and B. As A ⊆ C, we see that
H1 also separates A and B.Remarks:(1) The reader should ompare this proof (from Valentine [41℄, Chapter II) with Berger'sproof using ompatness of the projetive spae Pd [6℄ (Corollary 11.4.7).(2) Rather than using the Hahn-Banah theorem to dedue separation results, one mayproeed dierently and use the following intuitively obvious lemma, as in Valentine[41℄ (Theorem 2.4):Lemma 3.16 If A and B are two nonempty onvex sets suh that A ∪ B = X and
A ∩B = ∅, then V = A ∩B is a hyperplane.One an then dedue Corollaries 3.8 and Theorem 3.15. Yet another approah isfollowed in Barvinok [3℄.(3) How an some of the above results be generalized to innite dimensional ane spaes,espeially Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.8? One approah is to simultaneously relaxthe notion of interior and tighten a little the notion of losure, in a more linear andless topologial fashion, as in Valentine [41℄.Given any subset A ⊆ X (where X may be innite dimensional, but is a Hausdortopologial vetor spae), say that a point x ∈ X is linearly aessible from A i thereis some a ∈ A with a 6= x and ]a, x[⊆ A. We let linaA be the set of all points linearlyaessible from A and lin A = A ∪ lina A.A point a ∈ A is a ore point of A i for every y ∈ X , with y 6= a, there is some
z ∈]a, y[ , suh that [a, z] ⊆ A. The set of all ore points is denoted coreA.It is not diult to prove that linA ⊆ A and ◦A⊆ coreA. If A has nonempty interior,then linA = A and ◦A= coreA. Also, if A is onvex, then coreA and linA are onvex.Then, Lemma 3.16 still holds (where X is not neessarily nite dimensional) if weredene V as V = lin A ∩ lin B and allow the possibility that V ould be X itself.Corollary 3.8 also holds in the general ase if we assume that coreA is nonempty. Fordetails, see Valentine [41℄, Chapter I and II.
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h is to dene the notion of an algebraially open onvex set, asin Barvinok [3℄. A onvex set, A, is algebraially open i the intersetion of A withevery line, L, is an open interval, possibly empty or innite at either end (or all of
L). An open onvex set is algebraially open. Then, the Hahn-Banah theorem holdsprovided that A is an algebraially open onvex set and similarly, Corollary 3.8 alsoholds provided A is algebraially open. For details, see Barvinok [3℄, Chapter 2 and 3.We do not know how the notion algebraially open relates to the onept of core.(5) Theorems 3.6, 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 are proved in Lax [26℄ using the notion of gaugefuntion in the more general ase where A has some ore point (but beware that Laxuses the terminology interior point instead of ore point!).An important speial ase of separation is the ase where A is onvex and B = {a}, forsome point, a, in A.3.2 Supporting Hyperplanes and Minkowski's Proposi-tionReall the denition of a supporting hyperplane given in Denition 2.2. We have the fol-lowing important proposition rst proved by Minkowski (1896):Proposition 3.17 (Minkowski) Let A be a nonempty losed and onvex subset. Then, forevery point a ∈ ∂A, there is a supporting hyperplane to A through a.Proof . Let d = dim A. If d < dim X (i.e., A has empty interior), then A is ontained insome ane subspae V of dimension d < dim X , and any hyperplane ontaining V is asupporting hyperplane for every a ∈ A. Now, assume d = dimX , so that ◦A 6= ∅. If a ∈ ∂A,then {a} ∩ ◦A = ∅. By Theorem 3.6, there is a hyperplane H separating ◦A and L = {a}.However, by Corollary 3.2, sine ◦A 6= ∅ and A is losed, we have
A = A =
◦
A.Now, the halfspae ontaining ◦A is losed, and thus, it ontains ◦A = A. Therefore, Hseparates A and {a}.
 Beware that Proposition 3.17 is false when the dimension of X is innite and when
◦
A= ∅.The proposition below gives a suient ondition for a losed subset to be onvex.Proposition 3.18 Let A be a losed subset with nonempty interior. If there is a supportinghyperplane for every point a ∈ ∂A, then A is onvex.Proof . We leave it as an exerise (see Berger [6℄, Proposition 11.5.4).RR n° 6379
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 The ondition that A has nonempty interior is ruial!The proposition below haraterizes losed onvex sets in terms of (losed) halfspaes.It is another intuitive fat whose rigorous proof is nontrivial.Proposition 3.19 Let A be a nonempty losed and onvex subset. Then, A is the interse-tion of all the losed halfspaes ontaining it.Proof . Let A′ be the intersetion of all the losed halfspaes ontaining A. It is immediatelyheked that A′ is losed and onvex and that A ⊆ A′. Assume that A′ 6= A, and pik
a ∈ A′ − A. Then, we an apply Corollary 3.10 to {a} and A and we nd a hyperplane,
H , stritly separating A and {a}; this shows that A belongs to one of the two half-spaesdetermined by H , yet a does not belong to the same half-spae, ontraditing the denitionof A′.3.3 Polarity and DualityLet E = En be a Eulidean spae of dimension n. Pik any origin, O, in En (we may assume
O = (0, . . . , 0)). We know that the inner produt on E = En indues a duality between Eand its dual E∗ (for example, see Chapter 6, Setion 2 of Gallier [20℄), namely, u 7→ ϕu, where
ϕu is the linear form dened by ϕu(v) = u · v, for all v ∈ E. For geometri purposes, it ismore onvenient to reast this duality as a orrespondene between points and hyperplanes,using the notion of polarity with respet to the unit sphere, Sn−1 = {a ∈ En | ‖Oa‖ = 1}.First, we need the following simple fat: For every hyperplane, H , not passing through
O, there is a unique point, h, so that
H = {a ∈ En | Oh · Oa = 1}.Indeed, any hyperplane, H , in En is the null set of some equation of the form
α1x1 + · · · + αnxn = β,and if O /∈ H , then β 6= 0. Thus, any hyperplane, H , not passing through O is dened byan equation of the form
h1x1 + · · · + hnxn = 1,if we set hi = αi/β. So, if we let h = (h1, . . . , hn), we see that
H = {a ∈ En | Oh · Oa = 1},as laimed. Now, assume that
H = {a ∈ En | Oh1 · Oa = 1} = {a ∈ E
n | Oh2 ·Oa = 1}. INRIA
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tions a 7→ Oh1 · Oa − 1 and a 7→ Oh2 · Oa − 1 are two ane forms dening thesame hyperplane, so there is a nonzero salar, λ, so that
Oh1 · Oa− 1 = λ(Oh2 · Oa− 1) for all a ∈ En(see Gallier [20℄, Chapter 2, Setion 2.10). In partiular, for a = O, we nd that λ = 1, andso,
Oh1 · Oa = Oh2 ·Oa for all a,whih implies h1 = h2. This proves the uniqueness of h.Using the above, we make the following denition:Denition 3.3 Given any point, a 6= O, the polar hyperplane of a (w.r.t. Sn−1) or dual of
a is the hyperplane, a†, given by
a† = {b ∈ En | Oa ·Ob = 1}.Given a hyperplane, H , not ontaining O, the pole of H (w.r.t Sn−1) or dual of H is the(unique) point, H†, so that
H = {a ∈ En | OH† · Oa = 1}.We often abbreviate polar hyperplane to polar. We immediately hek that a†† = aand H†† = H , so, we obtain a bijetive orrespondene between En − {O} and the set ofhyperplanes not passing through O.When a is outside the sphere Sn−1, there is a nie geometri interpetation for the polarhyperplane, H = a†. Indeed, in this ase, sine
H = a† = {b ∈ En | Oa ·Ob = 1}and ‖Oa‖ > 1, the hyperplane H intersets Sn−1 (along an (n − 2)-dimensional sphere)and if b is any point on H ∩ Sn−1, we laim that Ob and ba are orthogonal. This meansthat H ∩ Sn−1 is the set of points on Sn−1 where the lines through a and tangent to Sn−1touh Sn−1 (they form a one tangent to Sn−1 with apex a). Indeed, as Oa = Ob+ba and
b ∈ H ∩ Sn−1 i.e., Oa ·Ob = 1 and ‖Ob‖2 = 1, we get
1 = Oa ·Ob = (Ob + ba) · Ob = ‖Ob‖2 + ba ·Ob = 1 + ba · Ob,whih implies ba ·Ob = 0. When a ∈ Sn−1, the hyperplane a† is tangent to Sn−1 at a.Also, observe that for any point, a 6= O, and any hyperplane, H , not passing through O,if a ∈ H , then, H† ∈ a†, i.e, the pole, H†, of H belongs to the polar, a†, of a. Indeed, H† isthe unique point so that
H = {b ∈ En | OH† · Ob = 1}RR n° 6379
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a
a†
O
b
Figure 3.6: The polar, a†, of a point, a, outside the sphere Sn−1and
a† = {b ∈ En | Oa ·Ob = 1};sine a ∈ H , we have OH† · Oa = 1, whih shows that H† ∈ a†.If a = (a1, . . . , an), the equation of the polar hyperplane, a†, is
a1X1 + · · · + anXn = 1.Remark: As we noted, polarity in a Eulidean spae suers from the minor defet that thepolar of the origin is undened and, similarly, the pole of a hyperplane through the origindoes not make sense. If we embed En into the projetive spae, Pn, by adding a hyperplaneat innity (a opy of Pn−1), thereby viewing Pn as the disjoint union Pn = En∪Pn−1, thenthe polarity orrespondene an be dened everywhere. Indeed, the polar of the origin isthe hyperplane at innity (Pn−1) and sine Pn−1 an be viewed as the set of hyperplanesthrough the origin in En, the pole of a hyperplane through the origin is the orrespondingpoint at innity in Pn−1.Now, we would like to extend this orrespondene to subsets of En, in partiular, toonvex sets. Given a hyperplane, H , not ontaining O, we denote by H− the losed half-spae ontaining O.Denition 3.4 Given any subset, A, of En, the set
A∗ = {b ∈ En | Oa · Ob ≤ 1, for all a ∈ A} = ⋂
a∈A
a6=O
(a†)−,
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v1
v2
v3
v4
v5Figure 3.7: The polar dual of a polygonis alled the polar dual or reiproal of A.For simpliity of notation, we write a†− for (a†)−. Observe that {O}∗ = En, so it isonvenient to set O†− = En, even though O† is undened. By denition, A∗ is onvex evenif A is not. Furthermore, note that(1) A ⊆ A∗∗.(2) If A ⊆ B, then B∗ ⊆ A∗.(3) If A is onvex and losed, then A∗ = (∂A)∗.It follows immediately from (1) and (2) that A∗∗∗ = A∗. Also, if Bn(r) is the (losed)ball of radius r > 0 and enter O, it is obvious by denition that Bn(r)∗ = Bn(1/r).In Figure 3.7, the polar dual of the polygon (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5) is the polygon shown ingreen. This polygon is ut out by the half-planes determined by the polars of the verties
(v1, v2, v3, v4, v5) and ontaining the enter of the irle. These polar lines are all easy todetermine by drawing for eah vertex, vi, the tangent lines to the irle and joining theontat points. The onstrution of the polar of v3 is shown in detail.Remark: We hose a dierent notation for polar hyperplanes and polars (a† and H†)and polar duals (A∗), to avoid the potential onfusion between H† and H∗, where H is ahyperplane (or a† and {a}∗, where a is a point). Indeed, they are ompletely dierent! ForRR n° 6379
40 Jean Gallierexample, the polar dual of a hyperplane is either a line orthogonal to H through O, if O ∈ H ,or a semi-innite line through O and orthogonal to H whose endpoint is the pole, H†, of
H , whereas, H† is a single point! Ziegler ([43℄, Chapter 2) use the notation A△ instead of
A∗ for the polar dual of A.We would like to investigate the duality indued by the operation A 7→ A∗. Unfortu-nately, it is not always the ase that A∗∗ = A, but this is true when A is losed and onvex,as shown in the following proposition:Proposition 3.20 Let A be any subset of En (with origin O).(i) If A is bounded, then O ∈ ◦A∗; if O ∈ ◦A, then A∗ is bounded.(ii) If A is a losed and onvex subset ontaining O, then A∗∗ = A.Proof . (i) If A is bounded, then A ⊆ Bn(r) for some r > 0 large enough. Then,
Bn(r)∗ = Bn(1/r) ⊆ A∗, so that O ∈ ◦A∗. If O ∈ ◦A, then Bn(r) ⊆ A for some r smallenough, so A∗ ⊆ Bn(r)∗ = Br(1/r) and A∗ is bounded.(ii) We always have A ⊆ A∗∗. We prove that if b /∈ A, then b /∈ A∗∗; this shows that
A∗∗ ⊆ A and thus, A = A∗∗. Sine A is losed and onvex and {b} is ompat (and onvex!),by Corollary 3.10, there is a hyperplane, H , stritly separating A and b and, in partiular,
O /∈ H , as O ∈ A. If h = H† is the pole of H , we have
Oh · Ob > 1 and Oh ·Oa < 1, for all a ∈ Asine H− = {a ∈ En | Oh ·Oa ≤ 1}. This shows that b /∈ A∗∗, sine
A∗∗ = {c ∈ En | Od · Oc ≤ 1 for all d ∈ A∗}
= {c ∈ En | (∀d ∈ En)(if Od · Oa ≤ 1 for all a ∈ A, then Od · Oc ≤ 1)},just let c = b and d = h.Remark: For an arbitrary subset, A ⊆ En, it an be shown that A∗∗ = conv(A ∪ {O}), thetopologial losure of the onvex hull of A ∪ {O}.Proposition 3.20 will play a key role in studying polytopes, but before doing this, weneed one more proposition.Proposition 3.21 Let A be any losed onvex subset of En suh that O ∈ ◦A. The polarhyperplanes of the points of the boundary of A onstitute the set of supporting hyperplanes of
A∗. Furthermore, for any a ∈ ∂A, the points of A∗ where H = a† is a supporting hyperplaneof A∗ are the poles of supporting hyperplanes of A at a.
INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 41Proof . Sine O ∈ ◦A, we have O /∈ ∂A, and so, for every a ∈ ∂A, the polar hyperplane a†is well-dened. Pik any a ∈ ∂A and let H = a† be its polar hyperplane. By denition,
A∗ ⊆ H−, the losed half-spae determined by H and ontaining O. If T is any supportinghyperplane to A at a, as a ∈ T , we have t = T † ∈ a† = H . Furthermore, it is a simpleexerise to prove that t ∈ (T−)∗ (in fat, (T−)∗ is the interval with endpoints O and t).Sine A ⊆ T− (beause T is a supporting hyperplane to A at a), we dedue that t ∈ A∗,and thus, H is a supporting hyperplane to A∗ at t. By Proposition 3.20, as A is losed andonvex, A∗∗ = A; it follows that all supporting hyperplanes to A∗ are indeed obtained thisway.
RR n° 6379
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Chapter 4Polyhedra and Polytopes4.1 Polyhedra, H-Polytopes and V-PolytopesThere are two natural ways to dene a onvex polyhedron, A:(1) As the onvex hull of a nite set of points.(2) As a subset of En ut out by a nite number of hyperplanes, more preisely, as theintersetion of a nite number of (losed) half-spaes.As stated, these two denitions are not equivalent beause (1) implies that a polyhedronis bounded, whereas (2) allows unbounded subsets. Now, if we require in (2) that the onvexset A is bounded, it is quite lear for n = 2 that the two denitions (1) and (2) are equivalent;for n = 3, it is intuitively lear that denitions (1) and (2) are still equivalent, but provingthis equivalene rigorously does not appear to be that easy. What about the equivalenewhen n ≥ 4?It turns out that denitions (1) and (2) are equivalent for all n, but this is a nontrivialtheorem and a rigorous proof does not ome by so heaply. Fortunately, sine we have Kreinand Milman's theorem at our disposal and polar duality, we an give a rather short proof.The hard diretion of the equivalene onsists in proving that denition (1) implies denition(2). This is where the duality indued by polarity beomes handy, espeially, the fat that
A∗∗ = A! (under the right hypotheses). First, we give preise denitions (following Ziegler[43℄).Denition 4.1 Let E be an ane Eulidean spae of nite dimension, n.1 An H-polyhedronin E , for short, a polyhedron, is any subset, P = ⋂pi=1 Ci, of E dened as the intersetion ofa nite number of losed half-spaes, Ci; an H-polytope in E is a bounded polyhedron anda V-polytope is the onvex hull, P = conv(S), of a nite set of points, S ⊆ E .1This means that the vetor spae, −→E , assoiated with E is a Eulidean spae.RR n° 6379
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(a) (b)Figure 4.1: (a) An H-polyhedron. (b) A V-polytopeObviously, polyhedra and polytopes are onvex and losed (in E). Sine the notionsof H-polytope and V-polytope are equivalent (see Theorem 4.7), we often use the simplerloution polytope. Examples of an H-polyhedron and of a V-polytope are shown in Figure4.1.Note that Denition 4.1 allows H-polytopes and V-polytopes to have an empty interior,whih is somewhat of an inonveniene. This is not a problem, sine we may always restritourselves to the ane hull of P (some ane spae, E, of dimension d ≤ n, where d = dim(P ),as in Denition 3.1) as we now show.Proposition 4.1 Let A ⊆ E be a V-polytope or an H-polyhedron, let E = aff(A) be theane hull of A in E (with the Eulidean struture on E indued by the Eulidean strutureon E) and write d = dim(E). Then, the following assertions hold:(1) The set, A, is a V-polytope in E (i.e., viewed as a subset of E) i A is a V-polytopein E.(2) The set, A, is an H-polyhedron in E (i.e., viewed as a subset of E) i A is an H-polyhedron in E.Proof . (1) This follows immediately beause E is an ane subspae of E and every anesubspae of E is losed under ane ombinations and so, a fortiori , under onvex ombina-tions. We leave the details as an easy exerise.(2) Assume A is anH-polyhedron in E and that d < n. By denition, A = ⋂pi=1 Ci, wherethe Ci are losed half-spaes determined by some hyperplanes, H1, . . . , Hp, in E . (ObserveINRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 45that the hyperplanes, Hi's, assoiated with the losed half-spaes, Ci, may not be distint.For example, we may have Ci = (Hi)+ and Cj = (Hi)−, for the two losed half-spaesdetermined by Hi.) As A ⊆ E, we have
A = A ∩E =
p⋂
i=1
(Ci ∩ E),where Ci ∩ E is one of the losed half-spaes determined by the hyperplane, H ′i = Hi ∩ E,in E. Thus, A is also an H-polyhedron in E.Conversely, assume that A is an H-polyhedron in E and that d < n. As any hyperplane,
H , in E an be written as the intersetion, H = H− ∩H+, of the two losed half-spaes thatit bounds, E itself an be written as the intersetion,
E =
p⋂
i=1
Ei =
p⋂
i=1
(Ei)+ ∩ (Ei)−,of nitely many half-spaes in E . Now, as A is an H-polyhedron in E, we have
A =
q⋂
j=1
Cj ,where the Cj are losed half-spaes in E determined by some hyperplanes, Hj , in E. How-ever, eah Hj an be extended to a hyperplane, H ′j , in E , and so, eah Cj an be extendedto a losed half-spae, C′j , in E and we still have
A =
q⋂
j=1
C′j .Consequently, we get
A = A ∩ E =
p⋂
i=1
((Ei)+ ∩ (Ei)−) ∩
q⋂
j=1
C′j ,whih proves that A is also an H-polyhedron in E .The following simple proposition shows that we may assume that E = En:Proposition 4.2 Given any two ane Eulidean spaes, E and F , if h : E → F is anyane map then:(1) If A is any V-polytope in E, then h(E) is a V-polytope in F .(2) If h is bijetive and A is any H-polyhedron in E, then h(E) is an H-polyhedron in F .RR n° 6379
46 Jean GallierProof . (1) As any ane map preserves ane ombinations it also preserves onvex ombi-nation. Thus, h(conv(S)) = conv(h(S)), for any S ⊆ E.(2) Say A = ⋂pi=1 Ci in E. Consider any half-spae, C, in E and assume that
C = {x ∈ E | ϕ(x) ≤ 0},for some ane form, ϕ, dening the hyperplane, H = {x ∈ E | ϕ(x) = 0}. Then, as h isbijetive, we get
h(C) = {h(x) ∈ F | ϕ(x) ≤ 0}
= {y ∈ F | ϕ(h−1(y)) ≤ 0}
= {y ∈ F | (ϕ ◦ h−1)(y) ≤ 0}.This shows that h(C) is one of the losed half-spaes in F determined by the hyperplane,
H ′ = {y ∈ F | (ϕ ◦h−1)(y) = 0}. Furthermore, as h is bijetive, it preserves intersetions so
h(A) = h
(
p⋂
i=1
Ci
)
=
p⋂
i=1
h(Ci),a nite intersetion of losed half-spaes. Therefore, h(A) is an H-polyhedron in F .By Proposition 4.2 we may assume that E = Ed and by Proposition 4.1 we may assumethat dim(A) = d. These propositions justify the type of argument beginning with: We mayassume that A ⊆ Ed has dimension d, that is, that A has nonempty interior. This kind ofreasonning will our many times.Sine the boundary of a losed half-spae, Ci, is a hyperplane, Hi, and sine hyperplanesare dened by ane forms, a losed half-spae is dened by the lous of points satisfying alinear inequality of the form ai · x ≤ bi or ai · x ≥ bi, for some vetor ai ∈ Rn and some
bi ∈ R. Sine ai · x ≥ bi is equivalent to (−ai) · x ≤ −bi, we may restrit our attentionto inequalities with a ≤ sign. Thus, if A is the d × p matrix whose ith row is ai, we seethat the H-polyhedron, P , is dened by the system of linear inequalities, Ax ≤ b, where
b = (b1, . . . , bp) ∈ R
p. We write
P = P (A, b), with P (A, b) = {x ∈ Rn | Ax ≤ b}.An equation, ai ·x = bi, may be handled as the onjuntion of the two inequalities ai ·x ≤ biand (−ai) · x ≤ −bi. Also, if 0 ∈ P , observe that we must have bi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , p. Inthis ase, every inequality for whih bi > 0 an be normalized by dividing both sides by bi,so we may assume that bi = 1 or bi = 0. This observation will be useful to show that thepolar dual of an H-polyhedron is a V-polyhedron.Remark: Some authors all onvex polyhedra and onvex polytopes what we have sim-ply alled polyhedra and polytopes. Sine Denition 4.1 implies that these objets areINRIA
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Figure 4.2: Example of a polytope (a dodeahedron)onvex and sine we are not going to onsider non-onvex polyhedra in this hapter, westik to the simpler terminology.One should onsult Ziegler [43℄, Berger [6℄, Grunbaum [24℄ and espeially Cromwell [14℄,for pitures of polyhedra and polytopes. Figure 4.2 shows the piture a polytope whosefaes are all pentagons. This polytope is alled a dodeahedron. The dodeahedron has 12faes, 30 edges and 20 verties.Even better and a lot more entertaining, take a look at the spetaular web sites ofGeorge Hart,Virtual Polyedra: http://www.georgehart.om/virtual-polyhedra/vp.html,George Hart 's web site: http://www.georgehart.om/and alsoZvi Har'El 's web site: http://www.math.tehnion.a.il/ rl/The Uniform Polyhedra web site: http://www.mathonsult.h/showroom/unipoly/Paper Models of Polyhedra: http://www.korthalsaltes.om/Bulatov's Polyhedra Colletion: http://www.physis.orst.edu/ bulatov/polyhedra/Paul Getty's Polyhedral Solids : http://home.teleport.om/ tpgettys/poly.shtmlJill Britton's Polyhedra Pastimes : http://ins.amosun.b.a/ jbritton/jbpolyhedra.htm
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48 Jean Gallierand many other web sites dealing with polyhedra in one way or another by searhing forpolyhedra on Google!Obviously, an n-simplex is a V-polytope. The standard n-ube is the set
{(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ E
n | |xi| ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.The standard ube is a V-polytope. The standard n-ross-polytope (or n-o-ube) is the set
{(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ E
n |
n∑
i=1
|xi| ≤ 1}.It is also a V-polytope.What happens if we take the dual of a V-polytope (resp. an H-polytope)? The followingproposition, although very simple, is an important step in answering the above question:Proposition 4.3 Let S = {ai}pi=1 be a nite set of points in En and let A = conv(S) be itsonvex hull. If S 6= {O}, then, the dual, A∗, of A w.r.t. the enter O is an H-polyhedron;furthermore, if O ∈ ◦A, then A∗ is an H-polytope, i.e., the dual of a V-polytope with nonemptyinterior is an H-polytope. If A = S = {O}, then A∗ = Ed.Proof . By denition, we have
A∗ = {b ∈ En | Ob · (
p∑
j=1
λjOaj) ≤ 1, λj ≥ 0,
p∑
j=1
λj = 1},and the right hand side is learly equal to ⋂pi=1{b ∈ En | Ob ·Oai ≤ 1} = ⋂pi=1 (a†i )−, whihis a polyhedron. (Reall that (a†i )− = En if ai = O.) If O ∈ ◦A, then A∗ is bounded (byProposition 3.20) and so, A∗ is an H-polytope.Thus, the dual of the onvex hull of a nite set of points, {a1, . . . , ap}, is the intersetionof the half-spaes ontaining O determined by the polar hyperplanes of the points ai.It is onvenient to restate Proposition 4.3 using matries. First, observe that the proofof Proposition 4.3 shows that
conv({a1, . . . , ap})
∗ = conv({a1, . . . , ap} ∪ {O})
∗.Therefore, we may assume that not all ai = 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ p). If we pik O as an origin, thenevery point aj an be identied with a vetor in En and O orresponds to the zero vetor,
0. Observe that any set of p points, aj ∈ En, orresponds to the n × p matrix, A, whose
jth olumn is aj . Then, the equation of the the polar hyperplane, a†j , of any aj (6= 0) is
aj · x = 1, that is
a⊤j x = 1. INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 49Consequently, the system of inequalities dening conv({a1, . . . , ap})∗ an be written in ma-trix form as
conv({a1, . . . , ap})
∗ = {x ∈ Rn | A⊤x ≤ 1},where 1 denotes the vetor of Rp with all oordinates equal to 1. We write
P (A⊤,1) = {x ∈ Rn | A⊤x ≤ 1}. There is a useful onverse of this property as proved inthe next proposition.Proposition 4.4 Given any set of p points, {a1, . . . , ap}, in Rn with {a1, . . . , ap} 6= {0}, if
A is the n× p matrix whose jth olumn is aj , then
conv({a1, . . . , ap})
∗ = P (A⊤,1),with P (A⊤,1) = {x ∈ Rn | A⊤x ≤ 1}.Conversely, given any p× n matrix, A, not equal to the zero matrix, we have
P (A,1)∗ = conv({a1, . . . , ap} ∪ {0}),where ai ∈ Rn is the ith row of A or, equivalently,
P (A,1)∗ = {x ∈ Rn | x = A⊤t, t ∈ Rp, t ≥ 0, It = 1},where I is the row vetor of length p whose oordinates are all equal to 1.Proof . Only the seond part needs a proof. Let B = conv({a1, . . . , ap}∪{0}), where ai ∈ Rnis the ith row of A. Then, by the rst part,
B∗ = P (A,1).As 0 ∈ B, by Proposition 3.20, we have B = B∗∗ = P (A,1)∗, as laimed.Remark: Proposition 4.4 still holds if A is the zero matrix beause then, the inequalities
A⊤x ≤ 1 (or Ax ≤ 1) are trivially satised. In the rst ase, P (A⊤,1) = Ed and in theseond ase, P (A,1) = Ed.Using the above, the reader should hek that the dual of a simplex is a simplex andthat the dual of an n-ube is an n-ross polytope.Observe that not every H-polyhedron is of the form P (A,1). Firstly, 0 belongs tothe interior of P (A,1) and, seondly ones with apex 0 an't be desribed in this form.However, we will see in Setion 4.3 that the full lass of polyhedra an be aptured is weallow inequalities of the form a⊤x ≤ 0. In order to nd the orresponding V-denitionwe will need to add positive ombinations of vetors to onvex ombinations of points.Intuitively, these vetors orrespond to points at innity.
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50 Jean GallierWe will see shortly that if A is an H-polytope and if O ∈ ◦A, then A∗ is also an H-polytope. For this, we will prove rst that an H-polytope is a V-polytope. This requirestaking a loser look at polyhedra.Note that some of the hyperplanes utting out a polyhedron may be redundant. If
A =
⋂t
i=1 Ci is a polyhedron (where eah losed half-spae, Ci, is assoiated with a hyper-plane, Hi, so that ∂Ci = Hi), we say that ⋂ti=1 Ci is an irredundant deomposition of A if
A annot be expressed as A = ⋂mi=1 C′i with m < t (for some losed half-spaes, C′i). Thefollowing proposition shows that the Ci in an irredundant deomposition of A are uniquelydetermined by A.Proposition 4.5 Let A be a polyhedron with nonempty interior and assume that
A =
⋂t
i=1 Ci is an irredundant deomposition of A. Then,(i) Up to order, the Ci's are uniquely determined by A.(ii) If Hi = ∂Ci is the boundary of Ci, then Hi∩A is a polyhedron with nonempty interiorin Hi, denoted FacetiA, and alled a faet of A.(iii) We have ∂A = ⋃ti=1 FacetiA, where the union is irredundant, i.e., FacetiA is not asubset of Facetj A, for all i 6= j.Proof . (ii) Fix any i and onsider Ai = ⋂j 6=i Cj . As A = ⋂ti=1 Ci is an irredundantdeomposition, there is some x ∈ Ai − Ci. Pik any a ∈ ◦A. By Lemma 3.1, we get
b = [a, x] ∩Hi ∈
◦
Ai, so b belongs to the interior of Hi ∩Ai in Hi.
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omplement of a subset B of En)and ∂Ci = Hi, we get
∂A =
(
t⋂
i=1
Ci
)
−
◦(
t⋂
j=1
Cj
)
=
(
t⋂
i=1
Ci
)
−
(
t⋂
j=1
◦
Cj
)
=
(
t⋂
i=1
Ci
)
∩
(
t⋂
j=1
◦
Cj
)c
=
(
t⋂
i=1
Ci
)
∩
(
t⋃
j=1
(
◦
Cj)
c
)
=
t⋃
j=1
(( t⋂
i=1
Ci
)
∩ (
◦
Cj)
c
)
=
t⋃
j=1
(
∂Cj ∩
(⋂
i6=j
Ci
))
=
t⋃
j=1
(Hj ∩A) =
t⋃
j=1
Facetj A.If we had FacetiA ⊆ Facetj A, for some i 6= j, then, by (ii), as the ane hull of FacetiA is
Hi and the ane hull of Facetj A is Hj , we would have Hi ⊆ Hj , a ontradition.(i) As the deomposition is irredundant, the Hi are pairwise distint. Also, by (ii), eahfaet, FacetiA, has dimension d−1 (where d = dimA). Then, in (iii), we an show that thedeomposition of ∂A as a union of potytopes of dimension d − 1 whose pairwise nonemptyintersetions have dimension at most d − 2 (sine they are ontained in pairwise distinthyperplanes) is unique up to permutation. Indeed, assume that
∂A = F1 ∪ · · · ∪ Fm = G1 ∪ · · · ∪Gn,where the Fi's and G′j are polyhedra of dimension d−1 and eah of the unions is irredundant.Then, we laim that for eah Fi, there is some Gϕ(i) suh that Fi ⊆ Gϕ(i). If not, Fi wouldbe expressed as a union
Fi = (Fi ∩Gi1) ∪ · · · ∪ (Fi ∩Gik )where dim(Fi ∩Gij ) ≤ d− 2, sine the hyperplanes ontaining Fi and the Gj 's are pairwisedistint, whih is absurd, sine dim(Fi) = d − 1. By symmetry, for eah Gj , there is some
Fψ(j) suh that Gj ⊆ Fψ(j). But then, Fi ⊆ Fψ(ϕ(i)) for all i and Gj ⊆ Gϕ(ψ(j)) for all j whihRR n° 6379
52 Jean Gallierimplies ψ(ϕ(i)) = i for all i and ϕ(ψ(j)) = j for all j sine the unions are irredundant. Thus,
ϕ and ψ are mutual inverses and the Bj 's are just a permutation of the Ai's, as laimed.Therefore, the faets, FacetiA, are uniquely determined by A and so are the hyperplanes,
Hi = aff(FacetiA), and the half-spaes, Ci, that they determine.As a onsequene, if A is a polyhedron, then so are its faets and the same holds for
H-polytopes. If A is an H-polytope and H is a hyperplane with H ∩ ◦A 6= ∅, then H ∩A isan H-polytope whose faets are of the form H ∩ F , where F is a faet of A.We an use indution and dene k-faes, for 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.Denition 4.2 Let A ⊆ En be a polyhedron with nonempty interior. We dene a k-faeof A to be a faet of a (k + 1)-fae of A, for k = 0, . . . , n− 2, where an (n − 1)-fae is justa faet of A. The 1-faes are alled edges . Two k-faes are adjaent if their intersetion is a
(k − 1)-fae.The polyhedron A itself is also alled a fae (of itself) or n-fae and the k-faes of A with
k ≤ n− 1 are alled proper faes of A. If A = ⋂ti=1 Ci is an irredundant deomposition of Aand Hi is the boundary of Ci, then the hyperplane, Hi, is alled the supporting hyperplaneof the faet Hi ∩ A. We suspet that the 0-faes of a polyhedron are verties in the senseof Denition 2.3. This is true and, in fat, the verties of a polyhedron oinide with itsextreme points (see Denition 2.4).Proposition 4.6 Let A ⊆ En be a polyhedron with nonempty interior.(1) For any point, a ∈ ∂A, on the boundary of A, the intersetion of all the supportinghyperplanes to A at a oinides with the intersetion of all the faes that ontain a. Inpartiular, points of order k of A are those points in the relative interior of the k-faesof A2; thus, 0-faes oinide with the verties of A.(2) The verties of A oinide with the extreme points of A.Proof . (1) If H is a supporting hyperplane to A at a, then, one of the half-spaes, C,determined by H , satises A = A ∩ C. It follows from Proposition 4.5 that if H 6= Hi(where the hyperplanes Hi are the supporting hyperplanes of the faets of A), then C isredundant, from whih (1) follows.(2) If a ∈ ∂A is not extreme, then a ∈ [y, z], where y, z ∈ ∂A. However, this implies that
a has order k ≥ 1, i.e, a is not a vertex.2 Given a onvex set, S, in An, its relative interior is its interior in the ane hull of S (whih might beof dimension stritly less than n).
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e of H-Polytopes and V-PolytopesWe are now ready for the theorem showing the equivalene of V-polytopes and H-polytopes.This is a nontrivial theorem usually attributed to Weyl and Minkowski (for example, seeBarvinok [3℄).Theorem 4.7 (Weyl-Minkowski) If A is an H-polytope, then A has a nite number ofextreme points (equal to its verties) and A is the onvex hull of its set of verties; thus, an
H-polytope is a V-polytope. Moreover, A has a nite number of k-faes (for k = 0, . . . , d−2,where d = dim(A)). Conversely, the onvex hull of a nite set of points is an H-polytope.As a onsequene, a V-polytope is an H-polytope.Proof . By restriting ourselves to the ane hull of A (some Ed, with d ≤ n) we may assumethat A has nonempty interior. Sine an H-polytope has nitely many faets, we dedueby indution that an H-polytope has a nite number of k-faes, for k = 0, . . . , d − 2. Inpartiular, an H-polytope has nitely many verties. By proposition 4.6, these verties arethe extreme points of A and sine an H-polytope is ompat and onvex, by the theorem ofKrein and Milman (Theorem 2.5), A is the onvex hull of its set of verties.Conversely, again, we may assume that A has nonempty interior by restriting ourselvesto the ane hull of A. Then, pik an origin, O, in the interior of A and onsider the dual,
A∗, of A. By Proposition 4.3, the onvex set A∗ is an H-polytope. By the rst part of theproof of Theorem 4.7, the H-polytope, A∗, is the onvex hull of its verties. Finally, as thehypotheses of Proposition 3.20 and Proposition 4.3 (again) hold, we dedue that A = A∗∗is an H-polytope.In view of Theorem 4.7, we are justied in dropping the V or H in front of polytope, andwill do so from now on. Theorem 4.7 has some interesting orollaries regarding the dual ofa polytope.Corollary 4.8 If A is any polytope in En suh that the interior of A ontains the origin,
O, then the dual, A∗, of A is also a polytope whose interior ontains O and A∗∗ = A.Corollary 4.9 If A is any polytope in En whose interior ontains the origin, O, then the
k-faes of A are in bijetion with the (n − k − 1)-faes of the dual polytope, A∗. Thisorrespondene is as follows: If Y = aff(F ) is the k-dimensional subspae determining the
k-fae, F , of A then the subspae, Y ∗ = aff(F ∗), determining the orresponding fae, F ∗,of A∗, is the intersetion of the polar hyperplanes of points in Y .Proof . Immediate from Proposition 4.6 and Proposition 3.21.We also have the following proposition whose proof would not be that simple if we onlyhad the notion of an H-polytope (as a matter of fat, there is a way of proving Theorem 4.7using Proposition 4.10)Proposition 4.10 If A ⊆ En is a polytope and f : En → Em is an ane map, then f(A)is a polytope in Em.RR n° 6379
54 Jean GallierProof . Immediate, sine an H-polytope is a V-polytope and sine ane maps send onvexsets to onvex sets.The reader should hek that the Minkowski sum of polytopes is a polytope.We were able to give a short proof of Theorem 4.7 beause we relied on a powerfultheorem, namely, Krein and Milman. A drawbak of this approah is that it bypasses theinteresting and important problem of designing algorithms for nding the verties of an
H-polyhedron from the sets of inequalities dening it. A method for doing this is Fourier-Motzkin elimination, see Ziegler [43℄ (Chapter 1) and Setion 4.3. This is also a speial aseof linear programming .It is also possible to generalize the notion of V-polytope to polyhedra using the notionof one and to generalize the equivalene theorem to H-polyhedra and V-polyhedra.4.3 The Equivalene of H-Polyhedra and V-PolyhedraThe equivalene of H-polytopes and V-polytopes an be generalized to polyhedral sets, i.e.,nite intersetions of losed half-spaes that are not neessarily bounded. This equivalenewas rst proved by Motzkin in the early 1930's. It an be proved in several ways, someinvolving ones.Denition 4.3 Let E be any ane Eulidean spae of nite dimension, n (with assoiatedvetor spae, −→E ). A subset, C ⊆ −→E , is a one if C is losed under linear ombinationsinvolving only nonnnegative salars alled positive ombinations . Given a subset, V ⊆ −→E ,the onial hull or positive hull of V is the set
cone(V ) =
{∑
I
λivi | {vi}i∈I ⊆ V, λi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I}.A V-polyhedron or polyhedral set is a subset, A ⊆ E , suh that
A = conv(Y ) + cone(V ) = {a+ v | a ∈ conv(Y ), v ∈ cone(V )},where V ⊆ −→E is a nite set of vetors and Y ⊆ E is a nite set of points.A set, C ⊆ −→E , is a V-one or polyhedral one if C is the positive hull of a nite set ofvetors, that is,
C = cone({u1, . . . , up}),for some vetors, u1, . . . , up ∈ −→E . AnH-one is any subset of−→E given by a nite intersetionof losed half-spaes ut out by hyperplanes through 0.
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Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 55The positive hull, cone(V ), of V is also denoted pos(V ). Observe that a V-one an beviewed as a polyhedral set for whih Y = {O}, a single point. However, if we take the point
O as the origin, we may view a V-polyhedron, A, for whih Y = {O}, as a V-one. We willswith bak and forth between these two views of ones as we nd it onvenient, this shouldnot ause any onfusion. In this setion, we favor the view that V-ones are speial kindsof V-polyhedra. As a onsequene, a (V or H)-one always ontains 0, sometimes alled anapex of the one.A set of the form {a+ tu | t ≥ 0}, where a ∈ E is a point and u ∈ −→E is a nonzero vetor,is alled a half-line or ray . Then, we see that a V-polyhedron, A = conv(Y ) + cone(V ), isthe onvex hull of the union of a nite set of points with a nite set of rays. In the ase ofa V-one, all these rays meet in a ommon point, an apex of the one.Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 generalize easily to V-polyhedra and ones.Proposition 4.11 Let A ⊆ E be a V-polyhedron or an H-polyhedron, let E = aff(A) be theane hull of A in E (with the Eulidean struture on E indued by the Eulidean strutureon E) and write d = dim(E). Then, the following assertions hold:(1) The set, A, is a V-polyhedron in E (i.e., viewed as a subset of E) i A is a V-polyhedronin E.(2) The set, A, is an H-polyhedron in E (i.e., viewed as a subset of E) i A is an H-polyhedron in E.Proof . We already proved (2) in Proposition 4.1. For (1), observe that the diretion, −→E , of
E is a linear subspae of −→E . Consequently, E is losed under ane ombinations and −→E islosed under linear ombinations and the result follows immediately.Proposition 4.12 Given any two ane Eulidean spaes, E and F , if h : E → F is anyane map then:(1) If A is any V-polyhedron in E, then h(E) is a V-polyhedron in F .(2) If g : −→E → −→F is any linear map and if C is any V-one in −→E , then g(C) is a V-onein −→F .(3) If h is bijetive and A is any H-polyhedron in E, then h(E) is an H-polyhedron in F .Proof . We already proved (3) in Proposition 4.2. For (1), using the fat that h(a + u) =
h(a) +
−→
h (u) for any ane map, h, where −→h is the linear map assoiated with h, we get
h(conv(Y ) + cone(V )) = conv(h(Y )) + cone(
−→
h (V )).
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56 Jean GallierFor (1), as g is linear, we get
g(cone(V )) = cone(g(V )),establishing the proposition.Propositions 4.11 and 4.12 allow us to assume that E = Ed and that our (V or H)-polyhedra, A ⊆ Ed, have nonempty interior (i.e. dim(A) = d).The generalization of Theorem 4.7 is that every V-polyhedron, A, is anH-polyhedron andonversely. At rst glane, it may seem that there is a small problem when A = Ed. Indeed,Denition 4.3 allows the possibility that cone(V ) = Ed for some nite subset, V ⊆ Rd. Thisis beause it is possible to generate a basis of Rd using nitely many positive ombinations.On the other hand the denition of an H-polyhedron, A, (Denition 4.1) assumes that
A ⊆ En is ut out by at least one hyperplane. So, A is always ontained in some half-spaeof En and stritly speaking, En is not an H-polyhedron! The simplest way to irumventthis diulty is to deree that En itself is a polyhedron, whih we do.Yet another solution is to assume that, unless stated otherwise, every nite set of ve-tors, V , that we onsider when dening a polyhedron has the property that there is somehyperplane, H , through the origin so that all the vetors in V lie in only one of the twolosed half-spaes determined by H . But then, the polar dual of a polyhedron an't be asingle point! Therefore, we stik to our deision that En itself is a polyhedron.To prove the equivalene of H-polyhedra and V-polyhedra, Ziegler proeeds as follows:First, he shows that the equivalene of V-polyhedra and H-polyhedra redues to the equiv-alene of V-ones and H-ones using an old trik of projetive geometry, namely, homog-enizing [43℄ (Chapter 1). Then, he uses two dual versions of Fourier-Motzkin eliminationto pass from V-ones to H-ones and onversely.Sine the homogenization method is an important tehnique we will desribe it in somedetail. However, it turns out that the double dualization tehnique used in the proof ofTheorem 4.7 an be easily adapted to prove that every V-polyhedron is an H-polyhedron.Moreover, it an also be used to prove that every H-polyhedron is a V-polyhedron! So,we will not desribe the version of Fourier-Motzkin elimination used to go from V-ones to
H-ones. However, we will present the Fourier-Motzkin elimination method used to go from
H-ones to V-ones.Here is the generalization of Proposition 4.3 to polyhedral sets. In order to avoid onfu-sion between the origin of Ed and the enter of polar duality we will denote the origin by Oand the enter of our polar duality by Ω. Given any nonzero vetor, u ∈ Rd, let u†− be thelosed half-spae
u†− = {x ∈ R
d | x · u ≤ 0}.In other words, u†− is the losed half-spae bounded by the hyperplane through Ω normal to
u and on the opposite side of u.
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Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 57Proposition 4.13 Let A = conv(Y ) + cone(V ) ⊆ Ed be a V-polyhedron with Y = {y1, . . .,
yp} and V = {v1, . . . , vq}. Then, for any point, Ω, if A 6= {Ω}, then the polar dual, A∗, of
A w.r.t. Ω is the H-polyhedron given by
A∗ =
p⋂
i=1
(y†i )− ∩
q⋂
j=1
(v†j )−.Furthermore, if A has nonempty interior and Ω belongs to the interior of A, then A∗ isbounded, that is, A∗ is an H-polytope. If A = {Ω}, then A∗ is the speial polyhedron,
A∗ = Ed.Proof . By denition of A∗ w.r.t. Ω, we have
A∗ =


x ∈ E
d
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ωx ·Ω


p∑
i=1
λiyi +
q∑
j=1
µjvj

 ≤ 1, λi ≥ 0,
p∑
i=1
λi = 1, µj ≥ 0



=


x ∈ E
d
∣∣∣∣∣∣
p∑
i=1
λiΩx ·Ωyi +
q∑
j=1
µjΩx · vj ≤ 1, λi ≥ 0,
p∑
i=1
λi = 1, µj ≥ 0


 .When µj = 0 for j = 1, . . . , q, we get
p∑
i=1
λiΩx · Ωyi ≤ 1, λi ≥ 0,
p∑
i=1
λi = 1and we hek that
{
x ∈ Ed
∣∣∣∣∣
p∑
i=1
λiΩx · Ωyi ≤ 1, λi ≥ 0,
p∑
i=1
λi = 1
}
=
p⋂
i=1
{x ∈ Ed | Ωx · Ωyi ≤ 1}
=
p⋂
i=1
(y†i )−.The points in A∗ must also satisfy the onditions
q∑
j=1
µjΩx · vj ≤ 1 − α, µj ≥ 0, µj > 0 for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ q,with α ≤ 1 (here α = ∑pi=1 λiΩx · Ωyi). In partiular, for every j ∈ {1, . . . , q}, if we set
µk = 0 for k ∈ {1, . . . , q} − {j}, we should have
µjΩx · vj ≤ 1 − α for all µj > 0,RR n° 6379
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Ωx · vj ≤
1 − α
µj
for all µj > 0,whih is equivalent to
Ωx · vj ≤ 0.Consequently, if x ∈ A∗, we must also have
x ∈
q⋂
j=1
{x ∈ Ed | Ωx · vj ≤ 0} =
q⋂
j=1
(v†j )−.Therefore,
A∗ ⊆
p⋂
i=1
(y†i )− ∩
q⋂
j=1
(v†j )−.However, the reverse inlusion is obvious and thus, we have equality. If Ω belongs to theinterior of A, we know from Proposition 3.20 that A∗ is bounded. Therefore, A∗ is indeedan H-polytope of the above form.It is fruitful to restate Proposition 4.13 in terms of matries (as we did for Proposition4.3). First, observe that
(conv(Y ) + cone(V ))∗ = (conv(Y ∪ {Ω}) + cone(V ))∗.If we pik Ω as an origin then we an represent the points in Y as vetors. The old originis still denoted O and Ω is now denoted 0. The zero vetor is denoted 0.If A = conv(Y ) + cone(V ) 6= {0}, let Y be the d× p matrix whose ith olumn is yi andlet V is the d× q matrix whose jth olumn is vj . Then Proposition 4.13 says that
(conv(Y ) + cone(V ))∗ = {x ∈ Rd | Y ⊤x ≤ 1, V ⊤x ≤ 0}.We write P (Y ⊤,1;V ⊤,0) = {x ∈ Rd | Y ⊤x ≤ 1, V ⊤x ≤ 0}.If A = conv(Y ) + cone(V ) = {0}, then both Y and V must be zero matries but then,the inequalities Y ⊤x ≤ 1 and V ⊤x ≤ 0 are trivially satised by all x ∈ Ed, so even in thisase we have
Ed = (conv(Y ) + cone(V ))∗ = P (Y ⊤,1;V ⊤,0).The onverse of Proposition 4.13 also holds as shown below.Proposition 4.14 Let {y1, . . . , yp} be any set of points in Ed and let {v1, . . . , vq} be anyset of nonzero vetors in Rd. If Y is the d × p matrix whose ith olumn is yi and V is the
d× q matrix whose jth olumn is vj , then
(conv({y1, . . . , yp}) ∪ cone({v1, . . . , vq}))
∗ = P (Y ⊤,1;V ⊤,0), INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 59with P (Y ⊤,1;V ⊤,0) = {x ∈ Rd | Y ⊤x ≤ 1, V ⊤x ≤ 0}.Conversely, given any p× d matrix, Y , and any q × d matrix, V , we have
P (Y,1;V,0)∗ = conv({y1, . . . , yp} ∪ {0}) ∪ cone({v1, . . . , vq}),where yi ∈ Rn is the ith row of Y and vj ∈ Rn is the jth row of V or, equivalently,
P (Y,1;V,0)∗ = {x ∈ Rd | x = Y ⊤u+ V ⊤t, u ∈ Rp, t ∈ Rq, u, t ≥ 0, Iu = 1},where I is the row vetor of length p whose oordinates are all equal to 1.Proof . Only the seond part needs a proof. Let
B = conv({y1, . . . , yp} ∪ {0}) ∪ cone({v1, . . . , vq}),where yi ∈ Rp is the ith row of Y and vj ∈ Rq is the jth row of V . Then, by the rst part,
B∗ = P (Y,1;V,0).As 0 ∈ B, by Proposition 3.20, we have B = B∗∗ = P (Y,1;V,0), as laimed.Proposition 4.14 has the following important Corollary:Proposition 4.15 The following assertions hold:(1) The polar dual, A∗, of every H-polyhedron, is a V-polyhedron.(2) The polar dual, A∗, of every V-polyhedron, is an H-polyhedron.Proof . (1) We may assume that 0 ∈ A, in whih ase, A is of the form A = P (Y,1;V,0).By the seond part of Proposition 4.14, A∗ is a V-polyhedron.(2) This is the rst part of Proposition 4.14.We an now use Proposition 4.13, Proposition 3.20 and Krein and Millman's Theoremto prove that every V-polyhedron is an H-polyhedron.Proposition 4.16 Every V-polyhedron, A, is an H-polyhedron. Furthermore, if A 6= Ed,then A is of the form A = P (Y,1).Proof . Let A be a V-polyhedron of dimension d. Thus, A ⊆ Ed has nonempty interior sowe an pik some point, Ω, in the interior of A. If d = 0, then A = {0} = E0 and we aredone. Otherwise, by Proposition 4.13, the polar dual, A∗, of A w.r.t. Ω is an H-polytope.Then, as in the proof of Theorem 4.7, using Krein and Millman's Theorem we dedue that
A∗ is a V-polytope. Now, as Ω belongs to A, by Proposition 3.20 (even if A is not bounded)we have A = A∗∗ and by Proposition 4.3 (or Proposition 4.13) we onlude that A = A∗∗ isan H-polyhedron of the form A = P (Y,1).Interestingly, we an now prove easily that every H-polyhedron is a V-polyhedron.RR n° 6379
60 Jean GallierProposition 4.17 Every H-polyhedron is a V-polyhedron.Proof . Let A be an H-polyhedron of dimension d. By Proposition 4.15, the polar dual,
A∗, of A is a V-polyhedron. By Proposition 4.16, A∗ is an H-polyhedron and again, byProposition 4.15, we dedue that A∗∗ = A is a V-polyhedron (A = A∗∗ beause 0 ∈ A).Putting together Propositions 4.16 and 4.17 we obtain our main theorem:Theorem 4.18 (Equivalene of H-polyhedra and V-polyhedra) Every H-polyhedron is a V-polyhedron and onversely.Even though we proved the main result of this setion, it is instrutive to onsidera more omputational proof making use of ones and an elimination method known asFourier-Motzkin elimination.4.4 Fourier-Motzkin Elimination and thePolyhedron-Cone CorrespondeneThe problem with the onverse of Proposition 4.16 when A is unbounded (i.e., not ompat)is that Krein and Millman's Theorem does not apply. We need to take into aount pointsat innity orresponding to ertain vetors. The trik we used in Proposition 4.16 is thatthe polar dual of a V-polyhedron with nonempty interior is an H-polytope. This redutionto polytopes allowed us to use Krein and Millman to onvert an H-polytope to a V-polytopeand then again we took the polar dual.Another trik is to swith to ones by homogenizing. Given any subset, S ⊆ Ed, wean form the one, C(S) ⊆ Ed+1, by plaing a opy of S in the hyperplane, Hd+1 ⊆ Ed+1,of equation xd+1 = 1, and drawing all the half-lines from the origin through any point of S.If S is given by m polynomial inequalities of the form
Pi(x1, . . . , xd) ≤ bi,where Pi(x1, . . . , xd) is a polynomial of total degree ni, this amounts to forming the newhomogeneous inequalities
xnid+1Pi
(
x1
xd+1
, . . . ,
xd
xd+1
)
− bix
ni
d+1 ≤ 0together with xd+1 ≥ 0. In partiular, if the Pi's are linear forms (whih means that ni = 1),then our inequalities are of the form
ai · x ≤ bi,where ai ∈ Rd is some vetor and the homogenized inequalities are
ai · x− bixd+1 ≤ 0. INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 61It will be onvenient to formalize the proess of putting a opy of a subset, S ⊆ Ed, inthe hyperplane, Hd+1 ⊆ Ed+1, of equation xd+1 = 1, as follows: For every point, a ∈ Ed, let
â =
(
a
1
)
∈ Ed+1and let Ŝ = {â | a ∈ S}. Obviously, the map S 7→ Ŝ is a bijetion between the subsets of Edand the subsets of Hd+1. We will use this bijetion to identify S and Ŝ and use the simplernotation, S, unless onfusion arises. Let's apply this to polyhedra.Let P ⊆ Ed be an H-polyhedron. Then, P is ut out by m hyperplanes, Hi, and for eah
Hi, there is a nonzero vetor, ai, and some bi ∈ R so that
Hi = {x ∈ E
d | ai · x = bi}and P is given by
P =
m⋂
i=1
{x ∈ Ed | ai · x ≤ bi}.If A denotes the m× d matrix whose i-th row is ai and b is the vetor b = (b1, . . . , bm), thenwe an write
P = P (A, b) = {x ∈ Ed | Ax ≤ b}.We homogenize P (A, b) as follows: Let C(P ) be the subset of Ed+1 dened by
C(P ) =
{(
x
xd+1
)
∈ Rd+1 | Ax ≤ xd+1b, xd+1 ≥ 0
}
=
{(
x
xd+1
)
∈ Rd+1 | Ax− xd+1b ≤ 0, −xd+1 ≤ 0
}
.Thus, we see that C(P ) is the H-one given by the system of inequalities
(
A −b
0 −1
)(
x
xd+1
)
≤
(
0
0
)and that
P̂ = C(P ) ∩Hd+1.Conversely, if Q is any H-one in Ed+1 (in fat, any H-polyhedron), it is lear that
P = Q ∩Hd+1 is an H-polyhedron in Hd+1 ≈ Ed.Let us now assume that P ⊆ Ed is a V-polyhedron, P = conv(Y ) + cone(V ), where
Y = {y1, . . . , yp} and V = {v1, . . . , vq}. Dene Ŷ = {ŷ1, . . . , ŷp} ⊆ Ed+1, and
V̂ = {v̂1, . . . , v̂q} ⊆ E
d+1, by
ŷi =
(
yi
1
)
, v̂j =
(
vj
0
)
.RR n° 6379
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hek immediately that
C(P ) = cone({Ŷ ∪ V̂ })is a V-one in Ed+1 suh that
P̂ = C(P ) ∩Hd+1,where Hd+1 is the hyperplane of equation xd+1 = 1.Conversely, if C = cone(W ) is a V-one in Ed+1, with wid+1 ≥ 0 for every wi ∈ W , weprove next that P = C ∩Hd+1 is a V-polyhedron.Proposition 4.19 (PolyhedronCone Correspondene) We have the following orrespon-dene between polyhedra in Ed and ones in Ed+1:(1) For any H-polyhedron, P ⊆ Ed, if P = P (A, b) = {x ∈ Ed | Ax ≤ b}, where A is an
m× d-matrix and b ∈ Rm, then C(P ) given by
(
A −b
0 −1
)(
x
xd+1
)
≤
(
0
0
)is an H-one in Ed+1 and P̂ = C(P )∩Hd+1, where Hd+1 is the hyperplane of equation
xd+1 = 1. Conversely, if Q is any H-one in Ed+1 (in fat, any H-polyhedron), then
P = Q ∩Hd+1 is an H-polyhedron in Hd+1 ≈ Ed.(2) Let P ⊆ Ed be any V-polyhedron, where P = conv(Y )+cone(V ) with Y = {y1, . . . , yp}and V = {v1, . . . , vq}. Dene Ŷ = {ŷ1, . . . , ŷp} ⊆ Ed+1, and V̂ = {v̂1, . . . , v̂q} ⊆ Ed+1,by
ŷi =
(
yi
1
)
, v̂j =
(
vj
0
)
.Then,
C(P ) = cone({Ŷ ∪ V̂ })is a V-one in Ed+1 suh that
P̂ = C(P ) ∩Hd+1,Conversely, if C = cone(W ) is a V-one in Ed+1, with wi d+1 ≥ 0 for every wi ∈ W ,then P = C ∩Hd+1 is a V-polyhedron in Hd+1 ≈ Ed.Proof . We already proved everything exept the last part of the proposition. Let
Ŷ =
{
wi
wi d+1
∣∣∣∣ wi ∈ W, wi d+1 > 0
}and
V̂ = {wj ∈ W | wj d+1 = 0}. INRIA
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laim that
P = C ∩Hd+1 = conv(Ŷ ) + cone(V̂ ),and thus, P is a V-polyhedron.Reall that any element, z ∈ C, an be written as
z =
s∑
k=1
µkwk, µk ≥ 0.Thus, we have
z =
s∑
k=1
µkwk µk ≥ 0
=
∑
wi d+1>0
µiwi +
∑
wj d+1=0
µjwj µi, µj ≥ 0
=
∑
wi d+1>0
wi d+1µi
wi
wi d+1
+
∑
wj d+1=0
µjwj , µi, µj ≥ 0
=
∑
wi d+1>0
λi
wi
wi d+1
+
∑
wj d+1=0
µjwj , λi, µj ≥ 0.Now, z ∈ C ∩Hd+1 i zd+1 = 1 i ∑pi=1 λi = 1 (where p is the number of elements in Ŷ ),sine the (d+ 1)th oordinate of wiwi d+1 is equal to 1, and the above shows that
P = C ∩Hd+1 = conv(Ŷ ) + cone(V̂ ),as laimed.By Proposition 4.19, if P is an H-polyhedron, then C(P ) is an H-one. If we an provethat every H-one is a V-one, then again, Proposition 4.19 shows that P̂ = C(P ) ∩Hd+1is a V-polyhedron and so, P is a V-polyhedron. Therefore, in order to prove that every
H-polyhedron is a V-polyhedron it sues to show that every H-one is a V-one.By a similar argument, Proposition 4.19 shows that in order to prove that every V-polyhedron is an H-polyhedron it sues to show that every V-one is an H-one. We willnot prove this diretion again sine we already have it by Proposition 4.16.It remains to prove that every H-one is a V-one. Let C ⊆ Ed be an H-one. Then, Cis ut out by m hyperplanes, Hi, through 0. For eah Hi, there is a nonzero vetor, ui, sothat
Hi = {x ∈ E
d | ui · x = 0}and C is given by
C =
m⋂
i=1
{x ∈ Ed | ui · x ≤ 0}.RR n° 6379
64 Jean GallierIf A denotes the m× d matrix whose i-th row is ui, then we an write
C = P (A, 0) = {x ∈ Ed | Ax ≤ 0}.Observe that C = C0(A) ∩Hw, where
C0(A) =
{(
x
w
)
∈ Rd+m |Ax ≤ w
}is an H-one in Ed+m and
Hw =
{(
x
w
)
∈ Rd+m | w = 0
}is an ane subspae in Ed+m.We laim that C0(A) is a V-one. This follows by observing that for every (xw) satisfying
Ax ≤ w, we an write
(
x
w
)
=
d∑
i=1
|xi|(sign(xi))
(
ei
Aei
)
+
m∑
j=1
(wj − (Ax)j)
(
0
ej
)
,and then
C0(A) = cone
({
±
(
ei
Aei
)
| 1 ≤ i ≤ d
}
∪
{(
0
ej
)
| 1 ≤ j ≤ m
})
.Sine C = C0(A) ∩Hw is now the intersetion of a V-one with an ane subspae, toprove that C is a V-one it is enough to prove that the intersetion of a V-one with ahyperplane is also a V-one. For this, we use Fourier-Motzkin elimination. It sues toprove the result for a hyperplane, Hk, in Ed+m of equation yk = 0 (1 ≤ k ≤ d+m).Proposition 4.20 (Fourier-Motzkin Elimination) Say C = cone(Y ) ⊆ Ed is a V-one.Then, the intersetion C ∩Hk (where Hk is the hyperplane of equation yk = 0) is a V-one,
C ∩Hk = cone(Y /k), with
Y /k = {yi | yik = 0} ∪ {yikyj − yjkyi | yik > 0, yjk < 0},the set of vetors obtained from Y by eliminating the k-th oordinate. Here, eah yi is avetor in Rd.Proof . The only nontrivial diretion is to prove that C∩Hk ⊆ cone(Y /k). For this, onsiderany v =∑di=1 tiyi ∈ C ∩Hk, with ti ≥ 0 and vk = 0. Suh a v an be written
v =
∑
i|yik=0
tiyi +
∑
i|yik>0
tiyi +
∑
j|yjk<0
tjyj INRIA
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i|yik>0
tiyik +
∑
j|yjk<0
tjyjk = 0.If tiyik = 0 for i = 1, . . . , d, we are done. Otherwise, we an write
Λ =
∑
i|yik>0
tiyik =
∑
j|yjk<0
−tjyjk > 0.Then,
v =
∑
i|yik=0
tiyi +
1
Λ
∑
i|yik>0

 ∑
j|yjk<0
−tjyjk

 tiyi +
1
Λ
∑
j|yjk<0

 ∑
i|yik>0
tiyik

 tjyj
=
∑
i|yik=0
tiyi +
∑
i|yik>0
j|yjk<0
titj
Λ
(yikyj − yjkyi) .Sine the kth oordinate of yikyj − yjkyi is 0, the above shows that any v ∈ C ∩Hk an bewritten as a positive ombination of vetors in Y /k.As disussed above, Proposition 4.20 implies (again!)Corollary 4.21 Every H-polyhedron is a V-polyhedron.Another way of proving that every V-polyhedron is an H-polyhedron is to use ones.This method is interesting in its own right so we disuss it briey.Let P = conv(Y ) + cone(V ) ⊆ Ed be a V-polyhedron. We an view Y as a d× p matrixwhose ith olumn is the ith vetor in Y and V as d× q matrix whose jth olumn is the jthvetor in V . Then, we an write
P = {x ∈ Rd | (∃u ∈ Rp)(∃t ∈ Rd)(x = Y u+ V t, u ≥ 0, Iu = 1, t ≥ 0)},where I is the row vetor
I = (1, . . . , 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
p
.Now, observe that P an be interpreted as the projetion of the H-polyhedron, P̃ ⊆ Ed+p+q,given by
P̃ = {(x, u, t) ∈ Rd+p+q | x = Y u+ V t, u ≥ 0, Iu = 1, t ≥ 0}onto Rd. Consequently, if we an prove that the projetion of an H-polyhedron is alsoan H-polyhedron, then we will have proved that every V-polyhedron is an H-polyhedron.Here again, it is possible that P = Ed, but that's ne sine Ed has been delared to be an
H-polyhedron.RR n° 6379
66 Jean GallierIn view of Proposition 4.19 and the disussion that followed, it is enough to prove that theprojetion of any H-one is an H-one. This an be done by using a type of Fourier-Motzkinelimination dual to the method used in Proposition 4.20. We state the result without proofand refer the interested reader to Ziegler [43℄, Setion 1.21.3, for full details.Proposition 4.22 If C = P (A, 0) ⊆ Ed is an H-one, then the projetion, projk(C), ontothe hyperplane, Hk, of equation yk = 0 is given by projk(C) = elimk(C) ∩Hk, with
elimk(C) = {x ∈ Rd | (∃t ∈ R)(x + tek ∈ P )} = {z − tek | z ∈ P, t ∈ R} = P (A/k, 0) andwhere the rows of A/k are given by
A/k = {ai | ai k = 0} ∪ {ai kaj − aj kai | ai k > 0, aj k < 0}.It should be noted that both Fourier-Motzkin elimination methods generate a quadratinumber of new vetors or inequalities at eah step and thus they lead to a ombinatorialexplosion. Therefore, these methods beome intratable rather quikly. The problem is thatmany of the new vetors or inequalities are redundant. Thereore, it is important to nd waysof deteting redundanies and there are various methods for doing so. Again, the interestedreader should onsult Ziegler [43℄, Chapter 1.There is yet another way of proving that an H-polyhedron is a V-polyhedron withoutusing Fourier-Motzkin elimination. As we already observed, Krein and Millman's theoremdoes not apply if our polyhedron is unbounded. Atually, the full power of Krein andMillman's theorem is not needed to show that an H-polytope is a V-polytope. The ruialpoint is that if P is an H-polytope with nonempty interior, then every line, ℓ, through anypoint, a, in the interior of P intersets P in a line segment. This is beause P is ompat and
ℓ is losed, so P ∩ ℓ is a ompat subset of a line thus, a losed interval [b, c] with b < a < c,as a is in the interior of P . Therefore, we an use indution on the dimension of P to showthat every point in P is a onvex ombination of verties of the faets of P . Now, if P isunbounded and ut out by at least two half-spaes (so, P is not a half-spae), then we laimthat for every point, a, in the interior of P , there is some line through a that intersetstwo faets of P . This is beause if we pik the origin in the interior of P , we may assumethat P is given by an irredundant intersetion, P = ⋂ti=1(Hi)−, and for any point, a, in theinterior of P , there is a line, ℓ, through P in general position w.r.t. P , whih means that ℓis not parallel to any of the hyperplanes Hi and intersets all of them in distint points (seeDenition 7.2). Fortunately, lines in general position always exist, as shown in Proposition7.3. Using this fat, we an prove the following result:Proposition 4.23 Let P ⊆ Ed be an H-polyhedron, P = ⋂ti=1(Hi)− (an irredundant de-omposition), with nonempty interior. If t = 1, that is, P = (H1)− is a half-spae, then
P = a+ cone(u1, . . . , ud−1,−u1, . . . ,−ud−1, ud),where a is any point in H1, the vetors u1, . . . , ud−1 form a basis of the diretion of H1 and udis normal to (the diretion of) H1. (When d = 1, P is the half-line, P = {a+ tu1 | t ≥ 0}.)INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 67If t ≥ 2, then every point, a ∈ P , an be written as a onvex ombination, a = (1−α)b+αc(0 ≤ α ≤ 1), where b and c belong to two distint faets, F and G, of P and where
F = conv(YF ) + cone(VF ) and G = conv(YG) + cone(VG),for some nite sets of points, YF and YG and some nite sets of vetors, VF and VG. (Note:
α = 0 or α = 1 is allowed.) Consequently, every H-polyhedron is a V-polyhedron.Proof . We proeed by indution on the dimension, d, of P . If d = 1, then P is either alosed interval, [b, c], or a half-line, {a + tu | t ≥ 0}, where u 6= 0. In either ase, theproposition is lear.For the indution step, assume d > 1. Sine every faet, F , of P has dimension d − 1,the indution hypothesis holds for F , that is, there exist a nite set of points, YF , and anite set of vetors, VF , so that
F = conv(YF ) + cone(VF ).Thus, every point on the boundary of P is of the desired form. Next, pik any point, a, inthe interior of P . Then, from our previous disussion, there is a line, ℓ, through a in generalposition w.r.t. P . Consequently, the intersetion points, zi = ℓ ∩Hi, of the line ℓ with thehyperplanes supporting the faets of P exist and are all distint. If we give ℓ an orientation,the zi's an be sorted and there is a unique k suh that a lies between b = zk and c = zk+1.But then, b ∈ Fk = F and c ∈ Fk+1 = G, where F and G the faets of P supported by Hkand Hk+1, and a = (1 − α)b+ αc, a onvex ombination. Consequently, every point in P isa mixed onvex + positive ombination of nitely many points assoiated with the faets of
P and nitely many vetors assoiated with the diretions of the supporting hyperplanes ofthe faets P . Conversely, it is easy to see that any suh mixed ombination must belong to
P and therefore, P is a V-polyhedron.We onlude this setion with a version of Farkas Lemma for polyhedral sets.Lemma 4.24 (Farkas Lemma, Version IV) Let Y be any d× p matrix and V be any d× qmatrix. For every z ∈ Rd, exatly one of the following alternatives ours:(a) There exist u ∈ Rp and t ∈ Rq, with u ≥ 0, t ≥ 0, Iu = 1 and z = Y u+ V t.(b) There is some vetor, (α, c) ∈ Rd+1, suh that c⊤yi ≥ α for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ p,
c⊤vj ≥ 0 for all j with 1 ≤ j ≤ q, and c⊤z < α.Proof . We use Farkas Lemma, Version II (Lemma 3.13). Observe that (a) is equivalent tothe problem: Find (u, t) ∈ Rp+q, so that
(
u
t
)
≥
(
0
0
) and ( I O
Y V
)(
u
t
)
=
(
1
z
)
,
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68 Jean Gallierwhih is exatly Farkas II(a). Now, the seond alternative of Farkas II says that there is nosolution as above if there is some (−α, c) ∈ Rd+1 so that
(−α, c⊤)
(
1
z
)
< 0 and (−α, c⊤)( I 0
Y V
)
≥ (O,O).These are equivalent to
−α+ c⊤z < 0, −αI + c⊤Y ≥ O, c⊤V ≥ O,namely, c⊤z < α, c⊤Y ≥ αI and c⊤V ≥ O, whih are indeed the onditions of Farkas IV(b),in matrix form.Observe that Farkas IV an be viewed as a separation riterion for polyhedral sets. Thisversion subsumes Farkas I and Farkas II.
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Chapter 5Projetive Spaes, ProjetivePolyhedra, Polar Duality w.r.t. aNondegenerate Quadri5.1 Projetive SpaesThe fat that not just points but also vetors are needed to deal with unbounded polyhedrais a hint that perhaps the notions of polytope and polyhedra an be unied by going pro-jetive. However, we have to be areful beause projetive geometry does not aomodatewell the notion of onvexity. This is beause onvexity has to do with onvex ombinations,but the essense of projetive geometry is that everything is dened up to non-zero salars,without any requirement that these salars be positive.It is possible to develop a theory of oriented projetive geometry (due to J. Stol [36℄)in wih onvexity is niely aomodated. However, in this approah, every point omes asa pair, (positive point, negative point), and although it is a very elegant theory, we ndit a bit unwieldy. However, sine all we really want is to embed Ed into its projetiveompletion, Pd, so that we an deal with points at innity and normal point in a uniformmanner in partiular, with respet to projetive transformations, we will ontent ourselveswith a denition of the notion of a projetive polyhedron using the notion of polyhedralone. Thus, we will not attempt to dene a general notion of onvexity.We begin with a rash ourse on (real) projetive spaes. There are many texts onprojetive geometry. We suggest starting with Gallier [20℄ and then move on to far moreomprehensive treatments suh as Berger (Geometry II) [6℄ or Samuel [33℄.Denition 5.1 The (real) projetive spae, RPn, is the set of all lines through the originin Rn+1, i.e., the set of one-dimensional subspaes of Rn+1 (where n ≥ 0). Sine a one-RR n° 6379
70 Jean Gallierdimensional subspae, L ⊆ Rn+1, is spanned by any nonzero vetor, u ∈ L, we an view
RPn as the set of equivalene lasses of nonzero vetors in Rn+1−{0}modulo the equivalenerelation,
u ∼ v i v = λu, for some λ ∈ R, λ 6= 0.We have the projetion, p : (Rn+1−{0}) → RPn, given by p(u) = [u]∼, the equivalene lassof u modulo ∼. Write [u] (or 〈u〉) for the line,
[u] = {λu | λ ∈ R},dened by the nonzero vetor, u. Note that [u]∼ = [u] − {0}, for every u 6= 0, so the map
[u]∼ 7→ [u] is a bijetion whih allows us to identify [u]∼ and [u]. Thus, we will use bothnotations interhangeably as onvenient.The projetive spae, RPn, is sometimes denoted P(Rn+1). Sine every line, L, in Rn+1intersets the sphere Sn in two antipodal points, we an view RPn as the quotient of thesphere Sn by identiation of antipodal points. We all this the spherial model of RPn.A more subtle onstrution onsists in onsidering the (upper) half-sphere instead of thesphere, where the upper half-sphere Sn+ is set of points on the sphere Sn suh that xn+1 ≥ 0.This time, every line through the enter intersets the (upper) half-sphere in a single point,exept on the boundary of the half-sphere, where it intersets in two antipodal points a+and a−. Thus, the projetive spae RPn is the quotient spae obtained from the (upper)half-sphere Sn+ by identifying antipodal points a+ and a− on the boundary of the half-sphere.We all this model of RPn the half-spherial model .When n = 2, we get a irle. When n = 3, the upper half-sphere is homeomorphito a losed disk (say, by orthogonal projetion onto the xy-plane), and RP2 is in bijetionwith a losed disk in whih antipodal points on its boundary (a unit irle) have beenidentied. This is hard to visualize! In this model of the real projetive spae, projetivelines are great semiirles on the upper half-sphere, with antipodal points on the boundaryidentied. Boundary points orrespond to points at innity. By orthogonal projetion,these great semiirles orrespond to semiellipses, with antipodal points on the boundaryidentied. Traveling along suh a projetive line, when we reah a boundary point, wewrap around! In general, the upper half-sphere Sn+ is homeomorphi to the losed unitball in Rn, whose boundary is the (n − 1)-sphere Sn−1. For example, the projetive spae
RP3 is in bijetion with the losed unit ball in R3, with antipodal points on its boundary(the sphere S2) identied!Another useful way of visualizing RPn is to use the hyperplane, Hn+1 ⊆ Rn+1, ofequation xn+1 = 1. Observe that for every line, [u], through the origin in Rn+1, if u doesnot belong to the hyperplane, Hn+1(0) ∼= Rn, of equation xn+1 = 0, then [u] intersets Hn+1is a unique point, namely, (
u1
un+1
, . . . ,
un
un+1
, 1
)
,
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h un+1 = 0 are points at innity. Observethat the set of lines in Hn+1(0) ∼= Rn is the set of points of the projetive spae, RPn−1,and so, RPn an be written as the disjoint union
RPn = Rn ∐ RPn−1.We an repeat the above analysis on RPn−1 and so we an think of RPn as the disjointunion
RPn = Rn ∐ Rn−1 ∐ · · · ∐ R1 ∐ R0,where R0 = {0} onsist of a single point. The above shows that there is an embedding,
Rn →֒ RPn, given by (u1, . . . , un) 7→ (u1, . . . , un, 1).It will also be very useful to use homogeneous oordinates. Given any point,
p = [u]∼ ∈ RP
n, the set
{(λu1, . . . , λun+1) | λ 6= 0}is alled the set of homogeneous oordinates of p. Sine u 6= 0, observe that for all homoge-neous oordinates, (x1, . . . , xn+1), for p, some xi must be non-zero. The traditional notationfor the homogeneous oordinates of a point, p = [u]∼, is
(u1 : · · · : un : un+1).There is a useful bijetion between ertain kinds of subsets of Rd+1 and subsets of RPd.For any subset, S, of Rd+1, let
−S = {−u | u ∈ S}.Geometrially, −S is the reexion of S about 0. Note that for any nonempty subset,
S ⊆ Rd+1, with S 6= {0}, the sets S, −S and S ∪ −S all indue the same set of points inprojetive spae, RPd, sine
p(S − {0}) = {[u]∼ | u ∈ S − {0}}
= {[−u]∼ | u ∈ S − {0}}
= {[u]∼ | u ∈ −S − {0}} = p((−S) − {0})
= {[u]∼ | u ∈ S − {0}} ∪ {[u]∼ | u ∈ (−S) − {0}} = p((S ∪−S) − {0}),beause [u]∼ = [−u]∼. Using these fats we obtain a bijetion between subsets of RPd andertain subsets of Rd+1.We say that a set, S ⊆ Rd+1, is symmetri i S = −S. Obviously, S ∪−S is symmetrifor any set, S. Say that a subset, C ⊆ Rd+1, is a double one i for every u ∈ C − {0}, theentire line, [u], spanned by u is ontained in C. Again, we exlude the trivial double one,
C = {0}. Thus, every double one an be viewed as a set of lines through 0. Note that adouble one is symmetri. Given any nonempty subset, S ⊆ RPd, let v(S) ⊆ Rd+1 be theset of vetors,
v(S) =
⋃
[u]∼∈S
[u]∼ ∪ {0}.RR n° 6379
72 Jean GallierNote that v(S) is a double one.Proposition 5.1 The map, v : S 7→ v(S), from the set of nonempty subsets of RPd to theset of nonempty, nontrivial double ones in Rd+1 is a bijetion.Proof . We already noted that v(S) is nontrivial double one. Consider the map,
ps: S 7→ p(S) = {[u]∼ ∈ RP
d | u ∈ S − {0}}.We leave it as an easy exerise to hek that ps ◦ v = id and v ◦ ps = id, whih shows that vand ps are mutual inverses.Given any subspae, X ⊆ Rn+1, with dimX = k+1 ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ n, a k-dimensionalprojetive subspae of RPn is the image, Y = p(X − {0}), of X − {0} under the projetion
p. We often write Y = P(X). When k = n − 1, we say that Y is a projetive hyperplaneor simply a hyperplane. When k = 1, we say that Y is a projetive line or simply a line.It is easy to see that every (projetive) hyperplane is the kernel (zero set) of some linearequation of the form
a1x1 + · · · + an+1xn+1 = 0,where one of the ai is nonzero. Conversely, the kernel of any suh linear equation is ahyperplane. Furthermore, given a (projetive) hyperplane, H ⊆ RPn, the linear equationdening H is unique up to a nonzero salar.For any i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1, the set
Ui = {(x1 : · · · : xn+1) ∈ RP
n | xi 6= 0}is a subset of RPn alled an ane path of RPn. We have a bijetion, ϕi : Ui → Rn, between
Ui and Rn given by
ϕi : (x1 : · · · : xn+1) 7→
(
x1
xi
, . . . ,
xi−1
xi
,
xi+1
xi
, . . . ,
xn+1
xi
)
.This map is well dened beause if (y1, . . . , yn+1) ∼ (x1, . . . , xn+1), that is,
(y1, . . . , yn+1) = λ(x1, . . . , xn+1), with λ 6= 0, then
yj
yi
=
λxj
λxi
=
xj
xi
(1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1),sine λ 6= 0 and xi, yi 6= 0. The inverse, ψi : Rn → Ui ⊆ RPn, of ϕi is given by
ψi : (x1, · · · , xn) 7→ (x1 : · · ·xi−1 : 1 : xi : · · · : xn).Observe that the bijetion, ϕi, between Ui and Rn an also be viewed as the bijetion
(x1 : · · · : xn+1) 7→
(
x1
xi
, . . . ,
xi−1
xi
, 1,
xi+1
xi
, . . . ,
xn+1
xi
)
, INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 73between Ui and the hyperplane, Hi ⊆ Rn+1, of equation xi = 1. We will make heavy use ofthese bijetions. For example, for any subset, S ⊆ RPn, the view of S from the path Ui,
S ↾ Ui, is in bijetion with v(S) ∩Hi, where v(S) is the double one assoiated with S (seeProposition 5.1).The ane pathes, U1, . . . , Un+1, over the projetive spae RPn, in the sense that every
(x1 : · · · : xn+1) ∈ RP
n belongs to one of the Ui's, as not all xi = 0. The Ui's turn out tobe open subsets of RPn and they have nonempty overlaps. When we restrit ourselves toone of the Ui, we have an ane view of RPn from Ui. In partiular, on the ane path
Un+1, we have the standard view of Rn embedded into RPn as Hn+1, the hyperplane ofequation xn+1 = 1. The omplement, Hi(0), of Ui in RPn is the (projetive) hyperplane ofequation xi = 0 (a opy of RPn−1). With respet to the ane path, Ui, the hyperplane,
Hi(0), plays the role of hyperplane (of points) at innity .From now on, for simpliity of notation, we will write Pn for RPn. We need to deneprojetive maps. Suh maps are indued by linear maps.Denition 5.2 Any injetive linear map, h : Rm+1 → Rn+1, indues a map, P(h) : Pm →
Pn, dened by
P(h)([u]∼) = [h(u)]∼and alled a projetive map. When m = n and h is bijetive, the map P(h) is also bijetiveand it is alled a projetivity .We have to hek that this denition makes sense, that is, it is ompatible with theequivalene relation, ∼. For this, assume that u ∼ v, that is
v = λu,with λ 6= 0 (of ourse, u, v 6= 0). As h is linear, we get
h(v) = h(λu) = λh(u),that is, h(u) ∼ h(v), whih shows that [h(u)]∼ does on depend on the representative hosenin the equivalene lass of [u]∼. It is also easy to hek that whenever two linear maps,
h1 and h2, indue the same projetive map, i.e., if P(h1) = P(h2), then there is a nonzerosalar, λ, so that h2 = λh1.Why did we require h to be injetive? Beause if h has a nontrivial kernel, then, anynonzero vetor, u ∈ Ker (h), is mapped to 0, but as 0 does not orrespond to any point of
Pn, the map P(h) is undened on P(Ker (h)).In some ase, we allow projetive maps indued by non-injetive linear maps h. In thisase, P(h) is a map whose domain is Pn−P(Ker (h)). An example is the map, σN : P3 → P2,given by
(x1 : x2 : x3 : x4) 7→ (x1 : x2 : x4 − x3),whih is undened at the point (0 : 0 : 1 : 1). This map is the homogenization of the entralprojetion (from the north pole, N = (0, 0, 1)) from E3 onto E2.RR n° 6379
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 Although a projetive map, f : Pn → Pn, is indued by some linear map, h, the map
f is not linear! This is beause linear ombinations of points in Pn do not make anysense!Another way of dening funtions (possibly partial) between projetive spaes involvesusing homogeneous polynomials. If p1(x1, . . . , xm+1), . . . , pn+1(x1, . . . , xm+1) are n + 1homogeneous polynomials all of the same degree, d, and if these n + 1 polynomials do notvanish simultaneously, then we laim that the funtion, f , given by
f(x1 : · · · : xm+1) = (p1(x1, . . . , xm+1) : · · · : pn+1(x1, . . . , xm+1))is indeed a well-dened funtion from Pm to Pn. Indeed, if (y1, . . . , ym+1) ∼ (x1, . . . , xm+1),that is, (y1, . . . , ym+1) = λ(x1, . . . , xm+1), with λ 6= 0, as the pi are homogeneous of degree
d,
pi(y1, . . . , ym+1) = pi(λx1, . . . , λxm+1) = λ
dpi(x1, . . . , xm+1),and so,
f(y1 : · · · : ym+1) = (p1(y1, . . . , ym+1) : · · · : pn+1(y1, . . . , ym+1))
= (λdp1(x1, . . . , xm+1) : · · · : λ
dpn+1(x1, . . . , xm+1))
= λd(p1(x1, . . . , xm+1) : · · · : pn+1(x1, . . . , xm+1))
= λdf(x1 : · · · : xm+1),whih shows that f(y1 : · · · : ym+1) ∼ f(x1 : · · · : xm+1), as required.For example, the map, τN : P2 → P3, given by
(x1 : x2, : x3) 7→ (2x1x3 : 2x2x3 : x
2
1 + x
2
2 − x
2
3 : x
2
1 + x
2
2 + x
2
3),is well-dened. It turns out to be the homogenization of the inverse stereographi mapfrom E2 to S2 (see Setion 8.5). Observe that
τN (x1 : x2 : 0) = (0: 0 : x
2
1 + x
2
2 : x
2
1 + x
2
2) = (0: 0 : 1 : 1),that is, τN maps all the points at innity (in H3(0)) to the north pole, (0 : 0 : 1 : 1).However, when x3 6= 0, we an prove that τN is injetive (in fat, its inverse is σN , denedearlier).Most interesting subsets of projetive spae arise as the olletion of zeros of a (nite)set of homogeneous polynomials. Let us begin with a single homogeneous polynomial,
p(x1, . . . , xn+1), of degree d and set
V (p) = {(x1 : · · · : xn+1) ∈ P
n | p(x1, . . . , xn+1) = 0}.As usual, we need to hek that this denition does not depend on the spei representativehosen in the equivalene lass of [(x1, . . . , xn+1)]∼. If (y1, . . . , yn+1) ∼ (x1, . . . , xn+1), thatis, (y1, . . . , yn+1) = λ(x1, . . . , xn+1), with λ 6= 0, as p is homogeneous of degree d,
p(y1, . . . , yn+1) = p(λx1, . . . , λxn+1) = λ
dp(x1, . . . , xn+1), INRIA
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p(y1, . . . , yn+1) = 0 i p(x1, . . . , xn+1) = 0,whih shows that V (p) is well dened. For a set of homogeneous polynomials (not neessarilyof the same degree), E = {p1(x1, . . . , xn+1), . . . , ps(x1, . . . , xn+1)}, we set
V (E) =
s⋂
i=1
V (pi) = {(x1 : · · · : xn+1) ∈ P
n | pi(x1, . . . , xn+1) = 0, i = 1 . . . , s}.The set, V (E), is usually alled the projetive variety dened by E (or ut out by E). When
E onsists of a single polynomial, p, the set V (p) is alled a (projetive) hypersurfae. Forexample, if
p(x1, x2, x3, x4) = x
2
1 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 − x
2
4,then V (p) is the projetive sphere in P3, also denoted S2. Indeed, if we look at V (p) onthe ane path U4, where x4 6= 0, we know that this amounts to setting x4 = 1, and we doget the set of points (x1, x2, x3, 1) ∈ U4 satisfying x21 + x22 + x23 − 1 = 0, our usual 2-sphere!However, if we look at V (p) on the path U1, where x1 6= 0, we see the quadri of equation
1 + x22 + x
2
3 = x
2
4, whih is not a sphere but a hyperboloid of two sheets! Nevertheless, if wepik x4 = 0 as the plane at innity, note that the projetive sphere does not have points atinnity sine the only real solution of x21 + x22 + x23 = 0 is (0, 0, 0), but (0, 0, 0, 0) does notorrespond to any point of P3.Another example is given by
q = (x1, x2, x3, x4) = x
2
1 + x
2
2 − x3x4,for whih V (q) orresponds to a paraboloid in the path U4. Indeed, if we set x4 = 1, weget the set of points in U4 satisfying x3 = x21 + x22. For this reason, we denote V (q) by Pand alled it a (projetive) paraboloid .Given any homogeneous polynomial, F (x1, . . . , xd+1), we will also make use of the hy-persurfae one, C(F ) ⊆ Rd+1, dened by
C(F ) = {(x1, . . . , xd+1) ∈ R
d+1 | F (x1, . . . , xd+1) = 0}.Observe that V (F ) = P(C(F )).Remark: Every variety, V (E), dened by a set of polynomials,
E = {p1(x1, . . . , xn+1), . . . , ps(x1, . . . , xn+1)}, is also the hypersurfae dened by the singlepolynomial equation,
p21 + · · · + p
2
s = 0.This fat, peuliar to the real eld, R, is a mixed blessing. On the one-hand, the study ofvarieties is redued to the study of hypersurfaes. On the other-hand, this is a hint that weshould expet that suh a study will be hard.RR n° 6379
76 Jean GallierPerhaps to the surprise of the novie, there is a bijetive projetive map (a projetivity)sending S2 to P . This map, θ, is given by
θ(x1 : x2 : x3 : x4) = (x1 : x2 : x3 + x4 : x4 − x3),whose inverse is given by
θ−1(x1 : x2 : x3 : x4) =
(
x1 : x2 :
x3 − x4
2
:
x3 + x4
2
)
.Indeed, if (x1 : x2 : x3 : x4) satises
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 − x
2
4 = 0,and if (z1 : z2 : z3 : z4) = θ(x1 : x2 : x3 : x4), then from above,
(x1 : x2 : x3 : x4) =
(
z1 : z2 :
z3 − z4
2
:
z3 + z4
2
)
,and by plugging the right-hand sides in the equation of the sphere, we get
z21 + z
2
2 +
(
z3 − z4
2
)2
−
(
z3 + z4
2
)2
= z21 + z
2
2 +
1
4
(z23 + z
2
4 − 2z3z4 − z
2
3 − z
2
4 − 2z3z4)
= z21 + z
2
2 − z3z4 = 0,whih is the equation of the paraboloid, P .5.2 Projetive PolyhedraFollowing the projetive dotrine whih onsists in replaing points by lines through theorigin, that is, to onify everything, we will dene a projetive polyhedron as any set ofpoints in Pd indued by a polyhedral one in Rd+1. To do so, it is preferable to onsiderones as sets of positive ombinations of vetors (see Denition 4.3). Just to refresh ourmemory, a set, C ⊆ Rd, is a V-one or polyhedral one if C is the positive hull of a nite setof vetors, that is,
C = cone({u1, . . . , up}),for some vetors, u1, . . . , up ∈ Rd. AnH-one is any subset of Rd given by a nite intersetionof losed half-spaes ut out by hyperplanes through 0.A good plae to learn about ones (and muh more) is Fulton [19℄. See also Ewald [18℄.By Theorem 4.18, V-ones and H-ones form the same olletion of onvex sets (for every
d ≥ 0). Naturally, we an think of these ones as sets of rays (half-lines) of the form
〈u〉+ = {λu | λ ∈ R, λ ≥ 0}, INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 77where u ∈ Rd is any nonzero vetor. We exlude the trivial one, {0}, sine 0 does notdene any point in projetive spae. When we go projetive, eah ray orresponds to thefull line, 〈u〉, spanned by u whih an be expressed as
〈u〉 = 〈u〉+ ∪ −〈u〉+,where −〈u〉+ = 〈u〉− = {λu | λ ∈ R, λ ≤ 0}. Now, if C ⊆ Rd is a polyhedral one, obviously
−C is also a polyhedral one and the set C ∪−C onsists of the union of the two polyhedralones C and −C. Note that C ∪ −C an be viewed as the set of all lines determined bythe nonzero vetors in C (and −C). It is a double one. Unless C is a losed half-spae,
C ∪ −C is not onvex. It seems perfetly natural to dene a projetive polyhedron as anyset of lines indued by a set of the form C ∪ −C, where C is a polyhedral one.Denition 5.3 A projetive polyhedron is any subset, P ⊆ Pd, of the form
P = p((C ∪ −C) − {0}) = p(C − {0}),where C is any polyhedral one (V or H one) in Rd+1 (with C 6= {0}). We write
P = P(C ∪ −C) or P = P(C).It is important to observe that beause C ∪−C is a double one there is a bijetion be-tween nontrivial double polyhedral ones and projetive polyhedra. So, projetive polyhedraare equivalent to double polyhedral ones. However, the projetive interpretation of the linesindued by C ∪ −C as points in Pd makes the study of projetive polyhedra geometriallymore interesting.Projetive polyhedra inherit many of the properties of ones but we have to be arefulbeause we are really dealing with double ones, C ∪−C, and not ones. As a onsequene,there are a few unpleasant surprises, for example, the fat that the olletion of projetivepolyhedra is not losed under intersetion!Before dealing with these issues, let us show that every standard polyhedron, P ⊆ Ed,has a natural projetive ompletion, P̃ ⊆ Pd, suh that on the ane path Ud+1 (where
xd+1 6= 0), P̃ ↾ Ud+1 = P . For this, we use our theorem on the PolyhedronCone Corre-spondene (Theorem 4.19, part (2)).Let A = X +U , where X is a set of points in Ed and U is a one in Rd. For every point,
x ∈ X , and every vetor, u ∈ U , let̂
x =
(
x
1
)
, û =
(
u
0
)
,and let X̂ = {x̂ | x ∈ X} and Û = {û | u ∈ U}. Then,
C(A) = cone({X̂ ∪ Û})RR n° 6379
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one in Rd+1 suh that
Â = C(A) ∩Hd+1,where Hd+1 is the hyperplane of equation xd+1 = 1. If we set Ã = P(C(A)), then we geta subset of Pd and in the path Ud+1, the set Ã ↾ Ud+1 is in bijetion with the intersetion
(C(A) ∪ −C(A)) ∩ Hd+1 = Â, and thus, in bijetion with A. We all Ã the projetiveompletion of A. We have an injetion, A −→ Ã, given by
(a1, . . . , ad) 7→ (a1 : · · · : ad : 1),whih is just the map, ψd+1 : Rd → Ud+1. What the projetive ompletion does is to addto A the points at innity orresponding to the vetors in U , that is, the points of Pdorresponding to the lines in the one, U . In partiular, if X = conv(Y ) and U = cone(V ),for some nite sets Y = {y1, . . . , yp} and V = {v1, . . . , vq}, then P = conv(Y ) + cone(V ) isa V-polyhedron and P̃ = P(C(P )) is a projetive polyhedron. The projetive polyhedron,
P̃ = P(C(P )), is alled the projetive ompletion of P .Observe that if C is a losed half-spae in Rd+1, then P = P(C ∪ −C) = Pd. Now,if C ⊆ Rd+1 is a polyhedral one and C is ontained in a losed half-spae, it is stillpossible that C ontains some nontrivial linear subspae and we would like to understandthis situation.The rst thing to observe is that U = C ∩ (−C) is the largest linear subspae ontainedin C. If C ∩ (−C) = {0}, we say that C is a pointed or strongly onvex one. In this ase,one immediately realizes that 0 is an extreme point of C and so, there is a hyperplane,
H , through 0 so that C ∩H = {0}, that is, exept for its apex, C lies in one of the openhalf-spaes determined by H . As a onsequene, by a linear hange of oordinates, we mayassume that this hyperplane is Hd+1 and so, for every projetive polyhedron, P = P(C), if
C is pointed then there is an ane path (say, Ud+1) where P has no points at innity, thatis, P is a polytope! On the other hand, from another path, Ui, as P ↾ Ui is in bijetionwith (C ∪ −C) ∩Hi, the projetive polyhedron P viewed on Ui may onsist of two disjointpolyhedra.The situation is very similar to the lassial theory of projetive onis or quadris(for example, see Brannan, Esplen and Gray, [10℄). The ase where C is a pointed oneorresponds to the nondegenerate onis or quadris. In the ase of the onis, dependinghow we slie a one, we see an ellipse, a parabola or a hyperbola. For projetive polyhedra,when we slie a polyhedral double one, C ∪ −C, we may see a polytope (ellipti type) asingle unbounded polyhedron (paraboli type) or two unbounded polyhedra (hyperboli type).Now, when U = C ∩ (−C) 6= {0}, the polyhedral one, C, ontains the linear subspae,
U , and if C 6= Rd+1, then for every hyperplane, H , suh that C is ontained in one of thetwo losed half-spaes determined by H , the subspae U ∩ H is nontrivial. An exampleis the one, C ⊆ R3, determined by the intersetion of two planes through 0 (a wedge).In this ase, U is equal to the line of intersetion of these two planes. Also observe that
C ∩ (−C) = C i C = −C, that is, i C is a linear subspae. INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 79The situation where C ∩ (−C) 6= {0} is reminisent of the ase of ylinders in the theoryof quadri surfaes (see [10℄ or Berger [6℄). Now, every ylinder an be viewed as the ruledsurfae dened as the family of lines orthogonal to a plane and touhing some nondegenerateoni. A similar deomposition holds for polyhedral ones as shown below in a propositionborrowed from Ewald [18℄ (Chapter V, Lemma 1.6). We should warn the reader that wehave some doubts about the proof given there and so, we oer a dierent proof adaptedfrom the proof of Lemma 16.2 in Barvinok [3℄. Given any two subsets, V,W ⊆ Rd, as usual,we write V +W = {v +w | v ∈ V, w ∈ W} and v +W = {v +w | w ∈W}, for any v ∈ Rd.Proposition 5.2 For every polyhedral one, C ⊆ Rd, if U = C ∩ (−C), then there is somepointed one, C0, so that U and C0 are orthogonal and
C = U + C0,with dim(U) + dim(C0) = dim(C).Proof . We already know that U = C ∩ (−C) is the largest linear subspae of C. Let U⊥ bethe orthogonal omplement of U in Rd and let π : Rd → U⊥ be the orthogonal projetiononto U⊥. By Proposition 4.12, the projetion, C0 = π(C), of C onto U⊥ is a polyhedralone. We laim that C0 is pointed and that
C = U + C0.Sine π−1(v) = v + U for every v ∈ C0, we have U + C0 ⊆ C. On the other hand, bydenition of C0, we also have C ⊆ U + C0, so C = U + C0. If C0 was not pointed, thenit would ontain a linear subspae, V , of dimension at least 1 but then, U + V would bea linear subspae of C of dimension stritly greater than U , whih is impossible. Finally,
dim(U) + dim(C0) = dim(C) is obvious by orthogonality.The linear subspae, U = C ∩ (−C), is alled the ospan of C. Both U and C0 areuniquely determined by C. To a great extent, Proposition redues the study of non-pointedones to the study of pointed ones. We propose to all the projetive polyhedra of the form
P = P(C), where C is a one with a non-trivial ospan (a non-pointed one) a projetivepolyhedral ylinder , by analogy with the quadri surfaes. We also propose to all theprojetive polyhedra of the form P = P(C), where C is a pointed one, a projetive polytope(or nondegenerate projetive polyhedron).The following propositions show that projetive polyhedra behave well under projetivemaps and intersetion with a hyperplane:Proposition 5.3 Given any projetive map, h : Pm → Pn, for any projetive polyhedron,
P ⊆ Pm, the image, h(P ), of P is a projetive polyhedron in Pn. Even if h : Pm → Pn is apartial map but h is dened on P , then h(P ) is a projetive polyhedron.Proof . The projetive map, h : Pm → Pn, is of the form h = P(ĥ), for some injetive linearmap, ĥ : Rm+1 → Rn+1. Moreover, the projetive polyhedron, P , is of the form P = P(C),RR n° 6379
80 Jean Gallierfor some polyhedral one, C ⊆ Rn+1, with C = cone({u1, . . . , up}), for some nonzero vetor
ui ∈ Rd+1. By denition,
P(h)(P ) = P(h)(P(C)) = P(ĥ(C)).As ĥ is linear,
ĥ(C) = ĥ(cone({u1, . . . , up})) = cone({ĥ(u1), . . . , ĥ(up)}).If we let Ĉ = cone({ĥ(u1), . . . , ĥ(up)}), then ĥ(C) = Ĉ is a polyhedral one and so,
P(h)(P ) = P(ĥ(C)) = P(Ĉ)is a projetive one. This argument does not depend on the injetivity of ĥ, as long as
C ∩ Ker (ĥ) = {0}.Proposition 5.3 together with earlier arguments shows that every projetive polytope,
P ⊆ Pd, is equivalent under some suitable projetivity to another projetive polytope, P ′,whih is a polytope when viewed in the ane path, Ud+1. This property is similar to thefat that every (non-degenerate) projetive oni is projetively equivalent to an ellipse.Sine the notion of a fae is dened for arbitrary polyhedra it is also dened for ones.Consequently, we an dene the notion of a fae for projetive polyhedra. Given a projetivepolyhedron, P ⊆ Pd, where P = P(C) for some polyhedral one (uniquely determined by P ),
C ⊆ Rd+1, a fae of P is any subset of P of the form P(F ) = p(F − {0}), for any nontrivialfae, F ⊆ C, of C (F 6= {0}). Consequently, we say that P(F ) is a vertex i dim(F ) = 1,an edge i dim(F ) = 2 and a faet i dim(F ) = dim(C) − 1. The projetive polyhedron,
P , and the empty set are the improper faes of P . If C is strongly onvex, then it is easyto prove that C is generated by its edges (its one-dimensional faes, these are rays) in thesense that any set of nonzero vetor spanning these edges generate C (using positive linearombinations). As a onsequene, if C is strongly onvex, we may say that P is spannedby its verties, sine P is equal to P(all positive ombinations of vetors representing itsverties).Remark: Even though we did not dene the notion of onvex ombination of points in Pd,the notion of projetive polyhedron gives us a way to mimi ertain properties of onvexsets in the framework of projetive geometry. That's beause every projetive polyhedronorresponds to a unique polyhedral one.If our projetive polyhedron is the ompletion, P̃ = P(C(P )) ⊆ Pd, of some polyhedron,
P ⊆ Rd, then eah fae of the one, C(P ), is of the form C(F ), where F is a fae of Pand so, eah fae of P̃ is of the form P(C(F )), for some fae, F , of P . In partiular, in theane path, Ud+1, the fae, P(C(F )), is in bijetion with the fae, F , of P . We will usuallyidentify P(C(F )) and F .
INRIA
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onsider the intersetion of projetive polyhedra but rst, let us make somegeneral remarks about the intersetion of subsets of Pd. Given any two nonempty subsets,
P(S) and P(S′), of Pd what is P(S) ∩ P(S′)? It is tempting to say that
P(S) ∩ P(S′) = P(S ∩ S′),but unfortunately this is generally false! The problem is that P(S) ∩ P(S′) is the set of alllines determined by vetors both in S and S′ but there may be some line spanned by somevetor u ∈ (−S) ∩ S′ or u ∈ S ∩ (−S′) suh that u does not belong to S ∩ S′ or −(S ∩ S′).Observe that
−(−S) = S
−(S ∩ S′) = (−S) ∩ (−S′).Then, the orret intersetion is given by
(S ∪−S) ∩ (S′ ∪ −S′) = (S ∩ S′) ∪ ((−S) ∩ (−S′)) ∪ (S ∩ (−S′)) ∪ ((−S) ∩ S′)
= (S ∩ S′) ∪ −(S ∩ S′) ∪ (S ∩ (−S′)) ∪ −(S ∩ (−S′)),whih is the union of two double ones (exept for 0, whih belongs to both). Therefore,
P(S) ∩ P(S′) = P(S ∩ S′) ∪ P(S ∩ (−S′)) = P(S ∩ S′) ∪ P((−S) ∩ S′),sine P(S ∩ (−S′)) = P((−S) ∩ S′).Furthermore, if S′ is symmetri (i.e., S′ = −S′), then
(S ∪ −S) ∩ (S′ ∪ −S′) = (S ∪ −S) ∩ S′
= (S ∩ S′) ∪ ((−S) ∩ S′)
= (S ∩ S′) ∪ −(S ∩ (−S′))
= (S ∩ S′) ∪ −(S ∩ S′).Thus, if either S or S′ is symmetri, it is true that
P(S) ∩ P(S′) = P(S ∩ S′).Now, if C is a pointed polyhedral one then C ∩ (−C) = {0}. Consequently, for any otherpolyhedral one, C′, we have (C ∩C′)∩ ((−C)∩C′) = {0}. Using these fats we obtain thefollowing result:Proposition 5.4 Let P = P(C) and P ′ = P(C′) be any two projetive polyhedra in Pd. If
P(C) ∩ P(C′) 6= ∅, then the following properties hold:(1)
P(C) ∩ P(C′) = P(C ∩ C′) ∪ P(C ∩ (−C′)),the union of two projetive polyhedra. If C or C′ is a pointed one i.e., P or P ′ is aprojetive polytope, then P(C ∩C′) and P(C ∩ (−C′)) are disjoint.RR n° 6379
82 Jean Gallier(2) If P ′ = H, for some hyperplane, H ⊆ Pd, then P ∩H is a projetive polyhedron.Proof . We already proved (1) so only (2) remains to be proved. Of ourse, we may assumethat P 6= Pd. This time, using the equivalene theorem of V-ones and H-ones (Theorem4.18), we know that P is of the form P = P(C), with C = ⋂pi=1 Ci, where the Ci are losedhalf-spaes in Rd+1. Moreover, H = P(Ĥ), for some hyperplane, Ĥ ⊆ Rd+1, through 0.Now, as Ĥ is symmetri,
P ∩H = P(C) ∩ P(Ĥ) = P(C ∩ Ĥ).Consequently,
P ∩H = P(C ∩ Ĥ)
= P
((
p⋂
i=1
Ci
)
∩ Ĥ
)
.However, Ĥ = Ĥ+ ∩ Ĥ−, where Ĥ+ and Ĥ− are the two losed half-spaes determined by
Ĥ and so,
Ĉ =
(
p⋂
i=1
Ci
)
∩ Ĥ =
(
p⋂
i=1
Ci
)
∩ Ĥ+ ∩ Ĥ−is a polyhedral one. Therefore, P ∩H = P(Ĉ) is a projetive polyhedron.We leave it as an instrutive exerise to nd expliit examples where P ∩ P ′ onsists oftwo disjoint projetive polyhedra in P1 (or P2).Proposition 5.4 an be sharpened a little.Proposition 5.5 Let P = P(C) and P ′ = P(C′) be any two projetive polyhedra in Pd. If
P(C) ∩ P(C′) 6= ∅, then
P(C) ∩ P(C′) = P(C ∩ C′) ∪ P(C ∩ (−C′)),the union of two projetive polyhedra. If C = −C, i.e., C is a linear subspae (or if C′ is alinear subspae), then
P(C) ∩ P(C′) = P(C ∩C′).Furthermore, if either C or C′ is pointed, the above projetive polyhedra are disjoint, else if
C and C′ both have nontrivial ospan and P(C ∩ C′) and P(C ∩ (−C′)) interset then
P(C ∩C′) ∩ P(C ∩ (−C′)) = P(C ∩ (C′ ∩ (−C′))) ∪ P(C′ ∩ (C ∩ (−C))).Finally, if the two projetive polyhedra on the right-hand side interset, then
P(C ∩ (C′ ∩ (−C′))) ∩ P(C′ ∩ (C ∩ (−C))) = P((C ∩ (−C)) ∩ (C′ ∩ (−C′))).Proof . Left as a simple exerise in boolean algebra.In preparation for Setion 8.6, we also need the notion of tangent spae at a point of avariety. INRIA
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es of Hypersurfaes and Projetive Hy-persurfaesSine we only need to onsider the ase of hypersurfaes we restrit attention to this ase(but the general ase is a straightforward generalization). Let us begin with a hypersurfaeof equation p(x1, . . . , xd) = 0 in Rd, that is, the set
S = V (p) = {(x1, . . . , xd) ∈ R
d | p(x1, . . . , xd) = 0},where p(x1, . . . , xd) is a polynomial of total degree, m.Pik any point a = (a1, . . . , ad) ∈ Rd. Reall that there is a version of the Taylorexpansion formula for polynomials suh that, for any polynomial, p(x1, . . . , xd), of totaldegree m, for every h = (h1, . . . , hd) ∈ Rd, we have
p(a+ h) = p(a) +
∑
1≤|α|≤m
Dαp(a)
α!
hα
= p(a) +
d∑
i=1
pxi(a)hi +
∑
2≤|α|≤m
Dαp(a)
α!
hα,where we use the multi-index notation, with α = (i1, . . . , id) ∈ Nd, |α| = i1 + · · · + id,
α! = i1! · · · id!, hα = hi11 · · ·hidd ,
Dαp(a) =
∂i1
∂xi11
· · ·
∂idp
∂xidd
(a),and
pxi(a) =
∂p
∂xi
(a).Consider any line, ℓ, through a, given parametrially by
ℓ = {a+ th | t ∈ R},with h 6= 0 and say a ∈ S is a point on the hypersurfae, S = V (p), whih means that
p(a) = 0. The intuitive idea behind the notion of the tangent spae to S at a is that it isthe set of lines that interset S at a in a point of multipliity at least two, whih means thatthe equation giving the intersetion, S ∩ ℓ, namely
p(a+ th) = p(a1 + th1, . . . , ad + thd) = 0,is of the form
t2q(a, h)(t) = 0,RR n° 6379
84 Jean Gallierwhere q(a, h)(t) is some polynomial in t. Using Taylor's formula, as p(a) = 0, we have
p(a+ th) = t
d∑
i=1
pxi(a)hi + t
2q(a, h)(t),for some polynomial, q(a, h)(t). From this, we see that a is an intersetion point of multi-pliity at least 2 i
d∑
i=1
pxi(a)hi = 0. (†)Consequently, if ∇p(a) = (px1(a), . . . , pxd(a)) 6= 0 (that is, if the gradient of p at a isnonzero), we see that ℓ intersets S at a in a point of multipliity at least 2 i h belongs tothe hyperplane of equation (†).Denition 5.4 Let S = V (p) be a hypersurfae in Rd. For any point, a ∈ S, if ∇p(a) 6= 0,then we say that a is a non-singular point of S. When a is nonsingular, the (ane) tangentspae, Ta(S) (or simply, TaS), to S at a is the hyperplane through a of equation
d∑
i=1
pxi(a)(xi − ai) = 0.Observe that the hyperplane of the diretion of TaS is the hyperplane through 0 andparallel to TaS given by
d∑
i=1
pxi(a)xi = 0.When ∇p(a) = 0, we either say that TaS is undened or we set TaS = Rd.We now extend the notion of tangent spae to projetive varieties. As we will see, thisamounts to homogenizing and the result turns out to be simpler than the ane ase!So, let S = V (F ) ⊆ Pd be a projetive hypersurfae, whih means that
S = V (F ) = {(x1 : · · · : xd+1) ∈ P
d | F (x1, . . . , xd+1) = 0},where F (x1, . . . , xd+1) is a homogeneous polynomial of total degree, m. Again, we saythat a point, a ∈ S, is non-singular i ∇F (a) = (Fx1(a), . . . , Fxd+1(a)) 6= 0. For every
i = 1, . . . , d+ 1, let
zj =
xj
xi
,where j = 1, . . . , d+ 1 and j 6= i, and let f ↾i be the result of dehomogenizing F at i, thatis,
f ↾i(z1, . . . , zi−1, zi+1, . . . , zd+1) = F (z1, . . . , zi−1, 1, zi+1, . . . , zd+1). INRIA
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ne the (projetive) tangent spae, TaS, to a at S as the hyperplane, H , suh that foreah ane path, Ui where ai 6= 0, if we let
a↾ij =
aj
ai
,where j = 1, . . . , d + 1 and j 6= i, then the restrition, H ↾ Ui, of H to Ui is the anehyperplane tangent to S ↾ Ui given by
d+1∑
j=1
j 6=i
f ↾izj(a
↾i)(zj − a
↾i
j ) = 0.Thus, on the ane path, Ui, the tangent spae, TaS, is given by the homogeneous equation
d+1∑
j=1
j 6=i
f ↾izj(a
↾i)(xj − a
↾i
j xi) = 0.This looks awful but we an make it pretty if we remember that F is a homogeneouspolynomial of degree m and that we have the Euler relation:
d+1∑
j=1
Fxj (x)xj = mF,for every x = (x1, . . . , xd+1) ∈ Rd+1. Using this, we an ome up with a lean equation forour projetive tangent hyperplane. It is enough to arry out the omputations for i = d+1.Our tangent hyperplane has the equation
d∑
j=1
Fxj (a
↾d+1
1 , . . . , a
↾d+1
d , 1)(xj − a
↾d+1
j xd+1) = 0,that is,
d∑
j=1
Fxj (a
↾d+1
1 , . . . , a
↾d+1
d , 1)xj +
d∑
j=1
Fxj (a
↾d+1
1 , . . . , a
↾d+1
d , 1)(−a
↾d+1
j xd+1) = 0.As F (x1, . . . , xd+1) is homogeneous of degree m, and as ad+1 6= 0 on Ud+1, we have
amd+1F (a
↾d+1
1 , . . . , a
↾d+1
d , 1) = F (a1, . . . , ad, ad+1),so from the above equation we get
d∑
j=1
Fxj (a1, . . . , ad+1)xj +
d∑
j=1
Fxj (a1, . . . , ad+1)(−a
↾d+1
j xd+1) = 0. (∗)RR n° 6379
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e a ∈ S, we have F (a) = 0, so the Euler relation yields
d∑
j=1
Fxj (a1, . . . , ad+1)aj + Fxd+1(a1, . . . , ad+1)ad+1 = 0,whih, by dividing by ad+1 and multiplying by xd+1, yields
d∑
j=1
Fxj (a1, . . . , ad+1)(−a
↾d+1
j xd+1) = Fxd+1(a1, . . . , ad+1)xd+1,and by plugging this in (∗), we get
d∑
j=1
Fxj (a1, . . . , ad+1)xj + Fxd+1(a1, . . . , ad+1)xd+1 = 0.Consequently, the tangent hyperplane to S at a is given by the equation
d+1∑
j=1
Fxj (a)xj = 0.Denition 5.5 Let S = V (F ) be a hypersurfae in Pd, where F (x1, . . . , xd+1) is a homoge-neous polynomial. For any point, a ∈ S, if ∇F (a) 6= 0, then we say that a is a non-singularpoint of S. When a is nonsingular, the (projetive) tangent spae, Ta(S) (or simply, TaS),to S at a is the hyperplane through a of equation
d+1∑
i=1
Fxi(a)xi = 0.For example, if we onsider the sphere, S2 ⊆ P3, of equation
x2 + y2 + z2 − w2 = 0,the tangent plane to S2 at a = (a1, a2, a3, a4) is given by
a1x+ a2y + a3z − a4w = 0.Remark: If a ∈ S = V (F ), as F (a) = ∑d+1i=1 Fxi(a)ai = 0 (by Euler), the equation of thetangent plane, TaS, to S at a an also be written as
d+1∑
i=1
Fxi(a)(xi − ai) = 0. INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 87Now, if a = (a1 : · · · : ad : 1) is a point in the ane path Ud+1, then the equation of theintersetion of TaS with Ud+1 is obtained by setting ad+1 = xd+1 = 1, that is
d∑
i=1
Fxi(a1, . . . , ad, 1)(xi − ai) = 0,whih is just the equation of the ane hyperplane to S ∩ Ud+1 at a ∈ Ud+1.It will be onvenient to adopt the following notational onvention: Given any point,
x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ R
d, written as a row vetor, we let x denote the orresponding olumnvetor suh that x⊤ = x.Projetivities behave well with respet to hypersurfaes and their tangent spaes. Let
S = V (F ) ⊆ Pd be a projetive hypersurfae, where F is a homogeneous polynomial ofdegree m and let h : Pd → Pd be a projetivity (a bijetive projetive map). Assume that his indued by the invertible (d+ 1)× (d+ 1) matrix, A = (ai j), and write A−1 = (a−1i j ). Forany hyperplane, H ⊆ Rd+1, if ϕ is any linear from dening ϕ, i.e., H = Ker (ϕ), then
h(H) = {h(x) ∈ Rd+1 | ϕ(x) = 0}
= {y ∈ Rd+1 | (∃x ∈ Rd+1)(y = h(x), ϕ(x) = 0)}
= {y ∈ Rd+1 | (ϕ ◦ h−1)(y) = 0}.Consequently, if H is given by
α1x1 + · · · + αd+1xd+1 = 0and if we write α = (α1, . . . , αd+1), then h(H) is the hyperplane given by the equation
αA−1y = 0.Similarly,
h(S) = {h(x) ∈ Rd+1 | F (x) = 0}
= {y ∈ Rd+1 | (∃x ∈ Rd+1)(y = h(x), F (x) = 0)}
= {y ∈ Rd+1 | F ((A−1y)⊤) = 0}is the hypersurfae dened by the polynomial
G(x1, . . . , xd+1) = F


d+1∑
j=1
a−11 j xj , . . . ,
d+1∑
j=1
a−1d+1 jxj

 .Furthermore, using the hain rule, we get
(Gx1 , . . . , Gxd+1) = (Fx1 , . . . , Fxd+1)A
−1,RR n° 6379
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h shows that a point, a ∈ S, is non-singular i its image, h(a) ∈ h(S), is non-singularon h(S). This also shows that
h(TaS) = Th(a)h(S),that is, the projetivity, h, preserves tangent spaes. In summary, we haveProposition 5.6 Let S = V (F ) ⊆ Pd be a projetive hypersurfae, where F is a homoge-neous polynomial of degree m and let h : Pd → Pd be a projetivity (a bijetive projetivemap). Then, h(S) is a hypersurfae in Pd and a point, a ∈ S, is nonsingular for S i h(a)is nonsingular for h(S). Furthermore,
h(TaS) = Th(a)h(S),that is, the projetivity, h, preserves tangent spaes.Remark: If h : Pm → Pn is a projetive map, say indued by an injetive linear map givenby the (n + 1) × (m + 1) matrix, A = (ai j), given any hypersurfae, S = V (F ) ⊆ Pn, wean dene the pull-bak , h∗(S) ⊆ Pm, of S, by
h∗(S) = {x ∈ Pm | F (h(x)) = 0}.This is indeed a hypersurfae beause F (x1, . . . , xn+1) is a homogenous polynomial and
h∗(S) is the zero lous of the homogeneous polynomial
G(x1, . . . , xm+1) = F


m+1∑
j=1
a1 jxj , . . . ,
m+1∑
j=1
an+1 jxj

 .If m = n and h is a projetivity, then we have
h(S) = (h−1)∗(S).5.4 Quadris (Ane, Projetive) and Polar DualityThe ase where S = V (Φ) ⊆ Pd is a hypersurfae given by a homogeneous polynomial,
Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1), of degree 2 will ome up a lot and deserves a little more attention. In thisase, if we write x = (x1, . . . , xd+1), then Φ(x) = Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1) is ompletely determinedby a (d+ 1) × (d+ 1) symmetri matrix, say F = (fi j), and we have
Φ(x) = x⊤Fx =
d+1∑
i,j=1
fi jxixj .
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e F is symmetri, we an write
Φ(x) =
d+1∑
i,j=1
fi jxixj =
d+1∑
i=1
fi ix
2
i + 2
d+1∑
i,j=1
i<j
fi jxixj .The polar form, ϕ(x, y), of Φ(x), is given by
ϕ(x, y) = x⊤Fy =
d+1∑
i,j=1
fi jxiyj ,where x = (x1, . . . , xd+1) and y = (y1, . . . , yd+1). Of ourse,
2ϕ(x, y) = Φ(x+ y) − Φ(x) − Φ(y).We also hek immediately that
2ϕ(x, y) = 2x⊤Fy =
d+1∑
j=1
∂Φ(x)
∂xj
yj ,and so, (
∂Φ(x)
∂x1
, . . . ,
∂Φ(x)
∂xd+1
)
= 2x⊤F.The hypersurfae, S = V (Φ) ⊆ Pd, is alled a (projetive) (hyper-)quadri surfae. We saythat a quadri surfae, S = V (Φ), is nondegenerate i the matrix, F , dening Φ is invertible.For example, the sphere, Sd ⊆ Pd+1, is the nondegenerate quadri given by
x⊤
(
Id+1 0
O −1
)
x = 0and the paraboloid, P ⊆ Pd+1, is the nongenerate quadri given by
x⊤


Id 0 0
O 0 − 12
O − 12 0

x = 0.If h : Pd → Pd is a projetivity indued by some invertible matrix, A = (ai j), and if
S = V (Φ) is a quadri dened by the matrix F , we immediately hek that h(S) is thequadri dened by the matrix (A−1)⊤FA−1. Furthermore, as A is invertible, we see that Sis nondegenerate i h(S) is nondegenerate.Observe that polar duality w.r.t. the sphere, Sd−1, an be expressed by
X∗ =
{
x ∈ Rd | (∀y ∈ X)
(
(x⊤, 1)
(
Id 0
O −1
)(
y
1
)
≤ 0
)}
,RR n° 6379
90 Jean Gallierwhere X is any subset of Rd. The above suggests generalizing polar duality with respet toany nondegenerate quadri.Let Q = V (Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1)) be a nondegenerate quadri with orresponding polar form
ϕ and matrix F = (fi j). Then, we know that Φ indues a natural duality between Rd+1and (Rd+1)∗, namely, for every u ∈ Rd+1, if ϕu ∈ (Rd+1)∗ is the linear form given by
ϕu(v) = ϕ(u, v)for every v ∈ Rd+1, then the map u 7→ ϕu, from Rd+1 to (Rd+1)∗, is a linear isomorphism.Denition 5.6 Let Q = V (Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1)) be a nondegenerate quadri with orrespond-ing polar form, ϕ. For any u ∈ Rd+1, with u 6= 0, the set
u† = {v ∈ Rd+1 | ϕ(u, v) = 0} = {v ∈ Rd+1 | ϕu(v) = 0} = Ker ϕuis a hyperplane alled the polar of u (w.r.t. Q).In terms of the matrix representation of Q, the polar of u is given by the equation
u⊤Fx = 0,or
d+1∑
j=1
∂Φ(u)
∂xj
xj = 0.Going over to Pd, we say that P(u†) is the polar (hyperplane) of the point a = [u] ∈ Pd andwe write a† for P(u†).Note that the equation of the polar hyperplane, a†, of a point, a ∈ Pd, is idential to theequation of the tangent plane to Q at a, exept that a is not neessarily on Q. However, if
a ∈ Q, then the polar of a is indeed the tangent hyperplane, TaQ, to Q at a.Proposition 5.7 Let Q = V (Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1)) ⊆ Pd be a nondegenerate quadri with or-responding polar form, ϕ, and matrix, F . Then, every point, a ∈ Q, is nonsingular.Proof . Sine (
∂Φ(a)
∂x1
, . . . ,
∂Φ(a)
∂xd+1
)
= 2a⊤F,if a ∈ Q is singular, then a⊤F = 0 with a 6= 0, ontraditing the fat that F is invertible.The reader should prove the following simple proposition:Proposition 5.8 Let Q = V (Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1)) be a nondegenerate quadri with orrespond-ing polar form, ϕ. Then, the following properties hold: For any two points, a, b ∈ Pd, INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 91(1) a ∈ b† i b ∈ a†;(2) a ∈ a† i a ∈ Q;(3) Q does not ontain any hyperplane.Remark: As in the ase of the sphere, if Q is a nondegenerate quadri and a ∈ Pd isany point suh that the polar hyperplane, a†, intersets Q, then there is a nie geometriinterpretation for a†. Observe that for every b ∈ Q ∩ a†, the polar hyperplane, b†, is thetangent hyperplane, TbQ, to Q at b and that a ∈ TbQ. Also, if a ∈ TbQ for any b ∈ Q,as b† = TbQ, then b ∈ a†. Therefore, Q ∩ a† is the set of ontat points of all the tangenthyperplanes to Q passing through a.Every hyperplane, H ⊆ Pd, is the polar of a single point, a ∈ Pd. Indeed, if H is denedby a nonzero linear form, f ∈ (Rd+1)∗, as Φ is nondegenerate, there is a unique u ∈ Rd+1,with u 6= 0, so that f = ϕu, and as ϕu vanishes on H , we see that H is the polar of thepoint a = [u]. If H is also the polar of another point, b = [v], then ϕv vanishes on H , whihmeans that
ϕv = λϕu = ϕλu,with λ 6= 0 and this implies v = λu, that is, a = [u] = [v] = b and the pole of H is indeedunique.Denition 5.7 Let Q = V (Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1)) be a nondegenerate quadri with orrespond-ing polar form, ϕ. The polar dual (w.r.t. Q), X∗, of a subset, X ⊆ Rd+1, is given by
X∗ = {v ∈ Rd+1 | (∀u ∈ X)(ϕ(u, v) ≤ 0)}.For every subset, X ⊆ Pd, we let
X∗ = P((v(X))∗),where v(X) is the unique double one assoiated with X as in Proposition 5.1.Observe that X∗ is always a double one, even if X ⊆ Rd+1 is not. By analogy with theEulidean ase, for any nonzero vetor, u ∈ Rd+1, let
(u†)− = {v ∈ R
d+1 | ϕ(u, v) ≤ 0}.Now, we have the following version of Proposition 4.3:Proposition 5.9 Let Q = V (Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1)) be a nondegenerate quadri with orrespond-ing polar form, ϕ, and matrix, F = (fi j). For any nontrivial polyhedral one, C =
cone(u1, . . . , up), where ui ∈ Rd+1, ui 6= 0, we have
C∗ =
p⋂
i=1
(u†i )−.RR n° 6379
92 Jean GallierIf U is the (d+ 1) × p matrix whose ith olumn is ui, then we an also write
C∗ = P (U⊤F,0),where
P (U⊤F,0) = {v ∈ Rd+1 | U⊤Fv ≤ 0}.Consequently, the polar dual of a polyhedral one w.r.t. a nondegenerate quadri is a poly-hedral one.Proof . The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Proposition 4.3. As
C = cone(u1, . . . , up) = {λ1u1 + · · · + λpup | λi ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ p},we have
C∗ = {v ∈ Rd+1 | (∀u ∈ C)(ϕ(u, v) ≤ 0)}
= {v ∈ Rd+1 | ϕ(λ1u1 + · · · + λpup, v) ≤ 0, λi ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ p}
= {v ∈ Rd+1 | λ1ϕ(u1, v) + · · · + λpϕ(up, v) ≤ 0, λi ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ p}
=
p⋂
i=1
{v ∈ Rd+1 | ϕ(ui, v) ≤ 0}
=
p⋂
i=1
(u†i )−.By the equivalene theorem for H-polyhedra and V-polyhedra, we onlude that C∗ is apolyhedral one.Proposition 5.9 allows us to make the following denition:Denition 5.8 Let Q = V (Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1)) be a nondegenerate quadri with orrespond-ing polar form, ϕ. Given any projetive polyhedron, P = P(C), where C is a polyhedralone, the polar dual (w.r.t. Q), P ∗, of P is the projetive polyhedron
P ∗ = P(C∗).We also show that projetivities behave well with respet to polar duality.Proposition 5.10 Let Q = V (Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1)) be a nondegenerate quadri with orre-sponding polar form, ϕ, and matrix, F = (fi j). For every projetivity, h : Pd → Pd, if h isindued by the linear map, ĥ, given by the invertible matrix, A = (ai j), for every subset,
X ⊆ Rd+1, we have
ĥ(X∗) = (ĥ(X))∗,
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(ĥ(X))∗ is the polar dual of ĥ(X) w.r.t. the nondegenerate quadri, h(Q), given by thematrix (A−1)⊤FA−1. Consequently, if X 6= {0}, then
h((P(X))∗) = (h(P(X)))∗and for every projetive polyhedron, P , we have
h(P ∗) = (h(P ))∗.Proof . As
X∗ = {v ∈ Rd+1 | (∀u ∈ X)(u⊤Fv ≤ 0)},we have
ĥ(X∗) = {ĥ(v) ∈ Rd+1 | (∀u ∈ X)(u⊤Fv ≤ 0)}
= {y ∈ Rd+1 | (∀u ∈ X)(u⊤FA−1y ≤ 0)}
= {y ∈ Rd+1 | (∀x ∈ ĥ(X))(x⊤(A−1)⊤FA−1y ≤ 0)}
= (ĥ(X))∗,where (ĥ(X))∗ is the polar dual of ĥ(X) w.r.t. the quadri whose matrix is (A−1)⊤FA−1,that is, the polar dual w.r.t. h(Q).The seond part of the proposition follows immediately by setting X = C, where C isthe polyhedral one dening the projetive polyhedron, P = P(C).We will also need the notion of an ane quadri and polar duality with respet to anane quadri. Fortunately, the properties we need in the ane ase are easily derivedfrom the projetive ase using the trik that the ane spae, Ed, an be viewed as thehyperplane, Hd+1 ⊆ Rd+1, of equation, xd+1 = 1 and that its assoiated vetor spae,
Rd, an be viewed as the hyperplane, Hd+1(0) ⊆ Rd+1, of equation xd+1 = 0. A point,
a ∈ Ad, orresponds to the vetor, â = (a1) ∈ Rd+1, and a vetor, u ∈ Rd, orresponds tothe vetor, û = (u0) ∈ Rd+1. This way, the projetive spae, Pd = P(Rd+1), is the naturalprojetive ompletion of Ed, whih is isomorphi to the ane path Ud+1 where xd+1 6= 0.The hyperplane, xd+1 = 0, is the hyperplane at innity in Pd.If we write x = (x1, . . . , xd), a polynomial, Φ(x) = Φ(x1, . . . , xd), of degree 2 an bewritten as
Φ(x) =
d∑
i,j=1
ai jxixj + 2
d∑
i=1
bixi + c,where A = (ai j) is a symmetri matrix. If we write b⊤ = (b1, . . . , bd), then we have
Φ(x) = (x⊤, 1)
(
A b
b⊤ c
)(
x
1
)
= x̂⊤
(
A b
b⊤ c
)
x̂.RR n° 6379
94 Jean GallierTherefore, as in the projetive ase, Φ is ompletely determined by a (d + 1) × (d + 1)symmetri matrix, say F = (fi j), and we have
Φ(x) = (x⊤, 1)F
(
x
1
)
= x̂⊤F x̂.We say that Q ⊆ Rd is a nondegenerate ane quadri i
Q = V (Φ) =
{
x ∈ Rd | (x⊤, 1)F
(
x
1
)
= 0
}
,where F is symmetri and invertible. Given any point a ∈ Rd, the polar hyperplane, a†, of
a w.r.t. Q is dened by
a† =
{
x ∈ Rd | (a⊤, 1)F
(
x
1
)
= 0
}
.From a previous disussion, the equation of the polar hyperplane, a†, is
d∑
i=1
∂Φ(a)
∂xi
(xi − ai) = 0.Given any subset, X ⊆ Rd, the polar dual , X∗, of X is dened by
X∗ =
{
y ∈ Rd | (∀x ∈ X)
(
(x⊤, 1)F
(
y
1
)
≤ 0
)}
.As noted before, polar duality with respet to the ane sphere, Sd ⊆ Rd+1, orresponds tothe ase where
F =
(
Id 0
O −1
)and polar duality with respet to the ane paraboloid P ⊆ Rd+1, orresponds to the asewhere
F =


Id−1 0 0
O 0 − 12
O − 12 0

 .We will need the following version of Proposition 4.14:Proposition 5.11 Let Q be a nondegenerate ane quadri given by the (d + 1) × (d + 1)symmetri matrix, F , let {y1, . . . , yp} be any set of points in Ed and let {v1, . . . , vq} be anyset of nonzero vetors in Rd. If Ŷ is the d × p matrix whose ith olumn is ŷi and V is the
d× q matrix whose jth olumn is v̂j , then
(conv({y1, . . . , yp}) ∪ cone({v1, . . . , vq}))
∗ = P (Ŷ ⊤F,0; V̂ ⊤F,0), INRIA
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P (Ŷ ⊤F,0; V̂ ⊤F,0) =
{
x ∈ Rd | Ŷ ⊤F
(
x
1
)
≤ 0, V̂ ⊤F
(
x
0
)
≤ 0
}
.Proof . The proof is immediately adpated from that of Proposition 4.14.Using Proposition 5.11, we an prove the following Proposition showing that projetiveompletion and polar duality ommute:Proposition 5.12 Let Q be a nondegenerate ane quadri given by the (d + 1) × (d + 1)symmetri, invertible matrix, F . For every polyhedron, P ⊆ Rd, we have
P̃ ∗ = (P̃ )∗,where on the right-hand side, we use polar duality w.r.t. the nondegenerate projetivequadri, Q̃, dened by F .Proof . By denition, we have P̃ = P(C(P )), (P̃ )∗ = P((C(P ))∗) and P̃ ∗ = P(C(P ∗)).Therefore, it sues to prove that
(C(P ))∗ = C(P ∗).Now, P = conv(Y )+cone(V ), for some nite set of points, Y , and some nite set of vetors,
V , and we know that
C(P ) = cone(Ŷ ∪ V̂ ).From Proposition 5.9,
(C(P ))∗ = {v ∈ Rd+1 | Ŷ ⊤Fv ≤ 0, V̂ ⊤Fv ≤ 0}and by Proposition 5.11,
P ∗ =
{
x ∈ Rd | Ŷ ⊤F
(
x
1
)
≤ 0, V̂ ⊤F
(
x
0
)
≤ 0
}
.But, by denition of C(P ∗), the hyperplanes utting out C(P ∗) are obtained by homoge-nizing the equations of the hyperplanes utting out P ∗ and so,
C(P ∗) =
{(
x
xd+1
)
∈ Rd+1 | Ŷ ⊤F
(
x
xd+1
)
≤ 0, V̂ ⊤F
(
x
xd+1
)
≤ 0
}
= (C(P ))∗,as laimed.Remark: If Q = V (Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1)) is a projetive or an ane quadri, it is obvious that
V (Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1)) = V (λΦ(x1, . . . , xd+1))
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96 Jean Gallierfor every λ 6= 0. This raises the following question: If
Q = V (Φ1(x1, . . . , xd+1)) = V (Φ2(x1, . . . , xd+1)),what is the relationship between Φ1 and Φ2?The answer depends ruially on the eld over whih projetive spae or ane spae isdened (i.e., whether Q ⊆ RPd or Q ⊆ CPd in the projetive ase or whether Q ⊆ Rd+1 or
Q ⊆ Cd+1 in the ane ase). For example, over R, the polynomials Φ1(x1, x2, x2) = x21 +x22and Φ2(x1, x2, x2) = 2x21 + 3x22 both dene the point (0 : 0 : 1) ∈ P2, sine the only realsolution of both Φ1 and Φ2 is (0, 0). However, if Q has some nonsingular point, the followingan be proved (see Samuel [33℄, Theorem 46 (Chapter 3)):Theorem 5.13 Let Q = V (Φ(x1, . . . , xd+1) be a projetive or an ane quadri, over
RPd or Rd+1. If Q has a nonsingular point, then for every polynonial, Φ′, suh that
Q = V (Φ′(x1, . . . , xd+1), there is some λ 6= 0 (λ ∈ R) so that Φ′ = λΦ.In partiular, Theorem 5.13 shows that the equation of a nondegenerate quadri is uniqueup to a salar.Atually, more is true. It turns out that if we allow omplex solutions, that is, if Q ⊆ CPdin the projetive ase or Q ⊆ Cd+1 in the ane ase, then Q = V (Φ1) = V (Φ2) alwaysimplies Φ2 = λΦ1 for some λ ∈ C, with λ 6= 0. In the real ase, the above holds (for some
λ ∈ R, with λ 6= 0) unless Q is an ane subspae (resp. a projetive subspae) of dimensionat most d−1 (resp. of dimension at most d−2). Even in this ase, there is a bijetive anemap, f , (resp. a bijetive projetive map, h), suh that Φ2 = Φ1◦f−1 (resp. Φ2 = Φ1◦h−1).A proof of these fats (and more) an be found in Tisseron [40℄ (Chapter 3).We now have everything we need for a rigorous presentation of the material of Setion 8.6.For a omprehensive treatment of the ane and projetive quadris and related material,the reader should onsult Berger (Geometry II) [6℄ or Samuel [33℄.
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Chapter 6Basis of Combinatorial Topology6.1 Simpliial and Polyhedral ComplexesIn order to study and manipulate omplex shapes it is onvenient to disretize these shapesand to view them as the union of simple building bloks glued together in a lean fashion.The building bloks should be simple geometri objets, for example, points, lines segments,triangles, tehrahedra and more generally simplies, or even onvex polytopes. We will beginby using simplies as building bloks. The material presented in this hapter onsists of themost basi notions of ombinatorial topology, going bak roughly to the 1900-1930 periodand it is overed in nearly every algebrai topology book (ertainly the lassis). A lassitext (slightly old fashion espeially for the notation and terminology) is Alexandrov [1℄,Volume 1 and another more modern soure is Munkres [28℄. An exellent treatment fromthe point of view of omputational geometry an be found is Boissonnat and Yvine [8℄,espeially Chapters 7 and 10. Another fasinating book overing a lot of the basis butdevoted mostly to three-dimensional topology and geometry is Thurston [39℄.Reall that a simplex is just the onvex hull of a nite number of anely independentpoints. We also need to dene faes, the boundary, and the interior of a simplex.Denition 6.1 Let E be any normed ane spae, say E = Em with its usual Eulideannorm. Given any n+1 anely independent points a0, . . . , an in E , the n-simplex (or simplex)
σ dened by a0, . . . , an is the onvex hull of the points a0, . . . , an, that is, the set of all onvexombinations λ0a0 + · · · + λnan, where λ0 + · · · + λn = 1 and λi ≥ 0 for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.We all n the dimension of the n-simplex σ, and the points a0, . . . , an are the verties of σ.Given any subset {ai0 , . . . , aik} of {a0, . . . , an} (where 0 ≤ k ≤ n), the k-simplex generatedby ai0 , . . . , aik is alled a k-fae or simply a fae of σ. A fae s of σ is a proper fae if
s 6= σ (we agree that the empty set is a fae of any simplex). For any vertex ai, the faegenerated by a0, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an (i.e., omitting ai) is alled the fae opposite ai. Everyfae that is an (n−1)-simplex is alled a boundary fae or faet . The union of the boundary
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es is the boundary of σ, denoted by ∂σ, and the omplement of ∂σ in σ is the interior
Intσ = σ − ∂σ of σ. The interior Intσ of σ is sometimes alled an open simplex .It should be noted that for a 0-simplex onsisting of a single point {a0}, ∂{a0} = ∅,and Int {a0} = {a0}. Of ourse, a 0-simplex is a single point, a 1-simplex is the linesegment (a0, a1), a 2-simplex is a triangle (a0, a1, a2) (with its interior), and a 3-simplex is atetrahedron (a0, a1, a2, a3) (with its interior). The inlusion relation between any two faes
σ and τ of some simplex, s, is written σ  τ .We now state a number of properties of simplies, whose proofs are left as an exerise.Clearly, a point x belongs to the boundary ∂σ of σ i at least one of its baryentri o-ordinates (λ0, . . . , λn) is zero, and a point x belongs to the interior Intσ of σ i all of itsbaryentri oordinates (λ0, . . . , λn) are positive, i.e., λi > 0 for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, forevery x ∈ σ, there is a unique fae s suh that x ∈ Int s, the fae generated by those points
ai for whih λi > 0, where (λ0, . . . , λn) are the baryentri oordinates of x.A simplex σ is onvex, arwise onneted, ompat, and losed. The interior Intσ of asimplex is onvex, arwise onneted, open, and σ is the losure of Intσ.We now put simplies together to form more omplex shapes, following Munkres [28℄.The intuition behind the next denition is that the building bloks should be glued leanly.Denition 6.2 A simpliial omplex in Em (for short, a omplex in Em) is a setK onsistingof a (nite or innite) set of simplies in Em satisfying the following onditions:(1) Every fae of a simplex in K also belongs to K.(2) For any two simplies σ1 and σ2 in K, if σ1 ∩ σ2 6= ∅, then σ1 ∩ σ2 is a ommon faeof both σ1 and σ2.Every k-simplex, σ ∈ K, is alled a k-fae (or fae) of K. A 0-fae {v} is alled a vertex anda 1-fae is alled an edge. The dimension of the simpliial omplex K is the maximum ofthe dimensions of all simplies in K. If dimK = d, then every fae of dimension d is alleda ell and every fae of dimension d− 1 is alled a faet .Condition (2) guarantees that the various simplies forming a omplex interset niely.It is easily shown that the following ondition is equivalent to ondition (2):(2′) For any two distint simplies σ1, σ2, Intσ1 ∩ Intσ2 = ∅.Remarks:1. A simpliial omplex, K, is a ombinatorial objet, namely, a set of simplies satisfyingertain onditions but not a subset of Em. However, every omplex, K, yields a subsetof Em alled the geometri realization of K and denoted |K|. This objet will beINRIA
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Figure 6.1: A set of simplies forming a omplexdened shortly and should not be onfused with the omplex. Figure 6.1 illustratesthis aspet of the denition of a omplex. For larity, the two triangles (2-simplies)are drawn as disjoint objets even though they share the ommon edge, (v2, v3) (a
1-simplex) and similarly for the edges that meet at some ommon vertex.2. Some authors dene a faet of a omplex, K, of dimension d to be a d-simplex in K,as opposed to a (d − 1)-simplex, as we did. This pratie is not onsistent with thenotion of faet of a polyhedron and this is why we prefer the terminology ell for the
d-simplies in K.3. It is important to note that in order for a omplex, K, of dimension d to be realized in
Em, the dimension of the ambient spae, m, must be big enough. For example, thereare 2-omplexes that an't be realized in E3 or even in E4. There has to be enoughroom in order for ondition (2) to be satised. It is not hard to prove that m = 2d+1is always suient. Sometimes, 2d works, for example in the ase of surfaes (where
d = 2).Some olletions of simplies violating some of the onditions of Denition 6.2 are shownin Figure 6.2. On the left, the intersetion of the two 2-simplies is neither an edge nor avertex of either triangle. In the middle ase, two simplies meet along an edge whih is notan edge of either triangle. On the right, there is a missing edge and a missing vertex.Some legal simpliial omplexes are shown in Figure 6.4.The union |K| of all the simplies in K is a subset of Em. We an dene a topologyon |K| by dening a subset F of |K| to be losed i F ∩ σ is losed in σ for every fae
σ ∈ K. It is immediately veried that the axioms of a topologial spae are indeed satised.The resulting topologial spae |K| is alled the geometri realization of K. The geometrirealization of the omplex from Figure 6.1 is shown in Figure 6.3.Obviously, |σ| = σ for every simplex, σ. Also, note that distint omplexes may have thesame geometri realization. In fat, all the omplexes obtained by subdividing the simpliesof a given omplex yield the same geometri realization.RR n° 6379
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Figure 6.2: Colletions of simplies not forming a omplex
v1
v2
v3
v4
Figure 6.3: The geometri realization of the omplex of Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.4: Examples of simpliial omplexesA polytope is the geometri realization of some simpliial omplex. A polytope of di-mension 1 is usually alled a polygon, and a polytope of dimension 2 is usually alled apolyhedron. When K onsists of innitely many simplies we usually require that K beloally nite, whih means that every vertex belongs to nitely many faes. If K is loallynite, then its geometri realization, |K|, is loally ompat.In the sequel, we will onsider only nite simpliial omplexes, that is, omplexes Konsisting of a nite number of simplies. In this ase, the topology of |K| dened above isidential to the topology indued from Em. Also, for any simplex σ in K, Intσ oinideswith the interior ◦σ of σ in the topologial sense, and ∂σ oinides with the boundary of σin the topologial sense.Denition 6.3 Given any omplex, K2, a subset K1 ⊆ K2 of K2 is a subomplex of K2 iit is also a omplex. For any omplex, K, of dimension d, for any i with 0 ≤ i ≤ d, thesubset
K(i) = {σ ∈ K | dim σ ≤ i}is alled the i-skeleton of K. Clearly, K(i) is a subomplex of K. We also let
Ki = {σ ∈ K | dimσ = i}.Observe that K0 is the set of verties of K and Ki is not a omplex. A simpliial omplex,
K1 is a subdivision of a omplex K2 i |K1| = |K2| and if every fae of K1 is a subset ofsome fae of K2. A omplex K of dimension d is pure (or homogeneous) i every fae of
K is a fae of some d-simplex of K (i.e., some ell of K). A omplex is onneted i |K| isonneted.It is easy to see that a omplex is onneted i its 1-skeleton is onneted. The intuitionbehind the notion of a pure omplex, K, of dimension d is that a pure omplex is the resultRR n° 6379
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v
Figure 6.5: (a) A omplex that is not pure. (b) A pure omplexof gluing piees all having the same dimension, namely, d-simplies. For example, in Figure6.5, the omplex on the left is not pure but the omplex on the right is pure of dimension 2.Most of the shapes that we will be interested in are well approximated by pure om-plexes, in partiular, surfaes or solids. However, pure omplexes may still have undesirablesingularities suh as the vertex, v, in Figure 6.5(b). The notion of link of a vertex providesa tehnial way to deal with singularities.Denition 6.4 Let K be any omplex and let σ be any fae of K. The star , St(σ) (or ifwe need to be very preise, St(σ,K)), of σ is the subomplex of K onsisting of all faes, τ ,ontaining σ and of all faes of τ , i.e.,
St(σ) = {s ∈ K | (∃τ ∈ K)(σ  τ and s  τ)}.The link , Lk(σ) (or Lk(σ,K)) of σ is the subomplex of K onsisting of all faes in St(σ)that do not interset σ, i.e.,
Lk(σ) = {τ ∈ K | τ ∈ St(σ) and σ ∩ τ = ∅}.To simplify notation, if σ = {v} is a vertex we write St(v) for St({v}) and Lk(v) for
Lk({v}). Figure 6.6 shows:(a) A omplex (on the left).(b) The star of the vertex v, indiated in gray and the link of v, shown as thiker lines.If K is pure and of dimension d, then St(σ) is also pure of dimension d and if dimσ = k,then Lk(σ) is pure of dimension d− k − 1.
INRIA
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(a)
v
(b)
v
Figure 6.6: (a) A omplex. (b) Star and Link of v
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104 Jean GallierFor tehnial reasons, following Munkres [28℄, besides dening the omplex, St(σ), itis useful to introdue the open star of σ, denoted st(σ), dened as the subspae of |K|onsisting of the union of the interiors, Int(τ) = τ − ∂ τ , of all the faes, τ , ontaining, σ.Aording to this denition, the open star of σ is not a omplex but instead a subset of |K|.Note that
st(σ) = |St(σ)|,that is, the losure of st(σ) is the geometri realization of the omplex St(σ). Then,
lk(σ) = |Lk(σ)| is the union of the simplies in St(σ) that are disjoint from σ. If σ is avertex, v, we have
lk(v) = st(v) − st(v).However, beware that if σ is not a vertex, then lk(σ) is properly ontained in st(σ) − st(σ)!One of the nie properties of the open star, st(σ), of σ is that it is open. To see this,observe that for any point, a ∈ |K|, there is a unique smallest simplex, σ = (v0, . . . , vk),suh that a ∈ Int(σ), that is, suh that
a = λ0v0 + · · · + λkvkwith λi > 0 for all i, with 0 ≤ i ≤ k (and of ourse, λ0 + · · · + λk = 1). (When k = 0, wehave v0 = a and λ0 = 1.) For every arbitrary vertex, v, of K, we dene tv(a) by
tv(a) =
{
λi if v = vi, with 0 ≤ i ≤ k,
0 if v /∈ {v0, . . . , vk}.Using the above notation, observe that
st(v) = {a ∈ |K| | tv(a) > 0}and thus, |K| − st(v) is the union of all the faes of K that do not ontain v as a vertex,obviously a losed set. Thus, st(v) is open in |K|. It is also quite lear that st(v) is pathonneted. Moreover, for any k-fae, σ, of K, if σ = (v0, . . . , vk), then
st(σ) = {a ∈ |K| | tvi(a) > 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ k},that is,
st(σ) = st(v0) ∩ · · · ∩ st(vk).Consequently, st(σ) is open and path onneted.
 Unfortunately, the nie equation
St(σ) = St(v0) ∩ · · · ∩ St(vk)is false! (and anagolously for Lk(σ).) For a ounter-example, onsider the boundary of atetrahedron with one fae removed. INRIA
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all that in Ed, the (open) unit ball, Bd, is dened by
Bd = {x ∈ Ed | ‖x‖ < 1},the losed unit ball, Bd, is dened by
B
d
= {x ∈ Ed | ‖x‖ ≤ 1},and the (d− 1)-sphere, Sd−1, by
Sd−1 = {x ∈ Ed | ‖x‖ = 1}.Obviously, Sd−1 is the boundary of Bd (and Bd).Denition 6.5 Let K be a pure omplex of dimension d and let σ be any k-fae of K, with
0 ≤ k ≤ d− 1. We say that σ is nonsingular i the geometri realization, lk(σ), of the linkof σ is homeomorphi to either Sd−k−1 or to Bd−k−1; this is written as lk(σ) ≈ Sd−k−1 or
lk(σ) ≈ B
d−k−1, where ≈ means homeomorphi.In Figure 6.6, note that the link of v is not homeomorphi to S1 or B1, so v is singular.It will also be useful to express St(v) in terms of Lk(v), where v is a vertex, and for this,we dene yet another notion of one.Denition 6.6 Given any omplex, K, in En, if dimK = d < n, for any point, v ∈ En,suh that v does not belong to the ane hull of |K|, the one on K with vertex v, denoted,
v ∗K, is the omplex onsisting of all simplies of the form (v, a0, . . . , ak) and their faes,where (a0, . . . , ak) is any k-fae of K. If K = ∅, we set v ∗K = v.It is not hard to hek that v ∗K is indeed a omplex of dimension d+ 1 ontaining Kas a subomplex.Remark: Unfortunately, the word one is overloaded. It might have been better to usethe loution pyramid instead of one as some authors do (for example, Ziegler). However,sine we have been following Munkres [28℄, a standard referene in algebrai topology, wedeided to stik with the terminology used in that book, namely, one.The following proposition is also easy to prove:Proposition 6.1 For any omplex, K, of dimension d and any vertex, v ∈ K, we have
St(v) = v ∗ Lk(v).More generally, for any fae, σ, of K, we have
st(σ) = |St(σ)| ≈ σ × |v ∗ Lk(σ)|,RR n° 6379
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v1
v2
v3
v4v5
v6
v7Figure 6.7: More examples of links and starsfor every v ∈ σ and
st(σ) − st(σ) = ∂ σ × |v ∗ Lk(σ)|,for every v ∈ ∂ σ.Figure 6.7 shows a 3-dimensional omplex. The link of the edge (v6, v7) is the pentagon
P = (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5) ≈ S1. The link of the vertex v7 is the one v6 ∗ P ≈ B2. The linkof (v1, v2) is (v6, v7) ≈ B1 and the link of v1 is the union of the triangles (v2, v6, v7) and
(v5, v6, v7), whih is homeomorphi to B2.Given a pure omplex, it is neessary to distinguish between two kinds of faes.Denition 6.7 Let K be any pure omplex of dimension d. A k-fae, σ, of K is a boundaryor external fae i it belongs to a single ell (i.e., a d-simplex) of K and otherwise it is alledan internal fae (0 ≤ k ≤ d− 1). The boundary of K, denoted bd(K), is the subomplex of
K onsisting of all boundary faets of K together with their faes.It is lear by denition that bd(K) is a pure omplex of dimension d − 1. Even if
K is onneted, bd(K) is not onneted, in general. For example, if K is a 2-omplexin the plane, the boundary of K usually onsists of several simple losed polygons (i.e, 1dimensional omplexes homeomorphi to the irle, S1).Proposition 6.2 Let K be any pure omplex of dimension d. For any k-fae, σ, of Kthe boundary omplex, bd(Lk(σ)), is nonempty i σ is a boundary fae of K (0 ≤ k ≤INRIA
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d−2). Furthermore, Lkbd(K)(σ) = bd(Lk(σ)) for every fae, σ, of bd(K), where Lkbd(K)(σ)denotes the link of σ in bd(K).Proof . Let F be any faet of K ontaining σ. We may assume that F = (v0, . . . , vd−1) and
σ = (v0, . . . , vk), in whih ase, F ′ = (vk+1, . . . , vd−1) is a (d − k − 2)-fae of K and bydenition of Lk(σ), we have F ′ ∈ Lk(σ). Now, every ell (i.e., d-simplex), s, ontaining F isof the form s = conv(F ∪{v}) for some vertex, v, and s′ = conv(F ′∪{v}) is a (d−k−1)-faein Lk(σ) ontaining F ′. Consequently, F ′ is an external fae of Lk(σ) i F is an externalfaet of K, establishing the proposition. The seond statement follows immediately fromthe proof of the rst.Proposition 6.2 shows that if every fae ofK is nonsingular, then the link of every internalfae is a sphere whereas the link of every external fae is a ball. The following propositionshows that for any pure omplex, K, nonsingularity of all the verties is enough to implythat every open star is homeomorphi to Bd:Proposition 6.3 Let K be any pure omplex of dimension d. If every vertex of K isnonsingular, then st(σ) ≈ Bd for every k-fae, σ, of K (1 ≤ k ≤ d− 1).Proof . Let σ be any k-fae of K and assume that σ is generated by the verties v0, . . . , vk,with 1 ≤ k ≤ d− 1. By hypothesis, lk(vi) is homeomorphi to either Sd−1 or Bd−1. Then,it is easy to show that in either ase, we have
|vi ∗ Lk(vi)| ≈ B
d
,and by Proposition 6.1, we get
|St(vi)| ≈ B
d
.Consequently, st(vi) ≈ Bd. Furthermore,
st(σ) = st(v0) ∩ · · · ∩ st(vk) ≈ B
dand so, st(σ) ≈ Bd, as laimed.Here are more useful propositions about pure omplexes without singularities.Proposition 6.4 Let K be any pure omplex of dimension d. If every vertex of K isnonsingular, then for every point, a ∈ |K|, there is an open subset, U ⊆ |K|, ontaining asuh that U ≈ Bd or U ≈ Bd ∩ Hd, where Hd = {(x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd | xd ≥ 0}.Proof . We already know from Proposition 6.3 that st(σ) ≈ Bd, for every σ ∈ K. So, if
a ∈ σ and σ is not a boundary fae, we an take U = st(σ) ≈ Bd. If σ is a boundary fae,then |σ| ⊆ |bd(St(σ))| and it an be shown that we an take U = Bd ∩ Hd.Proposition 6.5 Let K be any pure omplex of dimension d. If every faet of K is non-singular, then every faet of K, is ontained in at most two ells (d-simplies).RR n° 6379
108 Jean GallierProof . If |K| ⊆ Ed, then this is an immediate onsequene of the denition of a omplex.Otherwise, onsider lk(σ). By hypothesis, either lk(σ) ≈ B0 or lk(σ) ≈ S0. As B0 = {0},
S0 = {−1, 1} and dimLk(σ) = 0, we dedue that Lk(σ) has either one or two points, whihproves that σ belongs to at most two d-simplies.Proposition 6.6 Let K be any pure and onneted omplex of dimension d. If every faeof K is nonsingular, then for every pair of ells (d-simplies), σ and σ′, there is a sequeneof ells, σ0, . . . , σp, with σ0 = σ and σp = σ′, and suh that σi and σi+1 have a ommonfaet, for i = 0, . . . , p− 1.Proof . We proeed by indution on d, using the fat that the links are onneted for d ≥ 2.Proposition 6.7 Let K be any pure omplex of dimension d. If every faet of K is nonsin-gular, then the boundary, bd(K), of K is a pure omplex of dimension d− 1 with an emptyboundary. Furthermore, if every fae of K is nonsingular, then every fae of bd(K) is alsononsingular.Proof . Left as an exerise.The building bloks of simpliial omplexes, namely, simpliies, are in some sense math-ematially ideal. However, in pratie, it may be desirable to use a more exible set ofbuilding bloks. We an indeed do this and use onvex polytopes as our building bloks.Denition 6.8 A polyhedral omplex in Em (for short, a omplex in Em) is a set, K,onsisting of a (nite or innite) set of onvex polytopes in Em satisfying the followingonditions:(1) Every fae of a polytope in K also belongs to K.(2) For any two polytopes σ1 and σ2 in K, if σ1 ∩ σ2 6= ∅, then σ1 ∩ σ2 is a ommon faeof both σ1 and σ2.Every polytope, σ ∈ K, of dimension k, is alled a k-fae (or fae) of K. A 0-fae {v} isalled a vertex and a 1-fae is alled an edge. The dimension of the polyhedral omplex Kis the maximum of the dimensions of all polytopes in K. If dimK = d, then every fae ofdimension d is alled a ell and every fae of dimension d− 1 is alled a faet .Remark: Sine the building bloks of a polyhedral omplex are onvex polytopes it mightbe more appropriate to use the term polytopal omplex rather than polyhedral omplexand some authors do that. On the other hand, most of the traditional litterature uses theterminology polyhedral omplex so we will stik to it. There is a notion of omplex wherethe building bloks are ones but these are alled fans .Every onvex polytope, P , yields two natural polyhedral omplexes: INRIA
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omplex, K(P ), onsisting of P together with all of its faes. Thisomplex has a single ell, namely, P itself.(ii) The boundary omplex , K(∂P ), onsisting of all faes of P other than P itself. Theells of K(∂P ) are the faets of P .The notions of k-skeleton and pureness are dened just as in the simpliial ase. Thenotions of star and link are dened for polyhedral omplexes just as they are dened forsimpliial omplexes exept that the word fae now means fae of a polytope. Now, byTheorem 4.7, every polytope, σ, is the onvex hull of its verties. Let vert(σ) denote theset of verties of σ. Then, we have the following ruial observation: Given any polyhedralomplex, K, for every point, x ∈ |K|, there is a unique polytope, σx ∈ K, suh that
x ∈ Int(σx) = σx − ∂ σx. We dene a funtion, t : V → R+, that tests whether x belongs tothe interior of any fae (polytope) of K having v as a vertex as follows: For every vertex, v,of K,
tv(x) =
{
1 if v ∈ vert(σx)
0 if v /∈ vert(σx),where σx is the unique fae of K suh that x ∈ Int(σx).Now, just as in the simpliial ase, the open star, st(v), of a vertex, v ∈ K, is given by
st(v) = {x ∈ |K| | tv(x) = 1}and it is an open subset of |K| (the set |K| − st(v) is the union of the polytopes of K thatdo not ontain v as a vertex, a losed subset of |K|). Also, for any fae, σ, of K, the openstar, st(σ), of σ is given by
st(σ) = {x ∈ |K| | tv(x) = 1, for all v ∈ vert(σ)} = ⋂
v∈vert(σ)
st(v).Therefore, st(σ) is also open in |K|.The next proposition is another result that seems quite obvious, yet a rigorous proofis more involved that we might think. This proposition states that a onvex polytope analways be ut up into simplies, that is, it an be subdivided into a simpliial omplex.In other words, every onvex polytope an be triangulated. This implies that simpliialomplexes are as general as polyhedral omplexes.One should be warned that even though, in the plane, every bounded region (not ne-essarily onvex) whose boundary onsists of a nite number of losed polygons (polygonshomeomorphi to the irle, S1) an be triangulated, this is no longer true in three dimen-sions!Proposition 6.8 Every onvex d-polytope, P , an be subdivided into a simpliial omplexwithout adding any new verties, i.e., every onvex polytope an be triangulated.RR n° 6379
110 Jean GallierProof sketh. It would be tempting to proeed by indution on the dimension, d, of P butwe do not know any orret proof of this kind. Instead, we proeed by indution on thenumber, p, of verties of P . Sine dim(P ) = d, we must have p ≥ d+ 1. The ase p = d+ 1orresponds to a simplex, so the base ase holds.For p > d + 1, we an pik some vertex, v ∈ P , suh that the onvex hull, Q, of theremaining p − 1 verties still has dimension d. Then, by the indution hypothesis, Q, hasa simpliial subdivision. Now, we say that a faet, F , of Q is visible from v i v and theinterior of Q are stritly separated by the supporting hyperplane of F . Then, we add the
d-simplies, conv(F ∪ {v}) = v ∗ F , for every faet, F , of Q visible from v to those in thetriangulation of Q. We laim that the resulting olletion of simplies (with their faes)onstitutes a simpliial omplex subdividing P . This is the part of the proof that requiresa areful and somewhat tedious ase analysis, whih we omit. However, the reader shouldhek that everything really works out!With all this preparation, it is now quite natural to dene ombinatorial manifolds.6.2 Combinatorial and Topologial ManifoldsThe notion of pure omplex without singular faes turns out to be a very good disreteapproximation of the notion of (topologial) manifold beause of its highly omputationalnature. This motivates the following denition:Denition 6.9 A ombinatorial d-manifold is any spae, X , homeomorphi to the geomet-ri realization, |K| ⊆ En, of some pure (simpliial or polyhedral) omplex, K, of dimension
d whose faes are all nonsingular. If the link of every k-fae of K is homeomorphi to thesphere Sd−k−1, we say that X is a ombinatorial manifold without boundary , else it is aombinatorial manifold with boundary .Other authors use the term triangulation for what we all a ombinatorial manifold.It is easy to see that the onneted omponents of a ombinatorial 1-manifold are eithersimple losed polygons or simple hains (simple means that the interiors of distint edgesare disjoint). A ombinatorial 2-manifold whih is onneted is also alled a ombinatorialsurfae (with or without boundary). Proposition 6.7 immediately yields the following result:Proposition 6.9 If X is a ombinatorial d-manifold with boundary, then bd(X) is a om-binatorial (d− 1)-manifold without boundary.Now, beause we are assuming that X sits in some Eulidean spae, En, the spae Xis Hausdor and seond-ountable. (Reall that a topologial spae is seond-ountable ithere is a ountable family, {Ui}i≥0, of open sets of X suh that every open subset of X isthe union of open sets from this family.) Sine it is desirable to have a good math betweenmanifolds and ombinatorial manifolds, we are led to the denition below. INRIA
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all that
Hd = {(x1, . . . , xd) ∈ R
d | xd ≥ 0}.Denition 6.10 For any d ≥ 1, a (topologial) d-manifold with boundary is a seond-ountable, topologial Hausdor spae M , together with an open over, (Ui)i∈I , of opensets in M and a family, (ϕi)i∈I , of homeomorphisms, ϕi : Ui → Ωi, where eah Ωi is someopen subset of Hd in the subset topology. Eah pair (U,ϕ) is alled a oordinate system, orhart , of M , eah homeomorphism ϕi : Ui → Ωi is alled a oordinate map, and its inverse
ϕ−1i : Ωi → Ui is alled a parameterization of Ui. The family (Ui, ϕi)i∈I is often alled anatlas for M . A (topologial) bordered surfae is a onneted 2-manifold with boundary. Iffor every homeomorphism, ϕi : Ui → Ωi, the open set Ωi ⊆ Hd is atually an open set in Rd(whih means that xd > 0 for every (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Ωi), then we say that M is a d-manifold .Note that a d-manifold is also a d-manifold with boundary.If ϕi : Ui → Ωi is some homeomorphism onto some open set Ωi of Hd in the subsettopology, some p ∈ Ui may be mapped into Rd−1 × R+, or into the boundary Rd−1 × {0}of Hd. Letting ∂Hd = Rd−1 × {0}, it an be shown using homology that if some oordinatemap, ϕ, dened on p maps p into ∂Hd, then every oordinate map, ψ, dened on p maps pinto ∂Hd.Thus, M is the disjoint union of two sets ∂M and IntM , where ∂M is the subsetonsisting of all points p ∈ M that are mapped by some (in fat, all) oordinate map, ϕ,dened on p into ∂Hd, and where IntM = M − ∂M . The set ∂M is alled the boundaryof M , and the set IntM is alled the interior of M , even though this terminology lasheswith some prior topologial denitions. A good example of a bordered surfae is the Möbiusstrip. The boundary of the Möbius strip is a irle.The boundary ∂M of M may be empty, but IntM is nonempty. Also, it an be shownusing homology that the integer d is unique. It is lear that IntM is open and a d-manifold,and that ∂M is losed. If p ∈ ∂M , and ϕ is some oordinate map dened on p, sine
Ω = ϕ(U) is an open subset of ∂Hd, there is some open half ball Bdo+ entered at ϕ(p)and ontained in Ω whih intersets ∂Hd along an open ball Bd−1o , and if we onsider W =
ϕ−1(Bdo+), we have an open subset of M ontaining p whih is mapped homeomorphiallyonto Bdo+ in suh that way that every point in W ∩∂M is mapped onto the open ball Bd−1o .Thus, it is easy to see that ∂M is a (d− 1)-manifold.Proposition 6.10 Every ombinatorial d-manifold is a d-manifold with boundary.Proof . This is an immediate onsequene of Proposition 6.4.Is the onverse of Proposition 6.10 true?It turns out that answer is yes for d = 1, 2, 3 but no for d ≥ 4. This is not hard toprove for d = 1. For d = 2 and d = 3, this is quite hard to prove; among other things, it is
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essary to prove that triangulations exist and this is very tehnial. For d ≥ 4, not everymanifold an be triangulated (in fat, this is undeidable!).What if we assume that M is a triangulated manifold, whih means that M ≈ |K|, forsome pure d-dimensional omplex, K?Surprinsingly, for d ≥ 5, there are triangulated manifolds whose links are not spherial(i.e., not homeomorphi to Bd−k−1 or Sd−k−1), see Thurston [39℄.Fortunately, we will only have to deal with d = 2, 3! Another issue that must be addressedis orientability.Assume that we x a total ordering of the verties of a omplex, K. Let σ = (v0, . . . , vk)be any simplex. Reall that every permutation (of {0, . . . , k}) is a produt of transpositions ,where a transposition swaps two distint elements, say i and j, and leaves every other elementxed. Furthermore, for any permutation, π, the parity of the number of transpositionsneeded to obtain π only depends on π and it alled the signature of π. We say that twopermutations are equivalent i they have the same signature. Consequently, there are twoequivalene lasses of permutations: Those of even signature and those of odd signature.Then, an orientation of σ is the hoie of one of the two equivalene lasses of permutationsof its verties. If σ has been given an orientation, then we denote by −σ the result ofassigning the other orientation to it (we all it the opposite orientation).For example, (0, 1, 2) has the two orientation lasses:
{(0, 1, 2), (1, 2, 0), (2, 0, 1)} and {(2, 1, 0), (1, 0, 2), (0, 2, 1)}.Denition 6.11 Let X ≈ |K| be a ombinatorial d-manifold. We say that X is orientableif it is possible to assign an orientation to all of its ells (d-simplies) so that whenever twoells σ1 and σ2 have a ommon faet, σ, the two orientations indued by σ1 and σ2 on σare opposite. A ombinatorial d-manifold together with a spei orientation of its ells isalled an oriented manifold . If X is not orientable we say that it is non-orientable.Remark: It is possible to dene the notion of orientation of a manifold but this is quitetehnial and we prefer to avoid digressing into this matter. This shows another advantageof ombinatorial manifolds: The denition of orientability is simple and quite natural.There are non-orientable (ombinatorial) surfaes, for example, the Möbius strip whihan be realized in E3. The Möbius strip is a surfae with boundary, its boundary being airle. There are also non-orientable (ombinatorial) surfaes suh as the Klein bottle orthe projetive plane but they an only be realized in E4 (in E3, they must have singularitiessuh as self-intersetion). We will only be dealing with orientable manifolds and, most ofthe time, surfaes.One of the most important invariants of ombinatorial (and topologial) manifolds istheir Euler(-Poinaré) harateristi. In the next hapter, we prove a famous formula dueto Poinaré giving the Euler harateristi of a onvex polytope. For this, we will introduea tehnique of independent interest alled shelling . INRIA
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Chapter 7Shellings, the Euler-PoinaréFormula for Polytopes, theDehn-Sommerville Equations andthe Upper Bound Theorem7.1 ShellingsThe notion of shellability is motivated by the desire to give an indutive proof of the Euler-Poinaré formula in any dimension. Historially, this formula was disovered by Euler forthree dimensional polytopes in 1752 (but it was already known to Desartes around 1640).If f0, f1 and f2 denote the number of verties, edges and triangles of the three dimensionalpolytope, P , (i.e., the number of i-faes of P for i = 0, 1, 2), then the Euler formula statesthat
f0 − f1 + f2 = 2.The proof of Euler's formula is not very diult but one still has to exerise aution. Euler'sformula was generalized to arbitrary d-dimensional polytopes by Shläi (1852) but the rstorret proof was given by Poinaré. For this, Poinaré had to lay the foundations ofalgebrai topology and after a rst proof given in 1893 (ontaining some aws) he nallygave the rst orret proof in 1899. If fi denotes the number of i-faes of the d-dimensionalpolytope, P , (with f−1 = 1 and fd = 1), the Euler-Poinaré formula states that:
d−1∑
i=0
(−1)ifi = 1 − (−1)
d,
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d∑
i=0
(−1)ifi = 1,by inorporating fd = 1 in the rst formula or as
d∑
i=−1
(−1)ifi = 0,by inorporating both f−1 = 1 and fd = 1 in the rst formula.Earlier indutive proofs of the above formula were proposed, notably a proof by Shläiin 1852, but it was later observed that all these proofs assume that the boundary of everypolytope an be built up indutively in a nie way, what is alled shellability . Atually,ounter-examples of shellability for various simpliial omplexes suggested that polytopeswere perhaps not shellable. However, the fat that polytopes are shellable was nally provedin 1970 by Bruggesser and Mani [12℄ and soon after that (also in 1970) a striking appliationof shellability was made by MMullen [27℄ who gave the rst proof of the so-alled upperbound theorem.As shellability of polytopes is an important tool and as it yields one of the leanestindutive proof of the Euler-Poinaré formula, we will sketh its proof in some details. ThisChapter is heavily inspired by Ziegler's exellent treatment [43℄, Chapter 8. We begin withthe denition of shellability. It's a bit tehnial, so please be patient!Denition 7.1 Let K be a pure polyhedral omplex of dimension d. A shelling of K is alist, F1, . . . , Fs, of the ells (i.e., d-faes) of K suh that either d = 0 (and thus, all Fi arepoints) or the following onditions hold:(i) The boundary omplex, K(∂F1), of the rst ell, F1, of K has a shelling.(ii) For any j, 1 < j ≤ s, the intersetion of the ell Fj with the previous ells is nonemptyand is an initial segment of a shelling of the (d− 1)-dimensional boundary omplex of
Fj , that is
Fj ∩
(
j−1⋃
i=1
Fi
)
= G1 ∪G2 ∪ · · · ∪Gr,for some shelling G1, G2, . . . , Gr, . . . , Gt of K(∂Fj), with 1 ≤ r ≤ t. As the intersetionshould be the initial segment of a shelling for the (d − 1)-dimensional omplex, ∂Fj ,it has to be pure (d− 1)-dimensional and onneted for d > 1.A polyhedral omplex is shellable if it is pure and has a shelling.Note that shellabiliy is only dened for pure omplexes. Here are some examples ofshellable omplexes: INRIA
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Figure 7.1: Non shellable and Shellable 2-omplexes(1) Every 0-dimensional omplex, that is, evey set of points, is shellable, by denition.(2) A 1-dimensional omplex is a graph without loops and parallel edges. A 1-dimensionalomplex is shellable i it is onneted, whih implies that it has no isolated verties.Any ordering of the edges, e1, . . . , es, suh that {e1, . . . , ei} indues a onneted sub-graph for every i will do. Suh an ordering an be dened indutively, due to theonnetivity of the graph.(3) Every simplex is shellable. In fat, any ordering of its faets yields a shelling. This iseasily shown by indution on the dimension, sine the intersetion of any two faets
Fi and Fj is a faet of both Fi and Fj .(4) The d-ubes are shellable. By indution on the dimension, it an be shown thatevery ordering of the 2d faets F1, . . . , F2d suh that F1 and F2d are opposite (that is,
F2d = −F1) yields a shelling.However, already for 2-omplexes, problems arise. For example, in Figure 7.1, the leftand the middle 2-omplexes are not shellable but the right omplex is shellable.The problem with the left omplex is that ells 1 and 2 interset at a vertex, whih is not
1-dimensional, and in the middle omplex, the intersetion of ell 8 with its predeessors isnot onneted. In ontrast, the ordering of the right omplex is a shelling. However, observethat the reverse ordering is not a shelling beause ell 4 has an empty intersetion with ell
5!Remarks:1. Condition (i) in Denition 7.1 is redundant beause, as we shall prove shortly, everypolytope is shellable. However, if we want to use this denition for more generalomplexes, then ondition (i) is neessary.2. When K is a simpliial omplex, ondition (i) is of ourse redundant, as every simplexis shellable but ondition (ii) an also be simplied to:RR n° 6379
116 Jean Gallier(ii') For any j, with 1 < j ≤ s, the intersetion of Fj with the previous ells isnonempty and pure (d− 1)-dimensional. This means that for every i < j there issome l < j suh that Fi ∩ Fj ⊆ Fl ∩ Fj and Fl ∩ Fj is a faet of Fj .The following proposition yields an important piee of information about the loal stru-ture of shellable simpliial omplexes:Proposition 7.1 Let K be a shellable simpliial omplex and say F1, . . . , Fs is a shellingfor K. Then, for every vertex, v, the restrition of the above sequene to the link, Lk(v),and to the star, St(v), are shellings.Sine the omplex, K(P ), assoiated with a polytope, P , has a single ell, namely Pitself, note that by ondition (i) in the denition of a shelling, K(P ) is shellable i theomplex, K(∂P ), is shellable. We will say simply say that P is shellable instead of K(∂P )is shellable.We have the following useful property of shellings of polytopes whose proof is left as anexerise (use indution on the dimension):Proposition 7.2 Given any polytope, P , if F1, . . . , Fs is a shelling of P , then the reversesequene Fs, . . . , F1 is also a shelling of P .
 Proposition 7.2 generally fails for omplexes that are not polytopes, see the right 2-omplex in Figure 7.1.We will now present the proof that every polytope is shellable, using a tehnique inventedby Bruggesser and Mani (1970) known as line shelling [12℄. This is quite a simple and naturalidea if one is willing to ignore the tehnial details involved in atually heking that it works.We begin by explaining this idea in the 2-dimensional ase, a onvex polygon, sine it ispartiularly simple.Consider the 2-polytope, P , shown in Figure 7.2 (a polygon) whose faes are labeled
F1, F2, F3, F4, F5. Pik any line, ℓ, interseting the interior of P and interseting the sup-porting lines of the faets of P (i.e., the edges of P ) in distint points labeled z1, z2, z3, z4, z5(suh a line an always be found, as will be shown shortly). Orient the line, ℓ, (say, upward)and travel on ℓ starting from the point of P where ℓ leaves P , namely, z1. For a while, onlyfae F1 is visible but when we reah the intersetion, z2, of ℓ with the supporting line of F2,the fae F2 beomes visible and F1 beomes invisible as it is now hidden by the supportingline of F2. So far, we have seen the faes, F1 and F2, in that order . As we ontinue travelingalong ℓ, no new fae beomes visible but for a more ompliated polygon, other faes, Fi,would beome visible one at a time as we reah the intersetion, zi, of ℓ with the supportingline of Fi and the order in whih these faes beome visible orresponds to the ordering ofthe zi's along the line ℓ. Then, we imagine that we travel very fast and when we reah+∞ in the upward diretion on ℓ, we instantly ome bak on ℓ from below at −∞. AtINRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 117this point, we only see the fae of P orresponding to the lowest supporting line of faesof P , i.e., the line orresponding to the smallest zi, in our ase, z3. At this stage, the onlyvisible fae is F3. We ontinue traveling upward on ℓ and we reah z3, the intersetion ofthe supporting line of F3 with ℓ. At this moment, F4 beomes visible and F3 disappearsas it is now hidden by the supporting line of F4. Note that F5 is not visible at this stage.Finally, we reah z4, the intersetion of the supporting line of F4 with ℓ and at this moment,the last faet, F5, beomes visible (and F4 beomes invisible, F3 being also invisible). Ourtrip stops when we reah z5, the intersetion of F5 and ℓ. During the seond phase of ourtrip, we saw F3, F4 and F5 and the entire trip yields the sequene F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, whihis easily seen to be a shelling of P .
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ℓ
Figure 7.2: Shelling a polygon by travelling along a lineThis is the rux of the Bruggesser-Mani method for shelling a polytope: We travel alonga suitably hosen line and reord the order in whih the faes beome visible during thistrip. This is why suh shellings are alled line shellings .In order to prove that polytopes are shellable we need the notion of points and linesin general position. Reall from the equivalene of V-polytopes and H-polytopes that aINRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 119polytope, P , in Ed with nonempty interior is ut out by t irredundant hyperplanes, Hi, andby piking the origin in the interior of P the equations of the Hi may be assumed to be ofthe form
ai · z = 1where ai and aj are not proportional for all i 6= j, so that
P = {z ∈ Ed | ai · z ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ t}.Denition 7.2 Let P be any polytope in Ed with nonempty interior and assume that P isut out by the irredudant hyperplanes, Hi, of equations ai · z = 1, for i = 1, . . . , t. A point,
c ∈ Ed, is said to be in general position w.r.t. P is c does not belong to any of the Hi, thatis, if ai · c 6= 1 for i = 1, . . . , t. A line, ℓ, is said to be in general position w.r.t. P if ℓ is notparallel to any of the Hi and if ℓ intersets the Hi in distint points.The following proposition showing the existene of lines in general position w.r.t. a poly-tope illustrates a very useful tehnique, the perturbation method. The trik behind thispartiular perturbation method is that polynomials (in one variable) have a nite numberof zeros.Proposition 7.3 Let P be any polytope in Ed with nonempty interior. For any two points,
x and y in Ed, with x outside of P ; y in the interior of P ; and x in general position w.r.t.
P , for λ ∈ R small enough, the line, ℓλ, through x and yλ with
yλ = y + (λ, λ
2, . . . , λd),intersets P in its interior and is in general position w.r.t. P .Proof . Assume that P is dened by t irredundant hyperplanes, Hi, where Hi is given bythe equation ai ·z = 1 and write Λ = (λ, λ2, . . . , λd) and u = y−x. Then the line ℓλ is givenby
ℓλ = {x+ s(yλ − x) | s ∈ R} = {x+ s(u+ Λ) | s ∈ R}.The line, ℓλ, is not parallel to the hyperplane Hi i
ai · (u+ Λ) 6= 0, i = 1, . . . , tand it intersets the Hi in distint points i there is no s ∈ R suh that
ai · (x+ s(u + Λ)) = 1 and aj · (x+ s(u+ Λ)) = 1 for some i 6= j.Observe that ai · (u + Λ) = pi(λ) is a nonzero polynomial in λ of degree at most d. Sinea polynomial of degree d has at most d zeros, if we let Z(pi) be the (nite) set of zeros of
pi we an ensure that ℓλ is not parallel to any of the Hi by piking λ /∈ ⋃ti=1 Z(pi) (where
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⋃t
i=1 Z(pi) is a nite set). Now, as x is in general position w.r.t. P , we have ai · x 6= 1, for
i = 1 . . . , t. The ondition stating that ℓλ intersets the Hi in distint points an be written
ai · x+ sai · (u+ Λ) = 1 and aj · x+ saj · (u+ Λ) = 1 for some i 6= j,or
spi(λ) = αi and spj(λ) = αj for some i 6= j,where αi = 1−ai·x and αj = 1−aj ·x. As x is in general position w.r.t. P , we have αi, αj 6= 0and as the Hi are irredundant, the polynomials pi(λ) = ai · (u+ Λ) and pj(λ) = aj · (u+ Λ)are not proportional. Now, if λ /∈ Z(pi) ∪ Z(pj), in order for the system
spi(λ) = αi
spj(λ) = αjto have a solution in s we must have
qij(λ) = αipj(λ) − αjpi(λ) = 0,where qij(λ) is not the zero polynomial sine pi(λ) and pj(λ) are not proportional and
αi, αj 6= 0. If we pik λ /∈ Z(qij), then qij(λ) 6= 0. Therefore, if we pik
λ /∈
t⋃
i=1
Z(pi) ∪
t⋃
i6=j
Z(qij),the line ℓλ is in general position w.r.t. P . Finally, we an pik λ small enough so that
yλ = y + Λ is lose enough to y so that it is in the interior of P .It should be noted that the perturbation method involving Λ = (λ, λ2, . . . , λd) is quiteexible. For example, by adapting the proof of Proposition 7.3 we an prove that for anytwo distint faets, Fi and Fj of P , there is a line in general position w.r.t. P interseting
Fi and Fj . Start with x outside P and very lose to Fi and y in the interior of P and verylose to Fj .Finally, before proving the existene of line shellings for polytopes, we need more termi-nology. Given any point, x, stritly outside a polytope, P , we say that a faet, F , of P isvisible from x i for every y ∈ F the line through x and y intersets F only in y (equivalently,
x and the interior of P are stritly separared by the supporting hyperplane of F ). We nowprove the following fundamental theorem due to Bruggesser and Mani [12℄ (1970):Theorem 7.4 (Existene of Line Shellings for Polytopes) Let P be any polytope in Ed ofdimension d. For every point, x, outside P and in general position w.r.t. P , there is ashelling of P in whih the faets of P that are visible from x ome rst.
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z3
F1
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F3F4
Figure 7.3: Shelling a polytope by travelling along a line, ℓ
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122 Jean GallierProof . By Proposition 7.3, we an nd a line, ℓ, through x suh that ℓ is in general positionw.r.t. P and ℓ intersets the interior of P . Pik one of the two faes in whih ℓ intersets
P , say F1, let z1 = ℓ ∩ F1, and orient ℓ from the inside of P to z1. As ℓ intersets thesupporting hyperplanes of the faets of P in distint points, we get a linearly ordered list ofthese intersetion points along ℓ,
z1, z2, · · · , zm, zm+1, · · · , zs,where zm+1 is the smallest element, zm is the largest element and where z1 and zs belongto the faes of P where ℓ intersets P . Then, as in the example illustrated by Figure 7.2, bytravelling upward along the line ℓ starting from z1 we get a total ordering of the faets of
P ,
F1, F2, . . . , Fm, Fm+1, . . . , Fswhere Fi is the faet whose supporting hyperplane uts ℓ in zi.We laim that the above sequene is a shelling of P . This is proved by indution on d.For d = 1, P onsists a line segment and the theorem learly holds.Consider the intersetion ∂Fj ∩ (F1 ∪ · · · ∪Fj−1). We need to show that this is an initialsegment of a shelling of ∂Fj . If j ≤ m, i.e., if Fj beome visible before we reah ∞, thenthe above intersetion is exatly the set of faets of Fj that are visible from zj = ℓ∩ aff(Fj).Therefore, by indution on the dimension, these faets are shellable and they form an initialsegment of a shelling of the whole boundary ∂Fj .If j ≥ m+1, that is, after passing through∞ and reentering from −∞, the intersetion
∂Fj∩(F1∪· · ·∪Fj−1) is the set of non-visible faets. By reversing the orientation of the line,
ℓ, we see that the faets of this intersetion are shellable and we get the reversed orderingof the faets.Finally, when we reah the point x starting from z1, the faets visible from x form aninitial segment of the shelling, as laimed.Remark: The trip along the line ℓ is often desribed as a roket ight starting from thesurfae of P viewed as a little planet (for instane, this is the desription given by Ziegler[43℄ (Chapter 8)). Observe that if we reverse the diretion of ℓ, we obtain the reversal of theoriginal line shelling. Thus, the reversal of a line shelling is not only a shelling but a lineshelling as well.We an easily prove the following orollary:Corollary 7.5 Given any polytope, P , the following fats hold:(1) For any two faets F and F ′, there is a shelling of P in whih F omes rst and F ′omes last.(2) For any vertex, v, of P , there is a shelling of P in whih the faets ontaining v forman initial segment of the shelling. INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 123Proof . For (1), we use a line in general position and interseting F and F ′ in their interior.For (2), we pik a point, x, beyond v and pik a line in general position through x intersetingthe interior of P . Pik the origin, O, in the interior of P . A point, x, is beyond v i x and
O lies on dierent sides of every hyperplane, Hi, supporting a faet of P ontaining x buton the same side of Hi for every hyperplane, Hi, supporting a faet of P not ontaining x.Suh a point an be found on a line through O and v, as the reader should hek.Remark: A plane triangulation, K, is a pure two-dimensional omplex in the plane suhthat |K| is homeomorphi to a losed disk. Edelsbrunner proves that every plane trian-gulation has a shelling and from this, that χ(K) = 1, where χ(K) = f0 − f1 + f2 is theEuler-Poinaré harateristi of K, where f0 is the number of verties, f1 is the numberof edges and f2 is the number of triangles in K (see Edelsbrunner [17℄, Chapter 3). Thisresult is an immediate onsequene of Corollary 7.5 if one knows about the stereographiprojetion map, whih will be disussed in the next Chapter.We now have all the tools needed to prove the famous Euler-Poinaré Formula for Poly-topes.7.2 The Euler-Poinaré Formula for PolytopesWe begin by dening a very important topologial onept, the Euler-Poinaré harateristiof a omplex.Denition 7.3 Let K be a d-dimensional omplex. For every i, with 0 ≤ i ≤ d, we let fidenote the number of i-faes of K and we let
f(K) = (f0, · · · , fd) ∈ N
d+1be the f -vetor assoiated with K (if neessary we write fi(K) instead of fi). The Euler-Poinaré harateristi, χ(K), of K is dened by
χ(K) = f0 − f1 + f2 + · · · + (−1)
dfd =
d∑
i=0
(−1)ifi.Given any d-dimensional polytope, P , the f -vetor assoiated with P is the f -vetor asso-iated with K(P ), that is,
f(P ) = (f0, · · · , fd) ∈ N
d+1,where fi, is the number of i-faes of P (= the number of i-faes of K(P ) and thus, fd = 1),and the Euler-Poinaré harateristi, χ(P ), of P is dened by
χ(P ) = f0 − f1 + f2 + · · · + (−1)
dfd =
d∑
i=0
(−1)ifi.
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iated with the boundary, ∂P , of P is the f -vetor assoiatedwith K(∂P ), that is,
f(∂P ) = (f0, · · · , fd−1) ∈ N
dwhere fi, is the number of i-faes of ∂P (with 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1), and the Euler-Poinaréharateristi, χ(∂P ), of ∂P is dened by
χ(∂P ) = f0 − f1 + f2 + · · · + (−1)
d−1fd−1 =
d−1∑
i=0
(−1)ifi.Observe that χ(P ) = χ(∂P ) + (−1)d, sine fd = 1.Remark: It is onvenient to set f−1 = 1. Then, some authors, inluding Ziegler [43℄(Chapter 8), dene the redued Euler-Poinaré harateristi, χ′(K), of a omplex (or apolytope), K, as
χ′(K) = −f−1 + f0 − f1 + f2 + · · · + (−1)
dfd =
d∑
i=−1
(−1)ifi = −1 + χ(K),i.e., they inorporate f−1 = 1 into the formula.A ruial observation for proving the Euler-Poinaré formula is that the Euler-Poinaréharateristi is additive, whih means that if K1 and K2 are any two omplexes suh that
K1 ∪K2 is also a omplex, whih implies that K1 ∩K2 is also a omplex (beause we musthave F1 ∩ F2 ∈ K1 ∩K2 for every fae F1 of K1 and every fae F2 of K2), then
χ(K1 ∪K2) = χ(K1) + χ(K2) − χ(K1 ∩K2).This follows immediately beause for any two sets A and B
|A ∪B| = |A| + |B| − |A ∩B|.To prove our next theorem we will use omplete indution on N × N ordered by thelexiographi ordering. Reall that the lexiographi ordering on N×N is dened as follows:
(m,n) < (m′, n′) i  m = m′ and n < n′or
m < m′.Theorem 7.6 (Euler-Poinaré Formula) For every polytope, P , we have
χ(P ) =
d∑
i=0
(−1)ifi = 1 (d ≥ 0),and so,
χ(∂P ) =
d−1∑
i=0
(−1)ifi = 1 − (−1)
d (d ≥ 1).
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χ(P ) = 1,else if d ≥ 1 then for every shelling F1, . . . , Ffd−1 , of P , for every j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ fd−1, wehave
χ(F1 ∪ · · · ∪ Fj) =
{
1 if 1 ≤ j < fd−1
1 − (−1)d if j = fd−1.We proeed by omplete indution on (d, j) ≥ (0, 1). For d = 0 and j = 1, the polytope Ponsists of a single point and so, χ(P ) = f0 = 1, as laimed.For the indution step, assume that d ≥ 1. For 1 = j < fd−1, sine F1 is a polytope ofdimension d− 1, by the indution hypothesis, χ(F1) = 1, as desired.For 1 < j < fd−1, we have
χ(F1 ∪ · · ·Fj−1 ∪ Fj) = χ
(
j−1⋃
i=1
Fi
)
+ χ(Fj) − χ
((
j−1⋃
i=1
Fi
)
∩ Fj
)
.Sine (d, j − 1) < (d, j), by the indution hypothesis,
χ
(
j−1⋃
i=1
Fi
)
= 1and sine dim(Fj) = d− 1, again by the indution hypothesis,
χ(Fj) = 0.Now, as F1, . . . , Ffd−1 is a shelling and j < fd−1, we have
(
j−1⋃
i=1
Fi
)
∩ Fj = G1 ∪ · · · ∪Gr,for some shelling G1, . . . , Gr, . . . , Gt of K(∂Fj), with r < t = fd−2(∂Fj). The fat that
r < fd−2(∂Fj), i.e., that G1 ∪ · · · ∪Gr is not the whole boundary of Fj is a property of lineshellings and also follows from Proposition 7.2. As dim(∂Fj) = d − 2, and r < fd−2(∂Fj),by the indution hypothesis, we have
χ
((
j−1⋃
i=1
Fi
)
∩ Fj
)
= χ(G1 ∪ · · · ∪Gr) = 1.Consequently,
χ(F1 ∪ · · ·Fj−1 ∪ Fj) = 1 + 1 − 1 = 1,RR n° 6379
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laimed (when j < fd−1).If j = fd−1, then we have a omplete shelling of ∂Ffd−1 , that is,


fd−1−1⋃
i=1
Fi

 ∩ Ffd−1 = G1 ∪ · · · ∪Gfd−2(Ffd−1) = ∂Ffd−1 .As dim(∂Fj) = d− 2, by the indution hypothesis,
χ(∂Ffd−1) = χ(G1 ∪ · · · ∪Gfd−2(Ffd−1)) = 1 − (−1)
d−1and it follows that
χ(F1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ffd−1) = 1 + 1 − (1 − (−1)
d−1) = 1 + (−1)d−1 = 1 − (−1)d,establishing the indution hypothesis in this last ase. But then,
χ(∂P ) = χ(F1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ffd−1) = 1 − (−1)
dand
χ(P ) = χ(∂P ) + (−1)d = 1,proving our theorem.Remark: Other ombinatorial proofs of the Euler-Poinaré formula are given in Grünbaum[24℄ (Chapter 8), Boissonnat and Yvine [8℄ (Chapter 7) and Ewald [18℄ (Chapter 3). Coxetergives a proof very lose to Poinaré's own proof using notions of homology theory [13℄(Chapter IX). We feel that the proof based on shellings is the most diret and one of themost elegant. Inidently, the above proof of the Euler-Poinaré formula is very lose toShläi proof from 1852 but Shläi did not have shellings at his disposal so his proof hada gap. The Bruggesser-Mani proof that polytopes are shellable lls this gap!7.3 Dehn-Sommerville Equations for SimpliialPolytopes and h-VetorsIf a d-polytope, P , has the property that its faes are all simplies, then it is alled asimpliial polytope. It is easily shown that a polytope is simpliial i its faets are simplies,in whih ase, every faet has d verties. The polar dual of a simpliial polytope is alleda simple polytope. We see immediately that every vertex of a simple polytope belongs to dfaets.For simpliial (and simple) polytopes it turns out that other remarkable equations be-sides the Euler-Poinaré formula hold among the number of i-faes. These equations weredisovered by Dehn for d = 4, 5 (1905) and by Sommerville in the general ase (1927).INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 127Although it is possible (and not diult) to prove the Dehn-Sommerville equations by dou-ble ounting, as in Grünbaum [24℄ (Chapter 9) or Boissonnat and Yvine (Chapter 7, butbeware, these are the dual formulae for simple polytopes), it turns out that instead of us-ing the f -vetor assoiated with a polytope it is preferable to use what's known as the
h-vetor beause for simpliial polytopes the h-numbers have a natural interpretation interms of shellings. Furthermore, the statement of the Dehn-Sommerville equations in termsof h-vetors is transparent:
hi = hd−i,and the proof is very simple in terms of shellings.In the rest of this setion, we restrit our attention to simpliial omplexes. In order tomotivate h-vetors, we begin by examining more losely the struture of the new faes thatare reated during a shelling when the ell Fj is added to the partial shelling F1, . . . , Fj−1.If K is a simpliial polytope and V is the set of verties of K, then every i-fae of K anbe identied with an (i+ 1)-subset of V (that is, a subset of V of ardinality i+ 1).Denition 7.4 For any shelling, F1, . . . , Fs, of a simpliial omplex, K, of dimension d,for every j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ s, the restrition, Rj , of the faet, Fj , is the set of obligatoryverties
Rj = {v ∈ Fj | Fj − {v} ⊆ Fi, for some i with 1 ≤ i < j}.The ruial property of the Rj is that the new faes, G, added at step j (when Fj isadded to the shelling) are preisely the faes in the set
Ij = {G ⊆ V | Rj ⊆ G ⊆ Fj}.The proof of the above fat is left as an exerise to the reader.But then, we obtain a partition, {I1, . . . , Is}, of the set of faes of the simpliial omplex(other that K itself). Note that the empty fae is allowed. Now, if we dene
hi = |{j | |Rj | = i, 1 ≤ j ≤ s}|,for i = 0, . . . , d, then it turns out that we an reover the fk in terms of the hi as follows:
fk−1 =
s∑
j=1
(
d− |Rj |
k − |Rj |
)
=
k∑
i=0
hi
(
d− i
k − i
)
,with 1 ≤ k ≤ d.But more is true: The above equations are invertible and the hk an be expressed interms of the fi as follows:
hk =
k∑
i=0
(−1)k−i
(
d− i
d− k
)
fi−1,RR n° 6379
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1
2 3
4 5
6Figure 7.4: A onneted 1-dimensional omplex, G
∅
1 2 3 4 5 6
12 13 34 35 45 36 56
Figure 7.5: the partition assoiated with a shelling of Gwith 0 ≤ k ≤ d (remember, f−1 = 1).Let us explain all this in more detail. Consider the example of a onneted graph (asimpliial 1-dimensional omplex) from Ziegler [43℄ (Setion 8.3) shown in Figure 7.4:A shelling order of its 7 edges is given by the sequene
12, 13, 34, 35, 45, 36, 56.The partial order of the faes of G together with the bloks of the partition {I1, . . . , I7}assoiated with the seven edges of G are shown in Figure 7.5, with the bloks Ij shown inboldfae:The minimal new faes (orresponding to the Rj 's) added at every stage of the shellingare
∅, 3, 4, 5, 45, 6, 56.Again, if hi is the number of bloks, Ij , suh that the orresponding restrition set, Rj , hassize i, that is,
hi = |{j | |Rj | = i, 1 ≤ j ≤ s}|,
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ial polytope, K, has dimension d−1, we dene the h-vetorassoiated with K as
h(K) = (h0, . . . , hd).Then, in the above example, as R1 = {∅}, R2 = {3}, R3 = {4}, R4 = {5}, R5 = {4, 5},
R6 = {6} and R7 = {5, 6}, we get h0 = 1, h1 = 4 and h2 = 2, that is,
h(G) = (1, 4, 2).Now, let us show that if K is a shellable simpliial omplex, then the f -vetor an bereovered from the h-vetor. Indeed, if |Rj | = i, then eah (k − 1)-fae in the blok Ij mustuse all i nodes in Rj , so that there are only d − i nodes available and, among those, k − imust be hosen. Therefore,
fk−1 =
s∑
j=1
(
d− |Rj |
k − |Rj |
)and, by denition of hi, we get
fk−1 =
k∑
i=0
hi
(
d− i
k − i
)
= hk +
(
d− k + 1
1
)
hk−1 + · · · +
(
d− 1
k − 1
)
h1 +
(
d
k
)
h0, (∗)where 1 ≤ k ≤ d. Moreover, the formulae are invertible, that is, the hi an be expressed interms of the fk. For this, form the two polynomials
f(x) =
d∑
i=0
fi−1x
d−i = fd−1 + fd−2x+ · · · + f0x
d−1 + f−1x
dwith f−1 = 1 and
h(x) =
d∑
i=0
hix
d−i = hd + hd−1x+ · · · + h1x
d−1 + h0x
d.Then, it is easy to see that
f(x) =
d∑
i=0
hi(x+ 1)
d−i = h(x+ 1).Consequently, h(x) = f(x − 1) and by omparing the oeients of xd−k on both sides ofthe above equation, we get
hk =
k∑
i=0
(−1)k−i
(
d− i
d− k
)
fi−1.
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ular, h0 = 1, h1 = f0 − d, and
hd = fd−1 − fd−2 + fd−3 + · · · + (−1)
d−1f0 + (−1)
d.It is also easy to hek that
h0 + h1 + · · · + hd = fd−1.Now, we just showed that if K is shellable, then its f -vetor and its h-vetor are relatedas above. But even if K is not shellable, the above suggests dening the h-vetor from the
f -vetor as above. Thus, we make the denition:Denition 7.5 For any (d− 1)-dimensional simpliial omplex, K, the h-vetor assoiatedwith K is the vetor
h(K) = (h0, . . . , hd) ∈ Z
d+1,given by
hk =
k∑
i=0
(−1)k−i
(
d− i
d− k
)
fi−1.Note that if K is shellable, then the interpretation of hi as the number of ells, Fj , suhthat the orresponding restrition set, Rj , has size i shows that hi ≥ 0. However, for anarbitrary simpliial omplex, some of the hi an be stritly negative. Suh an example isgiven in Ziegler [43℄ (Setion 8.3).We summarize below most of what we just showed:Proposition 7.7 Let K be a (d−1)-dimensional pure simpliial omplex. If K is shellable,then its h-vetor is nonnegative and hi ounts the number of ells in a shelling whose re-strition set has size i. Moreover, the hi do not depend on the partiular shelling of K.There is a way of omputing the h-vetor of a pure simpliial omplex from its f -vetorreminisent of the Pasal triangle (exept that negative entries an turn up). Again, thereader is referred to Ziegler [43℄ (Setion 8.3).We are now ready to prove the Dehn-Sommerville equations. For d = 3, these are easilyobtained by double ounting. Indeed, for a simpliial polytope, every edge belongs to twofaets and every faet has three edges. It follows that
2f1 = 3f2.Together with Euler's formula
f0 − f1 + f2 = 2,
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f1 = 3f0 − 6 and f2 = 2f0 − 4,namely, that the number of verties of a simpliial 3-polytope determines its number of edgesand faes, these being linear funtions of the number of verties. For arbitrary dimension d,we haveTheorem 7.8 (Dehn-Sommerville Equations) If K is any simpliial d-polytope, then theomponents of the h-vetor satisfy
hk = hd−k k = 0, 1, . . . , d.Equivalently
fk−1 =
d∑
i=k
(−1)d−i
(
i
k
)
fi−1 k = 0, . . . , d.Furthermore, the equation h0 = hd is equivalent to the Euler-Poinaré formula.Proof . We present a short and elegant proof due to MMullen. Reall from Proposition7.2 that the reversal, Fs, . . . , F1, of a shelling, F1, . . . , Fs, of a polytope is also a shelling.From this, we see that for every Fj , the restrition set of Fj in the reversed shelling is equalto Rj − Fj , the omplement of the restrition set of Fj in the original shelling. Therefore,if |Rj | = k, then Fj ontributes 1 to hk in the original shelling i it ontributes 1 to
hd−k in the reversed shelling (where |Rj − Fj | = d − k). It follows that the value of hkomputed in the original shelling is the same as the value of hd−k omputed in the reversedshelling. However, by Proposition 7.7, the h-vetor is independent of the shelling and hene,
hk = hd−k.Dene the polynomials F (x) and H(x) by
F (x) =
d∑
i=0
fi−1x
i; H(x) = (1 − x)dF
(
x
1 − x
)
.Note that H(x) = ∑di=0 fi−1xi(1−x)d−i and an easy omputation shows that the oeientof xk is equal to
k∑
i=0
(−1)k−i
(
d− i
d− k
)
fi−1 = hk.Now, the equations hk = hd−k are equivalent to
H(x) = xdH(x−1),that is,
F (x− 1) = (−1)dF (−x).
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F (x− 1) =
d∑
i=0
fi−1(x− 1)
i =
d∑
i=0
fi−1
i∑
j=0
(
i
i− j
)
xi−j(−1)j ,we see that the oeient of xk in F (x− 1) (obtained when i− j = k, that is, j = i− k) is
d∑
i=0
(−1)i−k
(
i
k
)
fi−1 =
d∑
i=k
(−1)i−k
(
i
k
)
fi−1.On the other hand, the oeient of xk in (−1)dF (−x) is (−1)d+kfk−1. By equating theoeients of xk, we get
(−1)d+kfk−1 =
d∑
i=k
(−1)i−k
(
i
k
)
fi−1,whih, by multiplying both sides by (−1)d+k, is equivalent to
fk−1 =
d∑
i=k
(−1)d+i
(
i
k
)
fi−1 =
d∑
i=k
(−1)d−i
(
i
k
)
fi−1,as laimed. Finally, as we already know that
hd = fd−1 − fd−2 + fd−3 + · · · + (−1)
d−1f0 + (−1)
dand h0 = 1, by multiplying both sides of the equation hd = h0 = 1 by (−1)d−1 and moving
(−1)d(−1)d−1 = −1 to the right hand side, we get the Euler-Poinaré formula.Clearly, the Dehn-Sommerville equations, hk = hd−k, are linearly independent for
0 ≤ k < ⌊d+12 ⌋. For example, for d = 3, we have the two independent equations
h0 = h3, h1 = h2,and for d = 4, we also have two independent equations
h0 = h4, h1 = h3,sine h2 = h2 is trivial. When d = 3, we know that h1 = h2 is equivalent to 2f1 = 3f2 andwhen d = 4, if one unravels h1 = h3 in terms of the fi' one nds
2f2 = 4f3,that is f2 = 2f3. More generally, it is easy to hek that
2fd−2 = dfd−1 INRIA
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nd three independent equations
h0 = h5, h1 = h4, h2 = h3,and so on.It an be shown that for general d-polytopes, the Euler-Poinaré formula is the only equa-tion satised by all h-vetors and for simpliial d-polytopes, the ⌊d+12 ⌋ Dehn-Sommervilleequations, hk = hd−k, are the only equations satised by all h-vetors (see Grünbaum [24℄,Chapter 9).Remark: Readers familiar with homology and ohomology may suspet that the Dehn-Sommerville equations are a onsequene of a type of Poinaré duality. Stanley proved thatthis is indeed the ase. It turns out that the hi are the dimensions of ohomology groupsof a ertain tori variety assoiated with the polytope. For more on this topi, see Stanley[35℄ (Chapters II and III) and Fulton [19℄ (Setion 5.6).As we saw for 3-dimensional simpliial polytopes, the number of verties, n = f0, de-termines the number of edges and the number of faes, and these are linear in f0. For
d ≥ 4, this is no longer true and the number of faets is no longer linear in n but in fatquadrati. It is then natural to ask whih d-polytopes with a presribed number of vertieshave the maximum number of k-faes. This question whih remained an open problem forsome twenty years was eventually settled by MMullen in 1970 [27℄. We will present thisresult (without proof) in the next setion.7.4 The Upper Bound Theorem and Cyli PolytopesGiven a d-polytope with n verties, what is an upper bound on the number of its i-faes? Thisquestion is not only important from a theoretial point of view but also from a omputationalpoint of view beause of its impliations for algorithms in ombinatorial optimization andin omputational geometry.The answer to the above problem is that there is a lass of polytopes alled ylipolytopes suh that the yli d-polytope, Cd(n), has the maximum number of i-faes amongall d-polytopes with n verties. This result stated by Motzkin in 1957 beame known as theupper bound onjeture until it was proved by MMullen in 1970, using shellings [27℄ (justafter Bruggesser and Mani's proof that polytopes are shellable). It is now known as theupper bound theorem. Another proof of the upper bound theorem was given later by Alonand Kalai [2℄ (1985). A version of this proof an also be found in Ewald [18℄ (Chapter 3).MMullen's proof is not really very diult but it is still quite involved so we will onlystate some propositions needed for its proof. We urge the reader to read Ziegler's aountof this beautiful proof [43℄ (Chapter 8). We begin with yli polytopes.First, onsider the ases d = 2 and d = 3. When d = 2, our polytope is a polygon inwhih ase n = f0 = f1. Thus, this ase is trivial.RR n° 6379
134 Jean GallierFor d = 3, we laim that 2f1 ≥ 3f2. Indeed, every edge belongs to exatly two faes soif we add up the number of sides for all faes, we get 2f1. Sine every fae has at least threesides, we get 2f1 ≥ 3f2. Then, using Euler's relation, it is easy to show that
f1 ≤ 6n− 3 f2 ≤ 2n− 4and we know that equality is ahieved for simpliial polytopes.Let us now onsider the general ase. The rational urve, c : R → Rd, given parametri-ally by
c(t) = (t, t2, . . . , td)is at the heart of the story. This urve if often alled the moment urve or rational normalurve of degree d. For d = 3, it is known as the twisted ubi. Here is the denition of theyli polytope, Cd(n).Denition 7.6 For any sequene, t1 < . . . < tn, of distint real number, ti ∈ R, with n > d,the onvex hull,
Cd(n) = conv(c(t1), . . . , c(tn))of the n points, c(t1), . . . , c(tn), on the moment urve of degree d is alled a yli polytope.The rst interesting fat about the yli polytope is that it is simpliial.Proposition 7.9 Every d + 1 of the points c(t1), . . . , c(tn) are anely independent. Con-sequently, Cd(n) is a simpliial polytope and the c(ti) are verties.Proof . We may assume that n = d + 1. Say c(t1), . . . , c(tn) belong to a hyperplane, H ,given by
α1x1 + · · · + αdxd = β.(Of ourse, not all the αi are zero.) Then, we have the polynomial, H(t), given by
H(t) = −β + α1t+ α2t
2 + · · · + αdt
d,of degree at most d and as eah c(ti) belong to H , we see that eah c(ti) is a zero of H(t).However, there are d+1 distint c(ti), so H(t) would have d+1 distint roots. As H(t) hasdegree at most d, it must be the zero polynomial, a ontradition. Returing to the original
n > d+ 1, we just proved every d+ 1 of the points c(t1), . . . , c(tn) are anely independent.Then, every proper fae of Cd(n) has at most d independent verties, whih means that itis a simplex.The following proposition already shows that the yli polytope, Cd(n), has (nk) (k−1)-faes if 1 ≤ k ≤ ⌊d2⌋.
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es of Cd(n) is a
(k − 1)-fae of Cd(n). Hene
fk(Cd(n)) =
(
n
k + 1
) if 0 ≤ k < ⌊d
2
⌋
.Proof . Consider any sequene ti1 < ti2 < · · · < tik . We will prove that there is a hyperplaneseparating F = conv({c(ti1), . . . , c(tik)}) and Cd(n). Consider the polynomial
p(t) =
k∏
j=1
(t− tij )
2and write
p(t) = a0 + a1t+ · · · + a2kt
2k.Consider the vetor
a = (a1, a2, . . . , a2k, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ R
dand the hyperplane, H , given by
H = {x ∈ Rd | x · a = −a0}.Then, for eah j with 1 ≤ j ≤ k, we have
c(tij ) · a = a1tij + · · · + a2kt
2k
ij = p(tij ) − a0 = −a0,and so, c(tij ) ∈ H . On the other hand, for any other point, c(ti), distint from any of the
c(tij ), we have
c(ti) · a = −a0 + p(ti) = −a0 +
k∏
j=1
(ti − tij )
2 > −a0,proving that c(ti) ∈ H+. But then, H is a supporting hyperplane of F for Cd(n) and F isa (k − 1)-fae.Observe that Proposition 7.10 shows that any subset of ⌊d2⌋ verties of Cd(n) formsa fae of Cd(n). When a d-polytope has this property it is alled a neighborly polytope.Therefore, yli polytopes are neighborly. Proposition 7.10 also shows a phenomenon thatonly manifests itself in dimension at least 4: For d ≥ 4, the polytope Cd(n) has n pairwiseadjaent verties. For n >> d, this is ounter-intuitive.Finally, the ombinatorial struture of yli polytopes is ompletely determined as fol-lows:Proposition 7.11 (Gale evenness ondition, Gale (1963)). Let n and d be integers with
2 ≤ d < n. For any sequene t1 < t2 < · · · < tn, onsider the yli polytope
Cd(n) = conv(c(t1), . . . , c(tn)).RR n° 6379
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et of Cd(n) i for all i < j not in
S, then the number of k ∈ S between i and j is even:
|{k ∈ S | i < k < j}| ≡ 0 (mod 2) for i, j /∈ SProof . Write S = {s1, . . . , sd} ⊆ {t1, . . . , tn}. Consider the polyomial
q(t) =
d∏
i=1
(t− si) =
d∑
j=0
bjt
j ,let b = (b1, . . . , bd), and let H be the hyperplane given by
H = {x ∈ Rd | x · b = −b0}.Then, for eah i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ d, we have
c(si) · b =
d∑
j=1
bjs
j
i = q(si) − b0 = −b0,so that c(si) ∈ H . For all other t 6= si,
q(t) = c(t) · b+ b0 6= 0,that is, c(t) /∈ H . Therefore, F = {c(s1), . . . , c(sd)} is a faet of Cd(n) i {c(t1), . . . , c(tn)}−
F lies in one of the two open half-spaes determined by H . This is equivalent to q(t)hanging its sign an even number of times while, inreasing t, we pass through the vertiesin F . Therefore, the proposition is proved.In partiular, Proposition 7.11 shows that the ombinatorial struture of Cd(n) does notdepend on the spei hoie of the sequene t1 < · · · < tn. This justies our notation
Cd(n).Here is the elebrated upper bound theorem rst proved by MMullen [27℄.Theorem 7.12 (Upper Bound Theorem, MMullen (1970)) Let P be any d-polytope with nverties. Then, for every k, with 1 ≤ k ≤ d, the polytope P has at most as many (k−1)-faesas the yli polytope, Cd(n), that is
fk−1(P ) ≤ fk−1(Cd(n)).Moreover, equality for some k with ⌊d2⌋ ≤ k ≤ d implies that P is neighborly.The rst step in the proof of Theorem 7.12 is to prove that among all d-polytopes witha given number, n, of verties, the maximum number of i-faes is ahieved by simpliial
d-polytopes. INRIA
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es, it is possible to form a sim-pliial polytope, P ′, by perturbing the verties of P suh that P ′ also has n verties and
fk−1(P ) ≤ fk−1(P
′) for 1 ≤ k ≤ d.Furthermore, equality for k > ⌊d2⌋ an our only if P is simpliial.Sketh of proof . First, we apply Proposition 6.8 to triangulate the faets of P withoutadding any verties. Then, we an perturb the verties to obtain a simpliial polytope, P ′,with at least as many faets (and thus, faes) as P .Proposition 7.13 allows us to restit our attention to simpliial polytopes. Now, it isobvious that
fk−1 ≤
(
n
k
)for any polytope P (simpliial or not) and we also know that equality holds if k ≤ ⌊d2⌋ forneighborly polytopes suh as the yli polytopes. For k > ⌊d2⌋, it turns out that equalityan only be ahieved for simplies.However, for a simpliial polytope, the Dehn-Sommerville equations hk = hd−k togetherwith the equations (∗) giving fk in terms of the hi's show that f0, f1, . . . , f⌊ d
2
⌋ already deter-mine the whole f -vetor. Thus, it is possible to express the fk−1 in terms of h0, h1, . . . , h⌊ d
2
⌋for k ≥ ⌊d2⌋. It turns out that we get
fk−1 =
⌊ d
2
⌋∑∗
i=0
((
d− i
k − i
)
+
(
i
k − d+ i
))
hi,where the meaning of the supersript ∗ is that when d is even we only take half of the lastterm for i = d2 and when d is odd we take the whole last term for i = d−12 (for details, seeZiegler [43℄, Chapter 8). As a onsequene if we an show that the neighborly polytopesmaximize not only fk−1 but also hk−1 when k ≤ ⌊d2⌋, the upper bound theorem will beproved. Indeed, MMullen proved the following theorem whih is more than enough toyield the desired result ([27℄):Theorem 7.14 (MMullen (1970)) For every simpliial d-polytope with f0 = n verties,we have
hk(P ) ≤
(
n− d− 1 + k
k
) for 0 ≤ k ≤ d.Furthermore, equality holds for all l and all k with 0 ≤ k ≤ l i l ≤ ⌊d2⌋ and P is l-neighborly.(a polytope is l-neighborly i any subset of l or less verties determine a fae of P .)
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138 Jean GallierThe proof of Theorem 7.14 is too involved to be given here, whih is unfortunate, sine itis really beautiful. It makes a lever use of shellings and a areful analysis of the h-numbersof links of verties. Again, the reader is referred to Ziegler [43℄, Chapter 8.Sine yli d-polytopes are neighborly (whih means that they are ⌊d2⌋-neighborly),Theorem 7.12 follows from Proposition 7.13, and Theorem 7.14.Corollary 7.15 For every simpliial neighborly d-polytope with n verties, we have
fk−1 =
⌊ d
2
⌋∑∗
i=0
((
d− i
k − i
)
+
(
i
k − d+ i
))(
n− d− 1 + i
i
) for 1 ≤ k ≤ d.This gives the maximum number of (k − 1)-faes for any d-polytope with n-verties, for all
k with 1 ≤ k ≤ d. In partiular, the number of faets of the yli polytope, Cd(n), is
fd−1 =
⌊ d
2
⌋∑∗
i=0
2
(
n− d− 1 + i
i
)and, more expliitly,
fd−1 =
(
n− ⌊d+12 ⌋
n− d
)
+
(
n− ⌊d+22 ⌋
n− d
)
.Corollary 7.15 implies that the number of faets of any d-polytope is O(n⌊ d2 ⌋). Anunfortunate onsequene of this upper bound is that the omplexity of any onvex hullalgorithms for n points in Ed is O(n⌊ d2 ⌋).The O(n⌊ d2 ⌋) upper bound an be obtained more diretly using a pretty argument usingshellings due to R. Seidel [34℄. Consider any shelling of any simpliial d-polytope, P . Forevery faet, Fj , of a shelling either the restrition set Rj or its omplement Fj −Rj has atmost ⌊d2⌋ elements. So, either in the shelling or in the reversed shelling, the restrition set of
Fj has at most ⌊d2⌋ elements. Moreover, the restrition sets are all distint, by onstrution.Thus, the number of faets is at most twie the number of k-faes of P with k ≤ ⌊d2⌋. Itfollows that
fd−1 ≤ 2
⌊ d
2
⌋∑
i=0
(
n
i
)and this rough estimate yields a O(n⌊ d2 ⌋) bound.Remark: There is also a lower bound theorem due to Barnette (1971, 1973) whih gives alower bound on the f -vetors all d-polytopes with n verties. In this ase, there is an analogof the yli polytopes alled staked polytopes . These polytopes, Pd(n), are simpliial
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ets of thesimplex. Then, it turns out that if d ≥ 2, then
fk ≥
{(
d
k
)
n−
(
d+1
k+1
)
k if 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 2
(d− 1)n− (d+ 1)(d− 2) if k = d− 1.There has been a lot of progress on the ombinatoris of f -vetors and h-vetors sine1971, espeially by R. Stanley, G. Kalai and L. Billera and K. Lee, among others. Wereommend two exellent surveys:1. Bayer and Lee [4℄ summarizes progress in this area up to 1993.2. Billera and Björner [7℄ is a more advaned survey whih reports on results up to 1997.In fat, many of the hapters in Goodman and O'Rourke [22℄ should be of interest to thereader.Generalizations of the Upper Bound Theorem using sophistiated tehniques (fae rings)due to Stanley an be found in Stanley [35℄ (Chapters II) and onnetions with tori varietiesan be found in Stanley [35℄ (Chapters III) and Fulton [19℄.
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Chapter 8DirihletVoronoi Diagrams andDelaunay Triangulations8.1 DirihletVoronoi DiagramsIn this hapter we present very briey the onepts of a Voronoi diagram and of a Delaunaytriangulation. These are important tools in omputational geometry, and Delaunay triangu-lations are important in problems where it is neessary to t 3D data using surfae splines.It is usually useful to ompute a good mesh for the projetion of this set of data points ontothe xy-plane, and a Delaunay triangulation is a good andidate. Our presentation will berather skethy. We are primarily interested in dening these onepts and stating their mostimportant properties. For a omprehensive exposition of Voronoi diagrams, Delaunay trian-gulations, and more topis in omputational geometry, our readers may onsult O'Rourke[29℄, Preparata and Shamos [30℄, Boissonnat and Yvine [8℄, de Berg, Van Kreveld, Over-mars, and Shwarzkopf [5℄, or Risler [31℄. The survey by Graham and Yao [23℄ ontains avery gentle and luid introdution to omputational geometry. Some pratial appliationsof Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulations are briey disussed in Setion 8.7.Let E be a Eulidean spae of nite dimension, that is, an ane spae E whose under-lying vetor spae −→E is equipped with an inner produt (and has nite dimension). Foronreteness, one may safely assume that E = Em, although what follows applies to anyEulidean spae of nite dimension. Given a set P = {p1, . . . , pn} of n points in E , it isoften useful to nd a partition of the spae E into regions eah ontaining a single point of Pand having some nie properties. It is also often useful to nd triangulations of the onvexhull of P having some nie properties. We shall see that this an be done and that thetwo problems are losely related. In order to solve the rst problem, we need to introduebisetor lines and bisetor planes.
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L
a
b
Figure 8.1: The bisetor line L of a and bFor simpliity, let us rst assume that E is a plane i.e., has dimension 2. Given any twodistint points a, b ∈ E , the line orthogonal to the line segment (a, b) and passing throughthe midpoint of this segment is the lous of all points having equal distane to a and b. Itis alled the bisetor line of a and b. The bisetor line of two points is illustrated in Figure8.1.If h = 12 a+ 12 b is the midpoint of the line segment (a, b), letting m be an arbitrary pointon the bisetor line, the equation of this line an be found by writing that hm is orthogonalto ab. In any orthogonal frame, letting m = (x, y), a = (a1, a2), b = (b1, b2), the equationof this line is
(b1 − a1)(x− (a1 + b1)/2) + (b2 − a2)(y − (a2 + b2)/2) = 0,whih an also be written as
(b1 − a1)x+ (b2 − a2)y = (b
2
1 + b
2
2)/2 − (a
2
1 + a
2
2)/2.The losed half-plane H(a, b) ontaining a and with boundary the bisetor line is the lousof all points suh that
(b1 − a1)x+ (b2 − a2)y ≤ (b
2
1 + b
2
2)/2 − (a
2
1 + a
2
2)/2,and the losed half-plane H(b, a) ontaining b and with boundary the bisetor line is thelous of all points suh that
(b1 − a1)x+ (b2 − a2)y ≥ (b
2
1 + b
2
2)/2 − (a
2
1 + a
2
2)/2. INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 143The losed half-plane H(a, b) is the set of all points whose distane to a is less that or equalto the distane to b, and vie versa for H(b, a). Thus, points in the losed half-plane H(a, b)are loser to a than they are to b.We now onsider a problem alled the post oe problem by Graham and Yao [23℄. Givenany set P = {p1, . . . , pn} of n points in the plane (onsidered as post oes or sites), forany arbitrary point x, nd out whih post oe is losest to x. Sine x an be arbitrary,it seems desirable to preompute the sets V (pi) onsisting of all points that are loser to pithan to any other point pj 6= pi. Indeed, if the sets V (pi) are known, the answer is any postoe pi suh that x ∈ V (pi). Thus, it remains to ompute the sets V (pi). For this, if x isloser to pi than to any other point pj 6= pi, then x is on the same side as pi with respet tothe bisetor line of pi and pj for every j 6= i, and thus
V (pi) =
⋂
j 6=i
H(pi, pj).If E has dimension 3, the lous of all points having equal distane to a and b is a plane.It is alled the bisetor plane of a and b. The equation of this plane is also found by writingthat hm is orthogonal to ab. The equation of this plane is
(b1 − a1)(x− (a1 + b1)/2) + (b2 − a2)(y − (a2 + b2)/2)
+ (b3 − a3)(z − (a3 + b3)/2) = 0,whih an also be written as
(b1 − a1)x+ (b2 − a2)y + (b3 − a3)z = (b
2
1 + b
2
2 + b
2
3)/2 − (a
2
1 + a
2
2 + a
2
3)/2.The losed half-spae H(a, b) ontaining a and with boundary the bisetor plane is the lousof all points suh that
(b1 − a1)x+ (b2 − a2)y + (b3 − a3)z ≤ (b
2
1 + b
2
2 + b
2
3)/2 − (a
2
1 + a
2
2 + a
2
3)/2,and the losed half-spae H(b, a) ontaining b and with boundary the bisetor plane is thelous of all points suh that
(b1 − a1)x+ (b2 − a2)y + (b3 − a3)z ≥ (b
2
1 + b
2
2 + b
2
3)/2 − (a
2
1 + a
2
2 + a
2
3)/2.The losed half-spae H(a, b) is the set of all points whose distane to a is less that or equalto the distane to b, and vie versa for H(b, a). Again, points in the losed half-spae H(a, b)are loser to a than they are to b.Given any set P = {p1, . . . , pn} of n points in E (of dimension m = 2, 3), it is often usefulto nd for every point pi the region onsisting of all points that are loser to pi than to anyother point pj 6= pi, that is, the set
V (pi) = {x ∈ E | d(x, pi) ≤ d(x, pj), for all j 6= i},RR n° 6379
144 Jean Gallierwhere d(x, y) = (xy · xy)1/2, the Eulidean distane assoiated with the inner produt · on
E . From the denition of the bisetor line (or plane), it is immediate that
V (pi) =
⋂
j 6=i
H(pi, pj).Families of sets of the form V (pi) were investigated by Dirihlet [15℄ (1850) and Voronoi[42℄ (1908). Voronoi diagrams also arise in rystallography (Gilbert [21℄). Other appliations,inluding faility loation and path planning, are disussed in O'Rourke [29℄. For simpliity,we also denote the set V (pi) by Vi, and we introdue the following denition.Denition 8.1 Let E be a Eulidean spae of dimensionm ≥ 1. Given any set P = {p1, . . .,
pn} of n points in E , the DirihletVoronoi diagram Vor(P ) of P = {p1, . . . , pn} is the familyof subsets of E onsisting of the sets Vi = ⋂j 6=iH(pi, pj) and of all of their intersetions.DirihletVoronoi diagrams are also alled Voronoi diagrams , Voronoi tessellations , orThiessen polygons . Following ommon usage, we will use the terminology Voronoi diagram.As intersetions of onvex sets (losed half-planes or losed half-spaes), the Voronoi regions
V (pi) are onvex sets. In dimension two, the boundaries of these regions are onvex polygons,and in dimension three, the boundaries are onvex polyhedra.Whether a region V (pi) is bounded or not depends on the loation of pi. If pi belongsto the boundary of the onvex hull of the set P , then V (pi) is unbounded, and otherwisebounded. In dimension two, the onvex hull is a onvex polygon, and in dimension three,the onvex hull is a onvex polyhedron. As we will see later, there is an intimate relationshipbetween onvex hulls and Voronoi diagrams.Generally, if E is a Eulidean spae of dimensionm, given any two distint points a, b ∈ E ,the lous of all points having equal distane to a and b is a hyperplane. It is alled the bisetorhyperplane of a and b. The equation of this hyperplane is still found by writing that hm isorthogonal to ab. The equation of this hyperplane is
(b1 − a1)(x1 − (a1 + b1)/2) + · · · + (bm − am)(xm − (am + bm)/2) = 0,whih an also be written as
(b1 − a1)x1 + · · · + (bm − am)xm = (b
2
1 + · · · + b
2
m)/2 − (a
2
1 + · · · + a
2
m)/2.The losed half-spae H(a, b) ontaining a and with boundary the bisetor hyperplane is thelous of all points suh that
(b1 − a1)x1 + · · · + (bm − am)xm ≤ (b
2
1 + · · · + b
2
m)/2 − (a
2
1 + · · · + a
2
m)/2,and the losed half-spae H(b, a) ontaining b and with boundary the bisetor hyperplaneis the lous of all points suh that
(b1 − a1)x1 + · · · + (bm − am)xm ≥ (b
2
1 + · · · + b
2
m)/2 − (a
2
1 + · · · + a
2
m)/2. INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 145The losed half-spae H(a, b) is the set of all points whose distane to a is less than or equalto the distane to b, and vie versa for H(b, a).Figure 8.2 shows the Voronoi diagram of a set of twelve points.
Figure 8.2: A Voronoi diagramIn the general ase where E has dimension m, the denition of the Voronoi diagram
Vor(P ) of P is the same as Denition 8.1, exept that H(pi, pj) is the losed half-spaeontaining pi and having the bisetor hyperplane of a and b as boundary. Also, observe thatthe onvex hull of P is a onvex polytope.We will now state a lemma listing the main properties of Voronoi diagrams. It turnsout that ertain degenerate situations an be avoided if we assume that if P is a set ofpoints in an ane spae of dimension m, then no m+ 2 points from P belong to the same
(m− 1)-sphere. We will say that the points of P are in general position. Thus when m = 2,no 4 points in P are oyli, and when m = 3, no 5 points in P are on the same sphere.
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146 Jean GallierLemma 8.1 Given a set P = {p1, . . . , pn} of n points in some Eulidean spae E of dimen-sion m (say Em), if the points in P are in general position and not in a ommon hyperplanethen the Voronoi diagram of P satises the following onditions:(1) Eah region Vi is onvex and ontains pi in its interior.(2) Eah vertex of Vi belongs to m+ 1 regions Vj and to m+ 1 edges.(3) The region Vi is unbounded i pi belongs to the boundary of the onvex hull of P .(4) If p is a vertex that belongs to the regions V1, . . . , Vm+1, then p is the enter of the
(m−1)-sphere S(p) determined by p1, . . . , pm+1. Furthermore, no point in P is insidethe sphere S(p) (i.e., in the open ball assoiated with the sphere S(p)).(5) If pj is a nearest neighbor of pi, then one of the faes of Vi is ontained in the bisetorhyperplane of (pi, pj).(6)
n⋃
i=1
Vi = E , and ◦V i ∩ ◦V j= ∅, for all i, j, with i 6= j,where ◦V i denotes the interior of Vi.Proof . We prove only some of the statements, leaving the others as an exerise (or see Risler[31℄).(1) Sine Vi = ⋂j 6=iH(pi, pj) and eah half-spae H(pi, pj) is onvex, as an intersetionof onvex sets, Vi is onvex. Also, sine pi belongs to the interior of eah H(pi, pj), the point
pi belongs to the interior of Vi.(2) Let Fi,j denote Vi ∩ Vj . Any vertex p of the Vononoi diagram of P must belong to rfaes Fi,j . Now, given a vetor spae E and any two subspaes M and N of E, reall thatwe have the Grassmann relation
dim(M) + dim(N) = dim(M +N) + dim (M ∩N).Then sine p belongs to the intersetion of the hyperplanes that form the boundaries of the
Vi, and sine a hyperplane has dimension m− 1, by the Grassmann relation, we must have
r ≥ m. For simpliity of notation, let us denote these faes by F1,2, F2,3, . . . , Fr,r+1. Sine
Fi,j = Vi ∩ Vj , we have
Fi,j = {p | d(p, pi) = d(p, pj) ≤ d(p, pk), for all k 6= i, j},and sine p ∈ F1,2 ∩ F2,3 ∩ · · · ∩ Fr,r+1, we have
d(p, p1) = · · · = d(p, pr+1) < d(p, pk) for all k /∈ {1, . . . , r + 1}. INRIA
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enter of a sphere passing through p1, . . . , pr+1 and ontainingno other point in P . By the assumption that points in P are in general position, we musthave r ≤ m, and thus r = m. Thus, p belongs to V1 ∩ · · · ∩ Vm+1, but to no other Vj with
j /∈ {1, . . . ,m + 1}. Furthermore, every edge of the Voronoi diagram ontaining p is theintersetion of m of the regions V1, . . . , Vm+1, and so there are m+ 1 of them.For simpliity, let us again onsider the ase where E is a plane. It should be noted thatertain Voronoi regions, although losed, may extend very far. Figure 8.3 shows suh anexample.
Figure 8.3: Another Voronoi diagramIt is also possible for ertain unbounded regions to have parallel edges.There are a number of methods for omputing Voronoi diagrams. A fairly simple (al-though not very eient) method is to ompute eah Voronoi region V (pi) by intersetingthe half-planes H(pi, pj). One way to do this is to onstrut suessive onvex polygonsRR n° 6379
148 Jean Gallierthat onverge to the boundary of the region. At every step we interset the urrent onvexpolygon with the bisetor line of pi and pj . There are at most two intersetion points. Wealso need a starting polygon, and for this we an pik a square ontaining all the points.A naive implementation will run in O(n3). However, the intersetion of half-planes an bedone in O(n log n), using the fat that the verties of a onvex polygon an be sorted. Thus,the above method runs in O(n2 logn). Atually, there are faster methods (see Preparata andShamos [30℄ or O'Rourke [29℄), and it is possible to design algorithms running in O(n log n).The most diret method to obtain fast algorithms is to use the lifting method disussedin Setion 8.4, whereby the original set of points is lifted onto a paraboloid, and to use fastalgorithms for nding a onvex hull.A very interesting (undireted) graph an be obtained from the Voronoi diagram asfollows: The verties of this graph are the points pi (eah orresponding to a unique regionof Vor(P )), and there is an edge between pi and pj i the regions Vi and Vj share an edge.The resulting graph is alled a Delaunay triangulation of the onvex hull of P , after Delaunay,who invented this onept in 1934. Suh triangulations have remarkable properties.Figure 8.4 shows the Delaunay triangulation assoiated with the earlier Voronoi diagramof a set of twelve points.One has to be areful to make sure that all the Voronoi verties have been omputedbefore omputing a Delaunay triangulation, sine otherwise, some edges ould be missed. InFigure 8.5 illustrating suh a situation, if the lowest Voronoi vertex had not been omputed(not shown on the diagram!), the lowest edge of the Delaunay triangulation would be missing.The onept of a triangulation an be generalized to dimension 3, or even to any dimen-sion m.8.2 TriangulationsThe onept of a triangulation relies on the notion of pure simpliial omplex dened inChapter 6. The reader should review Denition 6.2 and Denition 6.3.Denition 8.2 Given a subset, S ⊆ Em (where m ≥ 1), a triangulation of S is a pure(nite) simpliial omplex, K, of dimension m suh that S = |K|, that is, S is equal to thegeometri realization of K.Given a nite set P of n points in the plane, and given a triangulation of the onvex hullof P having P as its set of verties, observe that the boundary of P is a onvex polygon.Similarly, given a nite set P of points in 3-spae, and given a triangulation of the onvex hullof P having P as its set of verties, observe that the boundary of P is a onvex polyhedron.It is interesting to know how many triangulations exist for a set of n points (in the planeor in 3-spae), and it is also interesting to know the number of edges and faes in termsINRIA
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Figure 8.4: Delaunay triangulation assoiated with a Voronoi diagram
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Figure 8.5: Another Delaunay triangulation assoiated with a Voronoi diagram
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es in P . These questions an be settled using the EulerPoinaréharateristi. We say that a polygon in the plane is a simple polygon i it is a onnetedlosed polygon suh that no two edges interset (exept at a ommon vertex).Lemma 8.2(1) For any triangulation of a region of the plane whose boundary is a simple polygon,letting v be the number of verties, e the number of edges, and f the number of triangles,we have the Euler formula
v − e+ f = 1.(2) For any region, S, in E3 homeomorphi to a losed ball and for any triangulation of S,letting v be the number of verties, e the number of edges, f the number of triangles,and t the number of tetrahedra, we have the Euler formula
v − e+ f − t = 1.(3) Furthermore, for any triangulation of the ombinatorial surfae, B(S), that is theboundary of S, letting v′ be the number of verties, e′ the number of edges, and f ′ thenumber of triangles, we have the Euler formula
v′ − e′ + f ′ = 2.Proof . All the statements are immediate onsequenes of Theorem 7.6. For example, part(1) is obtained by mapping the triangulation onto a sphere using inverse stereographiprojetion, say from the North pole. Then, we get a polytope on the sphere with an extrafaet orresponding to the outside of the triangulation. We have to dedut this faet fromthe Euler harateristi of the polytope and this is why we get 1 instead of 2.It is now easy to see that in ase (1), the number of edges and faes is a linear funtionof the number of verties and boundary edges, and that in ase (3), the number of edgesand faes is a linear funtion of the number of verties. Indeed, in the ase of a planartriangulation, eah fae has 3 edges, and if there are eb edges in the boundary and ei edgesnot in the boundary, eah nonboundary edge is shared by two faes, and thus 3f = eb+2ei.Sine v − eb − ei + f = 1, we get
v − eb − ei + eb/3 + 2ei/3 = 1,
2eb/3 + ei/3 = v − 1,and thus ei = 3v − 3 − 2eb. Sine f = eb/3 + 2ei/3, we have f = 2v − 2 − eb.RR n° 6379
152 Jean GallierSimilarly, sine v′ − e′ + f ′ = 2 and 3f ′ = 2e′, we easily get e = 3v − 6 and f = 2v − 4.Thus, given a set P of n points, the number of triangles (and edges) for any triangulationof the onvex hull of P using the n points in P for its verties is xed.Case (2) is trikier, but it an be shown that
v − 3 ≤ t ≤ (v − 1)(v − 2)/2.Thus, there an be dierent numbers of tetrahedra for dierent triangulations of the onvexhull of P .Remark: The numbers of the form v − e+ f and v − e+ f − t are alled EulerPoinaréharateristis . They are topologial invariants, in the sense that they are the same for alltriangulations of a given polytope. This is a fundamental fat of algebrai topology.We shall now investigate triangulations indued by Voronoi diagrams.8.3 Delaunay TriangulationsGiven a set P = {p1, . . . , pn} of n points in the plane and the Voronoi diagram Vor(P ) for
P , we explained in Setion 8.1 how to dene an (undireted) graph: The verties of thisgraph are the points pi (eah orresponding to a unique region of Vor(P )), and there is anedge between pi and pj i the regions Vi and Vj share an edge. The resulting graph turnsout to be a triangulation of the onvex hull of P having P as its set of verties. Suh aomplex an be dened in general. For any set P = {p1, . . . , pn} of n points in Em, we saythat a triangulation of the onvex hull of P is assoiated with P if its set of verties is theset P .Denition 8.3 Let P = {p1, . . . , pn} be a set of n points in Em, and let Vor(P ) be theVoronoi diagram of P . We dene a omplexDel(P ) as follows. The omplexDel(P ) ontainsthe k-simplex {p1, . . . , pk+1} i V1 ∩ · · · ∩Vk+1 6= ∅, where 0 ≤ k ≤ m. The omplex Del(P )is alled the Delaunay triangulation of the onvex hull of P .Thus, {pi, pj} is an edge i Vi ∩ Vj 6= ∅, {pi, pj , ph} is a triangle i Vi ∩ Vj ∩ Vh 6= ∅,
{pi, pj, ph, pk} is a tetrahedron i Vi ∩ Vj ∩ Vh ∩ Vk 6= ∅, et.For simpliity, we often write Del instead of Del(P ). A Delaunay triangulation for a setof twelve points is shown in Figure 8.6.Atually, it is not obvious that Del(P ) is a triangulation of the onvex hull of P , butthis an be shown, as well as the properties listed in the following lemma.Lemma 8.3 Let P = {p1, . . . , pn} be a set of n points in Em, and assume that they arein general position. Then the Delaunay triangulation of the onvex hull of P is indeed atriangulation assoiated with P , and it satises the following properties: INRIA
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Figure 8.6: A Delaunay triangulation
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154 Jean Gallier(1) The boundary of Del(P ) is the onvex hull of P .(2) A triangulation T assoiated with P is the Delaunay triangulation Del(P ) i every
(m− 1)-sphere S(σ) irumsribed about an m-simplex σ of T ontains no other pointfrom P (i.e., the open ball assoiated with S(σ) ontains no point from P ).The proof an be found in Risler [31℄ and O'Rourke [29℄. In the ase of a planar set P , itan also be shown that the Delaunay triangulation has the property that it maximizes theminimum angle of the triangles involved in any triangulation of P . However, this does notharaterize the Delaunay triangulation. Given a onneted graph in the plane, it an alsobe shown that any minimal spanning tree is ontained in the Delaunay triangulation of theonvex hull of the set of verties of the graph (O'Rourke [29℄).We will now explore briey the onnetion between Delaunay triangulations and onvexhulls.8.4 Delaunay Triangulations and Convex HullsIn this setion we show that there is an intimate relationship between onvex hulls andDelaunay triangulations. We will see that given a set P of points in the Eulidean spae
Em of dimension m, we an lift these points onto a paraboloid living in the spae Em+1 ofdimensionm+1, and that the Delaunay triangulation of P is the projetion of the downward-faing faes of the onvex hull of the set of lifted points. This remarkable onnetion wasrst disovered by Edelsbrunner and Seidel [16℄. For simpliity, we onsider the ase of aset P of points in the plane E2, and we assume that they are in general position.Consider the paraboloid of revolution of equation z = x2 + y2. A point p = (x, y) in theplane is lifted to the point l(p) = (X,Y, Z) in E3, where X = x, Y = y, and Z = x2 + y2.The rst ruial observation is that a irle in the plane is lifted into a plane urve (anellipse). Indeed, if suh a irle C is dened by the equation
x2 + y2 + ax+ by + c = 0,sine X = x, Y = y, and Z = x2 + y2, by eliminating x2 + y2 we get
Z = −ax− by − c,and thus X,Y, Z satisfy the linear equation
aX + bY + Z + c = 0,whih is the equation of a plane. Thus, the intersetion of the ylinder of revolution onsist-ing of the lines parallel to the z-axis and passing through a point of the irle C with theparaboloid z = x2 + y2 is a planar urve (an ellipse). INRIA
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Figure 8.7: A Delaunay triangulation and its lifting to a paraboloidWe an ompute the onvex hull of the set of lifted points. Let us fous on the downward-faing faes of this onvex hull. Let (l(p1), l(p2), l(p3)) be suh a fae. The points p1, p2, p3belong to the set P . We laim that no other point from P is inside the irle C. Indeed, apoint p inside the irle C would lift to a point l(p) on the paraboloid. Sine no four pointsare oyli, one of the four points p1, p2, p3, p is further from O than the others; say thispoint is p3. Then, the fae (l(p1), l(p2), l(p)) would be below the fae (l(p1), l(p2), l(p3)),ontraditing the fat that (l(p1), l(p2), l(p3)) is one of the downward-faing faes of theonvex hull of P . But then, by property (2) of Lemma 8.3, the triangle (p1, p2, p3) wouldbelong to the Delaunay triangulation of P .Therefore, we have shown that the projetion of the part of the onvex hull of the liftedset l(P ) onsisting of the downward-faing faes is the Delaunay triangulation of P . Figure8.7 shows the lifting of the Delaunay triangulation shown earlier.Another example of the lifting of a Delaunay triangulation is shown in Figure 8.8.The fat that a Delaunay triangulation an be obtained by projeting a lower onvexhull an be used to nd eient algorithms for omputing a Delaunay triangulation. It alsoholds for higher dimensions.The Voronoi diagram itself an also be obtained from the lifted set l(P ). However, thistime, we need to onsider tangent planes to the paraboloid at the lifted points. It is fairly
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Figure 8.8: Another Delaunay triangulation and its lifting to a paraboloidobvious that the tangent plane at the lifted point (a, b, a2 + b2) is
z = 2ax+ 2by − (a2 + b2).Given two distint lifted points (a1, b1, a21 + b21) and (a2, b2, a22 + b22), the intersetion of thetangent planes at these points is a line belonging to the plane of equation
(b1 − a1)x+ (b2 − a2)y = (b
2
1 + b
2
2)/2 − (a
2
1 + a
2
2)/2.Now, if we projet this plane onto the xy-plane, we see that the above is preisely theequation of the bisetor line of the two points (a1, b1) and (a2, b2). Therefore, if we look atthe paraboloid from z = +∞ (with the paraboloid transparent), the projetion of the tangentplanes at the lifted points is the Voronoi diagram!It should be noted that the duality between the Delaunay triangulation, whih is theprojetion of the onvex hull of the lifted set l(P ) viewed from z = −∞, and the Voronoidiagram, whih is the projetion of the tangent planes at the lifted set l(P ) viewed from
z = +∞, is reminisent of the polar duality with respet to a quadri. This duality will bethoroughly investigated in Setion 8.6.The reader interested in algorithms for nding Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangu-lations is referred to O'Rourke [29℄, Preparata and Shamos [30℄, Boissonnat and Yvine [8℄,de Berg, Van Kreveld, Overmars, and Shwarzkopf [5℄, and Risler [31℄. INRIA
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 Projetion and the Spae ofGeneralized SpheresBrown appears to be the rst person who observed that Voronoi diagrams and onvex hullsare related via inversion with respet to a sphere [11℄.In fat, more generally, it turns out that Voronoi diagrams, Delaunay Triangulations andtheir properties an also be niely explained using stereographi projetion and its inverse,although a rigorous justiation of why this works is not as simple as it might appear.The advantage of stereographi projetion over the lifting onto a paraboloid is that the(d-)sphere is ompat. Sine the stereographi projetion and its inverse map (d−1)-spheresto (d − 1)-spheres (or hyperplanes), all the ruial properties of Delaunay triangulationsare preserved. The purpose of this setion is to establish the properties of stereographiprojetion (and its inverse) that will be needed in Setion 8.6.Reall that the d-sphere, Sd ⊆ Ed+1, is given by
Sd = {(x1, . . . , xd+1) ∈ E
d+1 | x21 + · · · + x
2
d + x
2
d+1 = 1}.It will be onvenient to write a point, (x1, . . . , xd+1) ∈ Ed+1, as z = (x, xd+1), with
x = (x1, . . . , xd). We denote N = (0, . . . , 0, 1) (with d zeros) as (0, 1) and all it the northpole and S = (0, . . . , 0,−1) (with d zeros) as (0,−1) and all it the south pole. We alsowrite ‖z‖ = (x21 + · · ·+ x2d+1) 12 = (‖x‖2 + x2d+1) 12 (with ‖x‖ = (x21 + · · ·+ x2d) 12 ). With thesenotations,
Sd = {(x, xd+1) ∈ E
d+1 | ‖x‖2 + x2d+1 = 1}.The stereographi projetion from the north pole, σN : (Sd−{N}) → Ed, is the restritionto Sd of the entral projetion from N onto the hyperplane, Hd+1(0) ∼= Ed, of equation
xd+1 = 0; that is, M 7→ σN (M) where σN (M) is the intersetion of the line, 〈N,M〉,through N and M with Hd+1(0). Sine the line through N and M = (x, xd+1) is givenparametrially by
〈N,M〉 = {(1 − λ)(0, 1) + λ(x, xd+1) | λ ∈ R},the intersetion, σN (M), of this line with the hyperplane xd+1 = 0 orresponds to the valueof λ suh that
(1 − λ) + λxd+1 = 0,that is,
λ =
1
1 − xd+1
.Therefore, the oordinates of σN (M), with M = (x, xd+1), are given by
σN (x, xd+1) =
(
x
1 − xd+1
, 0
)
.
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nd the inverse, τN = σ−1N (P ), of any P ∈ Hd+1(0). This time, τN (P ) is theintersetion of the line, 〈N,P 〉, through P ∈ Hd+1(0) and N with the sphere, Sd. Sine theline through N and P = (x, 0) is given parametrially by
〈N,P 〉 = {(1 − λ)(0, 1) + λ(x, 0) | λ ∈ R},the intersetion, τN (P ), of this line with the sphere Sd orresponds to the nonzero value of
λ suh that
λ2 ‖x‖2 + (1 − λ)2 = 1,that is
λ(λ(‖x‖2 + 1) − 2) = 0.Thus, we get
λ =
2
‖x‖2 + 1
,from whih we get
τN (x, 0) =
(
2x
‖x‖2 + 1
, 1 −
2
‖x‖2 + 1
)
=
(
2x
‖x‖2 + 1
,
‖x‖2 − 1
‖x‖2 + 1
)
.We leave it as an exerise to the reader to verify that τN ◦ σN = id and σN ◦ τN = id.We an also dene the stereographi projetion from the south pole, σS : (Sd − {S}) → Ed,and its inverse, τS . Again, the omputations are left as a simple exerise to the reader. Theabove omputations are summarized in the following denition:Denition 8.4 The stereographi projetion from the north pole, σN : (Sd −{N}) → Ed, isthe map given by
σN (x, xd+1) =
(
x
1 − xd+1
, 0
)
(xd+1 6= 1).The inverse of σN , denoted τN and alled inverse stereographi projetion from the northpole is given by
τN (x, 0) =
(
2x
‖x‖2 + 1
,
‖x‖2 − 1
‖x‖2 + 1
)
.Remark: An inversion of enter C and power ρ > 0 is a geometri transformation,
f : (Ed+1 − {C}) → Ed+1, dened so that for any M 6= C, the points C, M and f(M) areollinear and
‖CM‖‖Cf(M)‖ = ρ. INRIA
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f(M) = C +
ρ
‖CM‖2
CM.Clearly, f ◦ f = id on Ed+1 − {C}, so f is invertible and the reader will hek that if wepik the enter of inversion to be the north pole and if we set ρ = 2, then the oordinates of
f(M) are given by
yi =
2xi
x21 + · · · + x
2
d + x
2
d+1 − 2xd+1 + 1
1 ≤ i ≤ d
yd+1 =
x21 + · · · + x
2
d + x
2
d+1 − 1
x21 + · · · + x
2
d + x
2
d+1 − 2xd+1 + 1
,where (x1, . . . , xd+1) are the oordinates of M . In partiular, if we restrit our inversion tothe unit sphere, Sd, as x21 + · · · + x2d + x2d+1 = 1, we get
yi =
xi
1 − xd+1
1 ≤ i ≤ d
yd+1 = 0,whih means that our inversion restrited to Sd is simply the stereographi projetion, σN(and the inverse of our inversion restrited to the hyperplane, xd+1 = 0, is the inversestereographi projetion, τN ).We will now show that the image of any (d − 1)-sphere, S, on Sd not passing throughthe north pole, that is, the intersetion, S = Sd ∩ H , of Sd with any hyperplane, H , notpassing through N is a (d − 1)-sphere. Here, we are assuming that S has positive radius,that is, H is not tangent to Sd.Assume that H is given by
a1x1 + · · · + adxd + ad+1xd+1 + b = 0.SineN /∈ H , we must have ad+1+b 6= 0. For any (x, xd+1) ∈ Sd, write σN (x, xd+1) = (X, 0).Sine
X =
x
1 − xd+1
,we get x = X(1− xd+1) and using the fat that (x, xd+1) also belongs to H we will express
xd+1 in terms of X and then nd an equation for X whih will show that X belongs to a
(d− 1)-sphere. Indeed, (x, xd+1) ∈ H implies that
d∑
i=1
aiXi(1 − xd+1) + ad+1xd+1 + b = 0,
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d∑
i=1
aiXi + (ad+1 −
d∑
j=1
ajXj)xd+1 + b = 0.If ∑dj=1 ajXj = ad+1, then ad+1 + b = 0, whih is impossible. Therefore, we get
xd+1 =
−b−
∑d
i=1 aiXi
ad+1 −
∑d
i=1 aiXiand so,
1 − xd+1 =
ad+1 + b
ad+1 −
∑d
i=1 aiXi
.Plugging x = X(1 − xd+1) in the equation, ‖x‖2 + xdd+1 = 1, of Sd, we get
(1 − xd+1)
2 ‖X‖2 + x2d+1 = 1,and replaing xd+1 and 1 − xd+1 by their expression in terms of X , we get
(ad+1 + b)
2 ‖X‖2 + (−b−
d∑
i=1
aiXi)
2 = (ad+1 −
d∑
i=1
aiXi)
2that is,
(ad+1 + b)
2 ‖X‖2 = (ad+1 −
d∑
i=1
aiXi)
2 − (b +
d∑
i=1
aiXi)
2
= (ad+1 + b)(ad+1 − b− 2
d∑
i=1
aiXi)
2whih yields
(ad+1 + b)
2 ‖X‖2 + 2(ad+1 + b)(
d∑
i=1
aiXi) = (ad+1 + b)(ad+1 − b),that is,
‖X‖2 + 2
d∑
i=1
ai
ad+1 + b
Xi −
ad+1 − b
ad+1 + b
= 0,whih is indeed the equation of a (d− 1)-sphere in Ed. Therefore, when N /∈ H , the imageof S = Sd ∩H by σN is a (d− 1)-sphere in Hd+1(0) = Ed.
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h ase, for every
(x, xd+1) ∈ Sd ∩H , we have
d∑
i=1
aixi + ad+1xd+1 − ad+1 = 0,that is,
d∑
i=1
aixi − ad+1(1 − xd+1) = 0,and exept for the north pole, we have
d∑
i=1
ai
xi
1 − xd+1
− ad+1 = 0,whih shows that
d∑
i=1
aiXi − ad+1 = 0,the intersetion of the hyperplanes H and Hd+1(0) Therefore, the image of Sd ∩H by σNis the hyperplane in Ed whih is the intersetion of H with Hd+1(0).We will also prove that τN maps (d − 1)-spheres in Hd+1(0) to (d − 1)-spheres on Sdnot passing through the north pole. Assume that X ∈ Ed belongs to the (d − 1)-sphere ofequation
d∑
i=1
X2i +
d∑
j=1
ajXj + b = 0.For any (X, 0) ∈ Hd+1(0), we know that (x, xd+1) = τN (X, 0) is given by
(x, xd+1) =
(
2X
‖X‖2 + 1
,
‖X‖2 − 1
‖X‖2 + 1
)
.Using the equation of the (d− 1)-sphere, we get
x =
2X
−b+ 1 −
∑d
j=1 ajXjand
xd+1 =
−b− 1 −
∑d
j=1 ajXj
−b+ 1 −
∑d
j=1 ajXj
.
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d∑
i=1
aixi =
2
∑d
j=1 ajXj
−b+ 1 −
∑d
j=1 ajXj
,whih yields
(−b+ 1)(
d∑
i=1
aixi) − (
d∑
i=1
aixi)(
d∑
j=1
ajXj) = 2
d∑
j=1
ajXj .From the above, we get
d∑
i=1
aiXi =
(−b+ 1)(
∑d
i=1 aixi)∑d
i=1 aixi + 2
.Plugging this expression in the formula for xd+1 above, we get
xd+1 =
−b− 1 −
∑d
i=1 aixi
−b+ 1
,whih yields
d∑
i=1
aixi + (−b+ 1)xd+1 + (b+ 1) = 0,the equation of a hyperplane, H , not passing through the north pole. Therefore, the imageof a (d − 1)-sphere in Hd+1(0) is indeed the intersetion, H ∩ Sd, of Sd with a hyperplanenot passing through N , that is, a (d− 1)-sphere on Sd.Given any hyperplane, H ′, in Hd+1(0) = Ed, say of equation
d∑
i=1
aiXi + b = 0,the image ofH ′ under τN is a (d−1)-sphere on Sd, the intersetion of Sd with the hyperplane,
H , passing through N and determined as follows: For any (X, 0) ∈ Hd+1(0), if τN (X, 0) =
(x, xd+1), then
X =
x
1 − xd+1and so, (x, xd+1) satises the equation
d∑
i=1
aixi + b(1 − xd+1) = 0,that is,
d∑
i=1
aixi − bxd+1 + b = 0,whih is indeed the equation of a hyperplane, H , passing through N . We summarize all thisin the following proposition: INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 163Proposition 8.4 The stereographi projetion, σN : (Sd − {N}) → Ed, indues a bijetion,
σN , between the set of (d−1)-spheres on Sd and the union of the set of (d−1)-spheres in Edwith the set of hyperplanes in Ed; every (d− 1)-sphere on Sd not passing through the northpole is mapped to a (d− 1)-sphere in Ed and every (d− 1)-sphere on Sd passing through thenorth pole is mapped to a hyperplane in Ed. In fat, σN maps the hyperplane
a1x1 + · · · + adxd + ad+1xd+1 + b = 0not passing through the north pole (ad+1 + b 6= 0) to the (d− 1)-sphere
d∑
i=1
X2i + 2
d∑
i=1
ai
ad+1 + b
Xi −
ad+1 − b
ad+1 + b
= 0and the hyperplane
d∑
i=1
aixi + ad+1xd+1 − ad+1 = 0through the north pole to the hyperplane
d∑
i=1
aiXi − ad+1 = 0;the map τN = σ−1N maps the (d− 1)-sphere
d∑
i=1
X2i +
d∑
j=1
ajXj + b = 0to the hyperplane
d∑
i=1
aixi + (−b+ 1)xd+1 + (b + 1) = 0not passing through the north pole and the hyperplane
d∑
i=1
aiXi + b = 0to the hyperplane
d∑
i=1
aixi − bxd+1 + b = 0through the north pole.
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164 Jean GallierProposition 8.4 raises a natural question: What do the hyperplanes, H , in Ed+1 that donot interset Sd orrespond to, if they orrespond to anything at all?The rst thing to observe is that the geometri denition of the stereographi projetionand its inverse make it lear that the hyperplanes assoiated with (d− 1)-spheres in Ed (by
τN ) do interset Sd. Now, when we write the equation of a (d− 1)-sphere, S, say
d∑
i=1
X2i +
d∑
i=1
aiXi + b = 0we are impliitly assuming a ondition on the ai's and b that ensures that S is not theempty sphere, that is, that its radius, R, is positive (or zero). By ompleting the square,the above equation an be rewritten as
d∑
i=1
(
Xi +
ai
2
)2
=
1
4
d∑
i=1
a2i − b,and so the radius, R, of our sphere is given by
R2 =
1
4
d∑
i=1
a2i − bwhereas its enter is the point, c = − 12 (a1, . . . , ad). Thus, our sphere is a real sphere ofpositive radius i
d∑
i=1
a2i > 4bor a single point, c = − 12 (a1, . . . , ad), i ∑di=1 a2i = 4b.What happens when
d∑
i=1
a2i < 4b?In this ase, if we allow omplex points, that is, if we onsider solutions of our equation
d∑
i=1
X2i +
d∑
i=1
aiXi + b = 0over Cd, then we get a omplex sphere of (pure) imaginary radius, i2√4b−∑di=1 a2i . Thefunny thing is that our omputations arry over unhanged and the image of the omplexsphere, S, is still the hyperplane, H , given
d∑
i=1
aixi + (−b+ 1)xd+1 + (b+ 1) = 0. INRIA
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tion points with Sd, wean show that it does interset the omplex sphere,
Sd = {(z1, . . . , zd+1) ∈ C
d+1 | z21 + · · · + z
2
d+1 = 1}in a nonempty set of points in Cd+1.It follows from all this that σN and τN establish a bijetion between the set of allhyperplanes in Ed+1 minus the hyperplane, Hd+1 (of equation xd+1 = 1), tangent to Sd atthe north pole, with the union of four sets:(1) The set of all (real) (d− 1)-spheres of positive radius;(2) The set of all (omplex) (d− 1)-spheres of imaginary radius;(3) The set of all hyperplanes in Ed;(4) The set of all points of Ed (viewed as spheres of radius 0).Moreover, set (1) orresponds to the hyperplanes that interset the interior of Sd and do notpass through the north pole; set (2) orresponds to the hyperplanes that do not interset Sd;set (3) orresponds to the hyperplanes that pass through the north pole minus the tangenthyperplane at the north pole; and set (4) orresponds to the hyperplanes that are tangentto Sd, minus the tangent hyperplane at the north pole.It is onvenient to add the point at innity, ∞, to Ed, beause then the above bijetionan be extended to map the tangent hyperplane at the north pole to ∞. The union of thesefour sets (with ∞ added) is alled the set of generalized spheres , sometimes, denoted S(Ed).This is a fairly ompliated spae. For one thing, topologially, S(Ed) is homeomorphi to theprojetive spae Pd+1 with one point removed (the point orresponding to the hyperplaneat innity), and this is not a simple spae. We an get a slightly more onrete  `pitureof S(Ed) by looking at the polars of the hyperplanes w.r.t. Sd. Then, the real spheresorrespond to the points stritly outside Sd whih do not belong to the tangent hyperplaneat the norh pole; the omplex spheres orrespond to the points in the interior of Sd; thepoints of Ed ∪{∞} orrespond to the points on Sd; the hyperplanes in Ed orrespond to thepoints in the tangent hyperplane at the norh pole expet for the north pole. Unfortunately,the poles of hyperplanes through the origin are undened. This an be xed by embedding
Ed+1 in its projetive ompletion, Pd+1, but we will not go into this.There are other ways of dealing rigorously with the set of generalized spheres. Onemethod desribed by Boissonnat [8℄ is to use the embedding where the sphere, S, of equation
d∑
i=1
X2i − 2
d∑
i=1
aiXi + b = 0is mapped to the point
ϕ(S) = (a1, . . . , ad, b) ∈ E
d+1.RR n° 6379
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b =
d∑
i=1
a2i −R
2,where c = (a1, . . . , ad) is the enter of S and R is its radius. The quantity ∑di=1 a2i − R2is known as the power of the origin w.r.t. S. In general, the power of a point, X ∈ Ed, isdened as ρ(X) = ‖cX‖2 −R2, whih, after a moment of thought, is just
ρ(X) =
d∑
i=1
X2i − 2
d∑
i=1
aiXi + b.Now, sine points orrespond to spheres of radius 0, we see that the image of the point,
X = (X1, . . . , Xd), is
l(X) = (X1, . . . , Xd,
d∑
i=1
X2i ).Thus, in this model, points of Ed are lifted to the hyperboloid, P ⊆ Ed+1, of equation
xd+1 =
d∑
i=1
x2i .Atually, this method does not deal with hyperplanes but it is possible to do so. Thetrik is to onsider equations of a slightly more general form that apture both spheres andhyperplanes, namely, equations of the form
c
d∑
i=1
X2i +
d∑
i=1
aiXi + b = 0.Indeed, when c = 0, we do get a hyperplane! Now, to arry out this method we reallyneed to onsider equations up to a nonzero salars, that is, we onsider the projetive spae,
P(Ŝ(Ed)), assoiated with the vetor spae, Ŝ(Ed), onsisting of the above equations. Then,it turns out that the quantity
̺(a, b, c) =
1
4
(
d∑
i=1
a2i − 4bc)(with a = (a1, . . . , ad)) denes a quadrati form on Ŝ(Ed) whose orresponding bilinear form,
ρ((a, b, c), (a′, b′, c′)) =
1
4
(
d∑
i=1
aia
′
i − 2bc
′ − 2b′c),
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Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 167has a natural interpretation (with a = (a1, . . . , ad) and a′ = (a′1, . . . , a′d)). Indeed, orthogo-nality with respet to ρ (that is, when ρ((a, b, c), (a′, b′, c′)) = 0) says that the orrespondingspheres dened by (a, b, c) and (a′, b′, c′) are orthogonal, that the orresponding hyperplanesdened by (a, b, 0) and (a′, b′, 0) are orthogonal, et. The reader who wants to read moreabout this approah should onsult Berger (Volume II) [6℄.There is a simple relationship between the lifting onto a hyperboloid and the lifting onto
Sd using the inverse stereographi projetion map beause the sphere and the paraboloidare projetively equivalent, as we showed for S2 in Setion 5.1.Reall that the hyperboloid, P , in Ed+1 is given by the equation
xd+1 =
d∑
i=1
x2iand of ourse, the sphere Sd is given by
d+1∑
i=1
x2i = 1.Consider the projetive transformation, Θ, of Ed+1 given by
zi =
xi
1 − xd+1
, 1 ≤ i ≤ d
zd+1 =
xd+1 + 1
1 − xd+1
.Observe that Θ is undened on the hyperplane, Hd+1, tangent to Sd at the north pole andthat its rst d omponent are idential to those of the stereographi projetion! Then, weimmediately nd that
xi =
2zi
1 + zd+1
, 1 ≤ i ≤ d
xd+1 =
zd+1 − 1
1 + zd+1
.Consequently, Θ is a bijetion between Ed+1−Hd+1 and Ed+1−Hd+1(−1), where Hd+1(−1)is the hyperplane of equation xd+1 = −1.The fat that Θ is undened on the hyperplane, Hd+1 is not a problem as far as mappingthe sphere to the paraboloid beause the north pole is the only point that does have notan image. However, later on when we onsider the Voronoi polyhedron, V(P ), of a liftedset of points, P , we will have more serious problems beause in general, suh a polyhedronintersets both hyperplanesHd+1 and Hd+1(−1). This means that Θ will not be well-denedon the whole of V(P ) nor will it be surjetive on its image. To remedy this diulty, weRR n° 6379
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ompletions. Basially, this amounts to hasing denominators andhomogenizing equations but we also have to be areful in dealing with onvexity and this iswhere the projetive polyhedra (studied in Setion 5.2) will ome handy.So, let us onsider the projetive sphere, Sd ⊆ Pd+1, given by the equation
d+1∑
i=1
x2i = x
2
d+2and the paraboloid, P ⊆ Pd+1, given by the equation
xd+1xd+2 =
d∑
i=1
x2i .Let θ : Pd+1 → Pd+1 be the projetivity indued by the linear map, θ̂ : Rd+2 → Rd+2, givenby
zi = xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ d
zd+1 = xd+1 + xd+2
zd+2 = xd+2 − xd+1,whose inverse is given by
xi = zi, 1 ≤ i ≤ d
xd+1 =
zd+1 − zd+2
2
xd+2 =
zd+1 + zd+2
2
.If we plug these formulae in the equation of Sd, we get
4(
d∑
i=1
z2i ) + (zd+1 − zd+2)
2 = (zd+1 + zd+2)
2,whih simplies to
zd+1zd+2 =
d∑
i=1
z2i .Therefore, θ(Sd) = P , that is, θ maps the sphere to the hyperboloid. Observe that the northpole, N = (0: · · · : 0 : 1 : 1), is mapped to the point at innity, (0 : · · · : 0 : 1 : 0).The map Θ is the restrition of θ to the ane path, Ud+1, and as suh, it an befruitfully desribed as the omposition of θ̂ with a suitable projetion onto Ed+1. For this,INRIA
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xd+2 = 1 (using the injetion, id+2 : Ed+1 → Ed+2, where ij : Ed+1 → Ed+2 is the injetiongiven by
(x1, . . . , xd+1) 7→ (x1, . . . , xj−1, 1, xj+1, . . . , xd+1)for any (x1, . . . , xd+1) ∈ Ed+1). For eah i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ d+2, let πi : (Ed+2−Hi(0)) → Ed+1be the projetion of enter 0 ∈ Ed+2 onto the hyperplane, Hi ⊆ Ed+2, of equation xi = 1(Hi ∼= Ed+1 and Hi(0) ⊆ Ed+2 is the hyperplane of equation xi = 0) given by
πi(x1, . . . , xd+2) =
(
x1
xi
, . . . ,
xi−1
xi
,
xi+1
xi
, . . . ,
xd+2
xi
)
(xi 6= 0).Geometrially, for any x /∈ Hi(0), the image, πi(x), of x is the intersetion of the line throughthe origin and x with the hyperplane, Hi ⊆ Ed+2 of equation xi = 1. Observe that the map,
πi : (E
d+2 −Hd+2(0)) → Ed+1, is an ane version of the bijetion,
ϕi : Ui → Rd+1, of Setion 5.1. Then, we have
Θ = πd+2 ◦ θ̂ ◦ id+2.If we identify Hd+2 and Ed+1, we may write with a slight abuse of notation, Θ = πd+2 ◦ θ̂.Besides θ, we need to dene a few more maps in order to establish the onnetion betweenthe Delaunay omplex on Sd and the Delaunay omplex on P . We use the onvention ofdenoting the extension to projetive spaes of a map, f , dened between Eulidean spaes,by f̃ .The Eulidean orthogonal projetion, pi : Rd+1 → Rd, is given by
pi(x1, . . . , xd+1) = (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xd+1)and p̃i : Pd+1 → Pd denotes the projetion from Pd+1 onto Pd given by
p̃i(x1 : · · · : xd+2) = (x1 : · · · : xi−1 : xi+1 : · · · : xd+2),whih is undened at the point (0 : · · · : 1 : 0 : · · · : 0), where the 1 is in the ith slot. Themap π̃N : (Pd+1 −{N}) → Pd is the entral projetion from the north pole onto Pd given by
π̃N (x1 : · · · : xd+1 : xd+2) = (x1 : · · · : xd : xd+2 − xd+1) .A geometri interpretation of π̃N will be needed later in ertain proofs. If we identify Pdwith the hyperplane, Hd+1(0) ⊆ Pd+1, of equation xd+1 = 0, then we laim that for any,
x 6= N , the point π̃N (x) is the intersetion of the line through N and x with the hyperplane,
Hd+1(0). Indeed, parametrially, the line, 〈N, x〉, through N = (0: · · · : 0 : 1 : 1) and x isgiven by
〈N, x〉 = {(µx1 : · · · : µxd : λ+ µxd+1 : λ+ µxd+2) | λ, µ ∈ R, λ 6= 0 or µ 6= 0}.RR n° 6379
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λ+ µxd+1 = 0,so we an pik λ = −xd+1 and µ = 1, whih yields the intersetion point,
(x1 : · · · : xd : 0 : xd+2 − xd+1),as laimed.We also have the projetive versions of σN and τN , denoted σ̃N : (Sd − {N}) → Pd and
τ̃N : P
d → Sd ⊆ Pd+1, given by:
σ̃N (x1 : · · · : xd+2) = (x1 : · · · : xd : xd+2 − xd+1)and
τ̃N (x1 : · · · : xd+1) =
(
2x1xd+1 : · · · : 2xdxd+1 :
d∑
i=1
x2i − x
2
d+1 :
d∑
i=1
x2i + x
2
d+1
)
.It is an easy exerise to hek that the image of Sd − {N} by σ̃N is Ud+1 and that σ̃N and
τ̃N ↾ Ud+1 are mutual inverses. Observe that σ̃N = π̃N ↾ Sd, the restrition of the projetion,
π̃N , to the sphere, Sd. The lifting, l̃ : Ed → P ⊆ Pd+1, is given by
l̃(x1, . . . , xd) =
(
x1 : · · · : xd :
d∑
i=1
x2i : 1
)and the embedding, ψd+1 : Ed → Pd, (the map ψd+1 dened in Setion 5.1) is given by
ψd+1(x1, . . . , xd) = (x1 : · · · : xd : 1).Then, we easily hekProposition 8.5 The maps, θ, π̃N , τ̃N , p̃d+1, l̃ and ψd+1 dened before satisfy the equations
l̃ = θ ◦ τ̃N ◦ ψd+1
π̃N = p̃d+1 ◦ θ
τ̃N ◦ ψd+1 = ψd+2 ◦ τN
l̃ = ψd+2 ◦ l
l = Θ ◦ τN .Proof . Let us hek the rst equation leaving the others as an exerise. Reall that θ isgiven by
θ(x1 : · · · : xd+2) = (x1 : · · · : xd : xd+1 + xd+2 : xd+2 − xd+1). INRIA
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τ̃N ◦ ψd+1(x1, . . . , xd) =
(
2x1 : · · · : 2xd :
d∑
i=1
x2i − 1:
d∑
i=1
x2i + 1
)
,we get
θ ◦ τ̃N ◦ ψd+1(x1, . . . , xd) =
(
2x1 : · · · : 2xd : 2
d∑
i=1
x2i : 2
)
=
(
x1 : · · · : xd :
d∑
i=1
x2i : 1
)
= l̃(x1, . . . , xd),as laimed.We will also need some properties of the projetion πd+2 and of Θ and for this, let
Hd+ = {(x1, . . . , xd) ∈ E
d | xd > 0} and Hd− = {(x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Ed | xd < 0}.Proposition 8.6 The projetion, πd+2, has the following properties:(1) For every hyperplane, H, through the origin, πd+2(H) is a hyperplane in Hd+2.(2) Given any set of points, {a1, . . . , an} ⊆ Ed+2, if {a1, . . . , an} is ontained in the openhalf-spae above the hyperplane xd+2 = 0 or {a1, . . . , an} is ontained in the open half-spae below the hyperplane xd+2 = 0, then the image by πd+2 of the onvex hull of the
ai's is the onvex hull of the images of these points, that is,
πd+2(conv({a1, . . . , an})) = conv({πd+2(a1), . . . , πd+2(an)}).(3) Given any set of points, {a1, . . . , an} ⊆ Ed+1, if {a1, . . . , an} is ontained in the openhalf-spae above the hyperplane Hd+1 or {a1, . . . , an} is ontained in the open half-spaebelow Hd+1, then
Θ(conv({a1, . . . , an})) = conv({Θ(a1), . . . ,Θ(an)}).(4) For any set S ⊆ Ed+1, if conv(S) does not interset Hd+1, then
Θ(conv(S)) = conv(Θ(S)).Proof . (1) The image, πd+2(H), of a hyperplane, H , through the origin is the intersetionof H with Hd+2, whih is a hyperplane in Hd+2.(2) This seems fairly lear geometrially but the result fails for arbitrary sets of pointsso to be on the safe side we give an algebrai proof. We will prove the following two fatsby indution on n ≥ 1:RR n° 6379
172 Jean Gallier(1) For all λ1, . . . , λn ∈ R with λ1 + · · · + λn = 1 and λi ≥ 0, for all a1, . . . , an ∈ Hd+2+(resp. ∈ Hd+2− ) there exist some µ1, . . . , µn ∈ R with µ1 + · · ·+ µn = 1 and µi ≥ 0, sothat
πd+2(λ1a1 + · · · + λnan) = µ1πd+2(a1) + · · · + µnπd+2(an).(2) For all µ1, . . . , µn ∈ R with µ1 + · · · + µn = 1 and µi ≥ 0, for all a1, . . . , an ∈ Hd+2+(resp. ∈ Hd+2− ) there exist some λ1, . . . , λn ∈ R with λ1 + · · · + λn = 1 and λi ≥ 0, sothat
πd+2(λ1a1 + · · · + λnan) = µ1πd+2(a1) + · · · + µnπd+2(an).(1) The base ase is lear. Let us assume for the moment that we proved (1) for n = 2and onsider the indution step for n ≥ 2. Sine λ1 + · · · + λn+1 = 1 and n ≥ 2, there issome i suh that λi 6= 1, and without loss of generality, say λ1 6= 1. Then, we an write
λ1a1 + · · · + λn+1an+1 = λ1a1 + (1 − λ1)
(
λ2
1 − λ1
a2 + · · · +
λn+1
1 − λ1
an+1
)and sine λ1 + λ2 + · · · + λn+1 = 1, we have
λ2
1 − λ1
+ · · · +
λn+1
1 − λ1
= 1.By the indution hypothesis, for n = 2, there exist α1 with 0 ≤ α1 ≤ 1, suh that
πd+2(λ1a1 + · · · + λn+1an+1) = πd+2
(
λ1a1 + (1 − λ1)
(
λ2
1 − λ1
a2 + · · · +
λn+1
1 − λ1
an+1
))
= (1 − α1)πd+2(a1) + α1πd+2
(
λ2
1 − λ1
a2 + · · · +
λn+1
1 − λ1
an+1
)Again, by the indution hypothesis (for n), there exist β2, . . . , βn+1 with β2 + · · ·+βn+1 = 1and βi ≥ 0, so that
πd+2
(
λ2
1 − λ1
a2 + · · · +
λn+1
1 − λ1
an+1
)
= β2πd+2(a2) + · · · + βn+1πd+2(an+1),so we get
πd+2(λ1a1 + · · · + λn+1an+1)
= (1 − α1)πd+2(a1) + α1(β2πd+2(a2) + · · · + βn+1πd+2(an+1))
= (1 − α1)πd+2(a1) + α1β2πd+2(a2) + · · · + α1βn+1πd+2(an+1)and learly, 1 − α1 + α1β2 + · · · + α1βn+1 = 1 as β2 + · · · + βn+1 = 1; 1 − α1 ≥ 0; and
α1βi ≥ 0, as 0 ≤ α1 ≤ 1 and βi ≥ 0. This establishes the indution step and thus, all is leftis to prove the ase n = 2. INRIA
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ase n = 1 is also lear. As in (1), let us assume for a moment that (2) isproved for n = 2 and onsider the indution step. The proof is quite similar to that of (1)but this time, we may assume that µ1 6= 1 and we write
µ1πd+2(a1) + · · · + µn+1πd+2(an+1)
= µ1πd+2(a1) + (1 − µ1)
(
µ2
1 − µ1
πd+2(a2) · · · +
µn+1
1 − µ1
πd+2(an+1)
)
.By the indution hypothesis, there are some α2, . . . , αn+1 with α2 + · · · + αn+1 = 1 and
αi ≥ 0 suh that
πd+2(α2a2 + · · · + αn+1an+1) =
µ2
1 − µ1
πd+2(a2) + · · · +
µn+1
1 − µ1
πd+2(an+1).By the indution hypothesis for n = 2, there is some β1 with 0 ≤ β1 ≤ 1, so that
πd+2((1 − β1)a1 + β1(α2a2 + · · · + αn+1an+1))
= µ1πd+2(a1) + (1 − µ1)πd+2(α2a2 + · · · + αn+1an+1),whih establishes the indution hypothesis. Therefore, all that remains is to prove (1) and(2) for n = 2.As πd+2 is given by
πd+2(x1, . . . , xd+2) =
(
x1
xd+2
, . . . ,
xd+1
xd+2
)
(xd+2 6= 0)it is enough to treat the ase when d = 0, that is,
π2(a, b) =
a
b
.To prove (1) it is enough to show that for any λ, with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, if b1b2 > 0 then
a1
b1
≤
(1 − λ)a1 + λa2
(1 − λ)b1 + λb2
≤
a2
b2
if a1
b1
≤
a2
b2and
a2
b2
≤
(1 − λ)a1 + λa2
(1 − λ)b1 + λb2
≤
a1
b1
if a2
b2
≤
a1
b1
,where, of ourse (1−λ)b1+λb2 6= 0. For this, we ompute (leaving some steps as an exerise)
(1 − λ)a1 + λa2
(1 − λ)b1 + λb2
−
a1
b1
=
λ(a2b1 − a1b2)
((1 − λ)b1 + λb2)b1
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(1 − λ)a1 + λa2
(1 − λ)b1 + λb2
−
a2
b2
= −
(1 − λ)(a2b1 − a1b2)
((1 − λ)b1 + λb2)b2
.Now, as b1b2 > 0, that is, b1 and b2 have the same sign and as 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, we have both
((1−λ)b1 +λb2)b1 > 0 and ((1−λ)b1 +λb2)b2 > 0. Then, if a2b1−a1b2 ≥ 0, that is a1b1 ≤ a2b2(sine b1b2 > 0), the rst two inequalities holds and if a2b1−a1b2 ≤ 0, that is a2b2 ≤ a1b1 (sine
b1b2 > 0), the last two inequalities holds. This proves (1).In order to prove (2), given any µ, with 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1, if b1b2 > 0, we show that we an nd
λ with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, so that
(1 − µ)
a1
b1
+ µ
a2
b2
=
(1 − λ)a1 + λa2
(1 − λ)b1 + λb2
.If we let
α = (1 − µ)
a1
b1
+ µ
a2
b2
,we nd that λ is given by the equation
λ(a2 − a1 + α(b1 − b2)) = αb1 − a1.After some (tedious) omputations (hek for yourself!) we nd:
a2 − a1 + α(b1 − b2) =
((1 − µ)b2 + µb1)(a2b1 − a1b2)
b1b2
αb1 − a1 =
µb1(a2b1 − a1b2)
b1b2
.If a2b1 − a1b2 = 0, then a1b1 = a2b2 and λ = 0 works. If a2b1 − a1b2 6= 0, then
λ =
µb1
(1 − µ)b2 + µb1
=
µ
(1 − µ) b2b1 + µ
.Sine b1b2 > 0, we have b2b1 > 0, and sine 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1, we onlude that 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, whihproves (2).(3) Sine
Θ = πd+2 ◦ θ̂ ◦ id+2,as id+2 and θ̂ are linear, they preserve onvex hulls, so by (2), we simply have to show thateither θ̂ ◦ id+2({a1, . . . , an}) is stritly below the hyperplane, xd+2 = 0, or stritly above it.But,
θ̂(x1, . . . , xd+2)d+2 = xd+2 − xd+1and id+2(x1, . . . , xd+1) = (x1, . . . , xd+1, 1), so
(θ̂ ◦ id+2)(x1, . . . , xd+1)d+2 = 1 − xd+1, INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 175and this quantity is positive i xd+1 < 1, negative i xd+1 > 1; that is, either all the points
ai are stritly below the hyperplane Hd+1 or all stritly above it.(4) This follows immediately from (4) as conv(S) onsists of all nite onvex ombinationsof points in S.
 If a set, {a1, . . . , an} ⊆ Ed+2, ontains points on both sides of the hyperplane, xd+2 = 0,then πd+2(conv({a1, . . . , an})) is not neessarily onvex (nd suh an example!).8.6 Stereographi Projetion, Delaunay Polytopes andVoronoi PolyhedraWe saw in an earlier setion that lifting a set of points, P ⊆ Ed, to the paraboloid, P , viathe lifting funtion, l, was fruitful to better understand Voronoi diagrams and Delaunaytriangulations. As far as we know, Edelsbrunner and Seidel [16℄ were the rst to nd therelationship between Voronoi diagrams and the polar dual of the onvex hull of a lifted setof points onto a paraboloid. This onnetion is desribed in Note 3.1 of Setion 3 in [16℄.The onnetion between the Delaunay triangulation and the onvex hull of the lifted set ofpoints is desribed in Note 3.2 of the same paper. Polar duality is not mentioned and seemsto enter the sene only with Boissonnat and Yvine [8℄.It turns out that instead of using a paraboloid we an use a sphere and instead ofthe lifting funtion l we an use the omposition of ψd+1 with the inverse stereographiprojetion, τ̃N . Then, to get bak down to Ed, we use the omposition of the projetion,
π̃N , with πd+1, instead of the orthogonal projetion, pd+1.However, we have to be a bit areful beause Θ does map all onvex polyhedra to onvexpolyhedra. Indeed, Θ is the omposition of πd+2 with some linear maps, but πd+2 does notbehave well with respet to arbitrary onvex sets. In partiular, Θ is not well-dened onany fae that intersets the hyperplane Hd+1 (of equation xd+1 = 1). Fortunately, we anirumvent these diulties by using the onept of a projetive polyhedron introdued inChapter 5.As we said in the previous setion, the orrespondene between Voronoi diagrams andonvex hulls via inversion was rst observed by Brown [11℄. Brown takes a set of points, S,for simpliity assumed to be in the plane, rst lifts these points to the unit sphere S2 usinginverse stereographi projetion (whih is equivalent to an inversion of power 2 entered atthe north pole), getting τN (S), and then takes the onvex hull, D(S) = conv(τN (S)), ofthe lifted set. Now, in order to obtain the Voronoi diagram of S, apply our inversion (ofpower 2 entered at the north pole) to eah of the faes of conv(τN (S)), obtaining spherespassing through the enter of S2 and then interset these spheres with the plane ontaining
S, obtaining irles. The enters of some of these irles are the Voronoi verties. Finally, asimple riterion an be used to retain the nearest Voronoi points and to onnet up theseverties.RR n° 6379
176 Jean GallierNote that Brown's method is not the method that uses the polar dual of the polyhedron
D(S) = conv(τN (S)), as we might have expeted from the lifting method using a paraboloid.In fat, it is more natural to get the Delaunay triangulation of S from Brown's method, byapplying the stereographi projetion (from the north pole) to D(S), as we will prove below.As D(S) is stritly below the plane z = 1, there are no problems. Now, in order to getthe Voronoi diagram, we take the polar dual, D(S)∗, of D(S) and then apply the entralprojetion w.r.t. the north pole. This is where problems arise, as some faes of D(S)∗ mayinterset the hyperplane Hd+1 and this is why we have reourse to projetive geometry.First, we show that θ has a good behavior with respet to tangent spaes. Reall fromSetion 5.2 that for any point, a = (a1 : · · · : ad+2) ∈ Pd+1, the tangent hyperplane, TaSd,to the sphere Sd at a is given by the equation
d+1∑
i=1
aixi − ad+2xd+2 = 0.Similarly, the tangent hyperplane, TaP , to the paraboloid P at a is given by the equation
2
d∑
i=1
aixi − ad+2xd+1 − ad+1xd+2 = 0.If we lift a point a ∈ Ed to Sd by τ̃N ◦ ψd+1 and to P by l̃, it turns out that the image ofthe tangent hyperplane to Sd at τ̃N ◦ ψd+1(a) by θ is the tangent hyperplane to P at l̃(a).Proposition 8.7 The map θ has the following properties:(1) For any point, a = (a1, . . . , ad) ∈ Ed, we have
θ(TeτN◦ψd+1(a)S
d) = Tel(a)P ,that is, θ preserves tangent hyperplanes.(2) For every (d− 1)-sphere, S ⊆ Ed, we have
θ(τ̃N ◦ ψd+1(S)) = l̃(S),that is, θ preserves lifted (d− 1)-spheres.Proof . (1) By Proposition 8.5, we know that
l̃ = θ ◦ τ̃N ◦ ψd+1and we proved in Setion 5.2 that projetivities preserve tangent spaes. Thus,
θ(TeτN◦ψd+1(a)S
d) = Tθ◦eτN◦ψd+1(a)θ(S
d) = Tel(a)P , INRIA
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laimed.(2) This follows immediately from the equation l̃ = θ ◦ τ̃N ◦ ψd+1.Given any two distint points, a = (a1, . . . , ad) and b = (b1, . . . , bd) in Ed, reall that thebisetor hyperplane, Ha,b, of a and b is given by
(b1 − a1)x1 + · · · + (bd − ad)xd = (b
2
1 + · · · + b
2
d)/2 − (a
2
1 + · · · + a
2
d)/2.We have the following useful proposition:Proposition 8.8 Given any two distint points, a = (a1, . . . , ad) and b = (b1, . . . , bd) in
Ed, the image under the projetion, π̃N , of the intersetion, TeτN◦ψd+1(a)Sd ∩ TeτN◦ψd+1(b)Sd,of the tangent hyperplanes at the lifted points τ̃N ◦ ψd+1(a) and τ̃N ◦ ψd+1(b) on the sphere
Sd ⊆ Pd+1 is the embedding of the bisetor hyperplane, Ha,b, of a and b, into Pd, that is,
π̃N (TeτN◦ψd+1(a)S
d ∩ TeτN◦ψd+1(b)S
d) = ψd+1(Ha,b).Proof . In view of the geometri interpretation of π̃N given earlier, we need to nd theequation of the hyperplane, H , passing through the intersetion of the tangent hyperplanes,
TeτN◦ψd+1(a) and TeτN◦ψd+1(b) and passing through the north pole and then, it is geometriallyobvious that
π̃N (TeτN◦ψd+1(a)S
d ∩ TeτN◦ψd+1(b)S
d) = H ∩Hd+1(0),where Hd+1(0) is the hyperplane (in Pd+1) of equation xd+1 = 0. Reall that TeτN◦ψd+1(a)Sdand TeτN◦ψd+1(b)Sd are given by
E1 = 2
d∑
i=1
aixi + (
d∑
i=1
a2i − 1)xd+1 − (
d∑
i=1
a2i + 1)xd+2 = 0and
E2 = 2
d∑
i=1
bixi + (
d∑
i=1
b2i − 1)xd+1 − (
d∑
i=1
b2i + 1)xd+2 = 0.The hyperplanes passing through TeτN◦ψd+1(a)Sd ∩TeτN◦ψd+1(b)Sd are given by an equation ofthe form
λE1 + µE2 = 0,with λ, µ ∈ R. Furthermore, in order to ontain the north pole, this equation must vanishfor x = (0: · · · : 0 : 1 : 1). But, observe that setting λ = −1 and µ = 1 gives a solution sinethe orresponding equation is
2
d∑
i=1
(bi − ai)xi + (
d∑
i=1
b2i −
d∑
i=1
a2i )xd+1 − (
d∑
i=1
b2i −
d∑
i=1
a2i )xd+2 = 0
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178 Jean Gallierand it vanishes on (0 : · · · : 0 : 1 : 1). But then, the intersetion of H with the hyperplane
xd+1 = 0 is given by
2
d∑
i=1
(bi − ai)xi − (
d∑
i=1
b2i −
d∑
i=1
a2i )xd+2 = 0,whih is equivalent to the equation of ψd+1(Ha,b) (exept that xd+2 is replaed by xd+1).In order to dene preisely Delaunay omplexes as projetions of objets obtained bydeleting some faes from a projetive polyhedron we need to dene the notion of projetive(polyhedral) omplex. However, this is easily done by dening the notion of ell omplexwhere the ells are polyhedral ones. Suh objets are known as fans . The denition belowis basially Denition 6.8 in whih the ells are ones as opposed to polytopes.Denition 8.5 A fan in Em is a set, K, onsisting of a (nite or innite) set of polyhedralones in Em satisfying the following onditions:(1) Every fae of a one in K also belongs to K.(2) For any two ones σ1 and σ2 in K, if σ1 ∩ σ2 6= ∅, then σ1 ∩ σ2 is a ommon fae ofboth σ1 and σ2.Every one, σ ∈ K, of dimension k, is alled a k-fae (or fae) of K. A 0-fae {v} is alleda vertex and a 1-fae is alled an edge. The dimension of the fan K is the maximum of thedimensions of all ones in K. If dimK = d, then every fae of dimension d is alled a elland every fae of dimension d− 1 is alled a faet .A projetive (polyhedral) omplex , K ⊆ Pd, is a set of projetive polyhedra of the form,
{P(C) | C ∈ K}, where K ⊆ Rd+1 is a fan.Given a projetive omplex, the notions of fae, vertex, edge, ell, faet, are dedined inthe obvious way.If K ⊆ Rd is a polyhedral omplex, then it is easy to hek that the set
{C(σ) | σ ∈ K} ⊆ Rd+1 is a fan and we get the projetive omplex
K̃ = {P(C(σ)) | σ ∈ K} ⊆ Pd.The projetive omplex, K̃, is alled the projetive ompletion of K. Also, it is easy tohek that if f : P → P ′ is an injetive ane map between two polyhedra P and P ′, then
f extends uniquely to a projetivity, f̃ : P̃ → P̃ ′, between the projetive ompletions of Pand P ′.We now have all the fats needed to show that Delaunay triangulations and Voronoidiagrams an be dened in terms of the lifting, τ̃N ◦ ψd+1, and the projetion, π̃N , and toestablish their duality via polar duality with respet to Sd. INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 179Denition 8.6 Given any set of points, P = {p1, . . . , pn} ⊆ Ed, the polytope, D(P ) ⊆
Rd+1, alled the Delaunay polytope assoiated with P is the onvex hull of the union of thelifting of the points of P onto the sphere Sd (via inverse stereographi projetion) with thenorth pole, that is, D(P ) = conv(τN (P )∪ {N}). The projetive Delaunay polytope, D̃(P ) ⊆
Pd+1, assoiated with P is the projetive ompletion of D(P ). The polyhedral omplex,
C(P ) ⊆ Rd+1, alled the lifted Delaunay omplex of P is the omplex obtained from D(P )by deleting the faets ontaining the north pole (and their faes) and C̃(P ) ⊆ Pd+1 is theprojetive ompletion of C(P ). The polyhedral omplex, Del (P ) = πd+1 ◦ π̃N (C̃(P )) ⊆ Ed,is the Delaunay omplex of P or Delaunay triangulation of P .The above is not the standard denition of the Delaunay triangulation of P but it isequivalent to the denition, say given in Boissonnat and Yvine [8℄, as we will prove shortly.It also has ertain advantages over lifting onto a paraboloid, as we will explain.It it possible and useful to dene Del(P ) more diretly in terms of C(P ). The projetion,
π̃N : (P
d+1 − {N}) → Pd, omes from the linear map, π̂N : Rd+2 → Rd+1, given by
π̂N (x1, . . . , xd+1, xd+2) = (x1, . . . , xd, xd+2 − xd+1).Consequently, as C̃(P ) = C̃(P ) = P(C(C(P ))), we immediately hek that
Del(P ) = πd+1 ◦ π̃N (C̃(P )) = πd+1 ◦ π̂N (C(C(P ))) = πd+1 ◦ π̂N (cone(Ĉ(P ))),where Ĉ(P ) = {û | u ∈ C(P )} and û = (u, 1).This suggests dening the map, πN : (Rd+1 −Hd+1) → Rd, by
πN = πd+1 ◦ π̂N ◦ id+2,whih is expliity given by
πN (x1, . . . , xd, xd+1) =
1
1 − xd+1
(x1, . . . , xd).Then, as C(P ) is stritly below the hyperplane Hd+1, we have
Del(P ) = πd+1 ◦ π̃N (C̃(P )) = πN (C(P )).First, note that Del(P ) = πd+1 ◦ π̃N (C̃(P )) is indeed a polyhedral omplex whose geo-metri realization is the onvex hull, conv(P ), of P . Indeed, by Proposition 8.6, the imagesof the faets of C(P ) are polytopes and when any two suh polytopes meet, they meet alonga ommon fae. Furthermore, if dim(conv(P )) = m, then Del(P ) is pure m-dimensional.First, Del(P ) ontains at least one m-dimensional ell. If Del (P ) was not pure, as theomplex is onneted there would be some ell, σ, of dimension s < m meeting some otherRR n° 6379
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ell, τ , of dimension m along a ommon fae of dimension at most s and beause σ is notontained in any fae of dimension m, no faet of τ ontaining σ ∩ τ an be adjaent to anyell of dimension m and so, Del (P ) would not be onvex, a ontradition.For any polytope, P ⊆ Ed, given any point, x, not in P , reall that a faet, F , of P isvisible from x i for every point, y ∈ F , the line through x and y intersets F only in y. If
dim(P ) = d, this is equivalent to saying that x and the interior of P are stritly separatedby the supporting hyperplane of F . Note that if dim(P ) < d, it possible that every faet of
P is visible from x.Now, assume that P ⊆ Ed is a polytope with nonempty interior. We say that a faet,
F , of P is a lower-faing faet of P i the unit normal to the supporting hyperplane of Fpointing towards the interior of P has non-negative xd+1-oordinate. A faet, F , that isnot lower-faing is alled an upper-faing faet (Note that in this ase the xd+1 oordinateof the unit normal to the supporting hyperplane of F pointing towards the interior of P isstritly negative).Here is a onvenient way to haraterize lower-faing faets.Proposition 8.9 Given any polytope, P ⊆ Ed, with nonempty interior, for any point, c,on the Oxd-axis, if c lies stritly above all the intersetion points of the Oxd-axis with thesupporting hyperplanes of all the upper-faing faets of F , then the lower-faing faets of Pare exatly the faets not visible from c.Proof . Note that the intersetion points of the Oxd-axis with the supporting hyperplanesof all the upper-faing faets of P are stritly above the intersetion points of the Oxd-axiswith the supporting hyperplanes of all the lower-faing faets. Suppose F is visible from c.Then, F must not be lower-faing as otherwise, for any y ∈ F , the line through c and y hasto interset some upper-faing faet and F is not be visible from c, a ontradition.Now, as P is the intersetion of the losed half-spaes determined by the supportinghyperplanes of its faets, by the denition of an upper-faing faet, any point, c, on the Oxd-axis that lies stritly above the the intersetion points of the Oxd-axis with the supportinghyperplanes of all the upper-faing faets of F has the property that c and the interiorof P are stritly separated by all these supporting hyperplanes. Therefore, all the upper-faing faets of P are visible from c. It follows that the faets visible from c are exatly theupper-faing faets, as laimed.We will also need the following fat when dim(P ) < d.Proposition 8.10 Given any polytope, P ⊆ Ed, there is a point, c, on the Oxd-axis, suhthat for all points, x, on the Oxd-axis and above c, the set of faets of conv(P ∪ {x}) notontaining x is idential. Moreover, the set of faets of P not visible from x is the set offaets of conv(P ∪ {x}) that do not ontain x.
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k any c on the Oxd-axis above the intersetion points of the
Oxd-axis with the supporting hyperplanes of all the upper-faing faets of F . Then, c isin general position w.r.t. P in the sense that c and any d verties of P do not lie in aommon hyperplane. Now, our result follows by lemma 8.3.1 of Boissonnat and Yvine [8℄.If dim(P ) < d, onsider the ane hull of P with the Oxd+1 -axis and use the same argument.Corollary 8.11 Given any polytope, P ⊆ Ed, with nonempty interior, there is a point, c,on the Oxd-axis, so that for all x on the Oxd-axis and above c, the lower-faing faets of Pare exatly the faets of conv(P ∪ {x}) that do not ontain x.As usual, let ed+1 = (0, . . . , 0, 1) ∈ Rd+1.Theorem 8.12 Given any set of points, P = {p1, . . . , pn} ⊆ Ed, let D′(P ) denote thepolyhedron conv(l(P )) + cone(ed+1) and let D̃′(P ) be the projetive ompletion of D′(P ).Also, let C′(P ) be the polyhedral omplex onsisting of the bounded faets of the polytope
D′(P ) and let C̃′(P ) be the projetive ompletion of C′(P ). Then
θ(D̃(P )) = D̃′(P ) and θ(C̃(P )) = C̃′(P ).Furthermore, if Del ′(P ) = πd+1 ◦ p̃d+1(C̃′(P )) = pd+1(C′(P )) is the standard Delaunayomplex of P , that is, the orthogonal projetion of C′(P ) onto Ed, then
Del(P ) = Del ′(P ).Therefore, the two notions of a Delaunay omplex agree. If dim(conv(P )) = d, then thebounded faets of conv(l(P ))+cone(ed+1) are preisely the lower-faing faets of conv(l(P )).Proof . Reall that
D(P ) = conv(τN (P ) ∪ {N})and D̃(P ) = P(C(D(P ))) is the projetive ompletion of D(P ). If we write τ̂N (P ) for
{τ̂N (pi) | pi ∈ P}, then
C(D(P )) = cone(τ̂N (P ) ∪ {N̂}).By denition, we have
θ(D̃) = P(θ̂(C(D))).Now, as θ̂ is linear,
θ̂(C(D)) = θ̂(cone(τ̂N (P ) ∪ {N̂})) = cone(θ̂(τ̂N (P )) ∪ {θ̂(N̂)}).We laim that
cone(θ̂(τ̂N (P )) ∪ {θ̂(N̂)}) = cone(l̂(P ) ∪ {(0, . . . , 0, 1, 1)})
= C(D′(P )),RR n° 6379
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D′(P ) = conv(l(P )) + cone(ed+1).Indeed,
θ̂(x1, . . . , xd+2) = (x1, . . . , xd, xd+1 + xd+2, xd+2 − xd+1),and for any pi = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ P ,
τ̂N (pi) =
(
2x1∑d
i=1 x
2
i + 1
, . . . ,
2xd∑d
i=1 x
2
i + 1
,
∑d
i=1 x
2
i − 1∑d
i=1 x
2
i + 1
, 1
)
=
1
∑d
i=1 x
2
i + 1
(
2x1, . . . , 2xd,
d∑
i=1
x2i − 1,
d∑
i=1
x2i + 1
)
,so we get
θ̂(τ̂N (pi)) =
2
∑d
i=1 x
2
i + 1
(
x1, . . . , xd,
d∑
i=1
x2i , 1
)
=
2
∑d
i=1 x
2
i + 1
l̂(pi).Also, we have
θ̂(N̂) = θ̂(0, . . . , 0, 1, 1) = (0, . . . , 0, 2, 0) = 2êd+1,and by denition of cone(−) (salar fators are irrelevant), we get
cone(θ̂(τ̂N (P )) ∪ {θ̂(N̂)}) = cone(l̂(P ) ∪ {(0, . . . , 0, 1, 1)}) = C(D
′(P )),with D′(P ) = conv(l(P )) + cone(ed+1), as laimed. This proves that
θ(D̃(P )) = D̃′(P ).Now, it is lear that the faets of conv(τN (P )∪{N}) that do not ontain N are mappedto the bounded faets of conv(l(P )) + cone(ed+1), sine N goes the point at innity, so
θ(C̃(P )) = C̃′(P ).As π̃N = p̃d+1 ◦ θ by Proposition 8.5, we get
Del ′(P ) = πd+1 ◦ p̃d+1(C̃
′(P )) = πd+1 ◦ (p̃d+1 ◦ θ)(C̃(P )) = πd+1 ◦ π̃N (C̃(P )) = Del(P ),as laimed. Finally, if dim(conv(P )) = d, then, by Corollary 8.11, we an pik a point, c, onthe Oxd+1-axis, so that the faets of conv(l(P )∪{c}) that do not ontain c are preisely thelower-faing faets of conv(l(P )). However, it is also lear that the faets of conv(l(P )∪{c})INRIA
Notes on Convex Sets, Polytopes, Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulations 183that ontain c tend to the unbounded faets of D′(P ) = conv(l(P )) + cone(ed+1) when cgoes to +∞.We an also haraterize when the Delaunay omplex, Del (P ), is simpliial. Reall thatwe say that a set of points, P ⊆ Ed, is in general position i no d + 2 of the points in Pbelong to a ommon (d− 1)-sphere.Proposition 8.13 Given any set of points, P = {p1, . . . , pn} ⊆ Ed, if P is in generalposition, then the Delaunay omplex, Del (P ), is a pure simpliial omplex.Proof . Let dim(conv(P )) = r. Then, τN (P ) is ontained in a (r−1)-sphere of Sd, so we mayassume that r = d. Suppose Del(P ) has some faet, F , whih is not a d-simplex. If so, F isthe onvex hull of at least d+2 points, p1, . . . , pk of P and sine F = πN (F̂ ), for some faet,
F̂ , of C(P ), we dedue that τN (p1), . . . , τN (pk) belong to the supporting hyperplane, H , of
F̂ . Now, if H passes through the north pole, then we know that p1, . . . , pk belong to somehyperplane of Ed, whih is impossible sine p1, . . . , pk are the verties of a faet of dimension
d. Thus, H does not pass through N and so, p1, . . . , pk belong to some (d− 1)-sphere in Ed.As k ≥ d+ 2, this ontradits the assumption that the points in P are in general position.Remark: Even when the points in P are in general position, the Delaunay polytope, D(P ),may not be a simpliial polytope. For example, if d + 1 points belong to a hyperplane in
Ed, then the lifted points belong to a hyperplane passing through the north pole and these
d+ 1 lifted points together with N may form a non-simpliial faet. For example, onsiderthe polytope obtained by lifting our original d+1 points on a hyperplane, H , plus one morepoint not in the the hyperplane H .We an also haraterize the Voronoi diagram of P in terms of the polar dual of D(P ).Unfortunately, we an't simply take the polar dual, D(P )∗, of D(P ) and projet it using πNbeause some of the faets of D(P )∗ may interset the hyperplane,Hd+1, and πN is undenedon Hd+1. However, using projetive ompletions, we an indeed reover the Voronoi diagramof P .Denition 8.7 Given any set of points, P = {p1, . . . , pn} ⊆ Ed, the Voronoi polyhedronassoiated with P is the polar dual (w.r.t. Sd ⊆ Rd+1), V(P ) = (D(P ))∗ ⊆ Rd+1, ofthe Delaunay polytope, D(P ) = conv(τN (P ) ∪ {N}). The projetive Voronoi polytope,
Ṽ(P ) ⊆ Pd+1, assoiated with P is the projetive ompletion of V(P ). The polyhedralomplex, Vor(P ) = πd+1 ◦ π̃N (Ṽ(P )) ⊆ Ed, is the Voronoi omplex of P or Voronoi diagramof P .Given any set of points, P = {p1, . . . , pn} ⊆ Ed, let V ′(P ) = (D′(P ))∗ be the polar dual(w.r.t. P ⊆ Rd+1) of the standard Delaunay polyhedron dened in Theorem 8.12 and let
Ṽ ′(P ) = Ṽ ′(P ) ⊆ Pd be its projetive ompletion. It is not hard to hek that
pd+1(V
′(P )) = πd+1 ◦ p̃d+1(Ṽ
′(P ))RR n° 6379
184 Jean Gallieris the standard Voronoi diagram, denoted Vor ′(P ).Theorem 8.14 Given any set of points, P = {p1, . . . , pn} ⊆ Ed, we have
θ(Ṽ(P )) = Ṽ ′(P )and
Vor(P ) = Vor ′(P ).Therefore, the two notions of Voronoi diagrams agree.Proof . By denition,
Ṽ(P ) = Ṽ(P ) = ˜(D(P ))∗and by Proposition 5.12,
˜(D(P ))∗ =
(
D̃(P )
)∗
= (D̃(P ))∗,so
Ṽ(P ) = (D̃(P ))∗.By Proposition 5.10,
θ(Ṽ(P )) = θ((D̃(P ))∗) = (θ(D̃(P )))∗and by Theorem 8.12,
θ(D̃(P )) = D̃′(P ),so we get
θ(Ṽ(P )) = (D̃′(P ))∗.But, by Proposition 5.12 again,
(D̃′(P ))∗ =
(
D̃′(P )
)∗
= ˜(D′(P ))∗ = Ṽ ′(P ) = Ṽ ′(P ).Therefore,
θ(Ṽ(P )) = Ṽ ′(P ),as laimed.As π̃N = p̃d+1 ◦ θ by Proposition 8.5, we get
Vor ′(P ) = πd+1 ◦ p̃d+1(Ṽ
′(P ))
= πd+1 ◦ p̃d+1 ◦ θ(Ṽ(P ))
= πd+1 ◦ π̃N (Ṽ(P ))
= Vor(P ),nishing the proof.
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an also prove the proposition below whih shows diretly that Vor(P ) is the Voronoidiagram of P . Reall that that Ṽ(P ) is the projetive ompletion of V(P ). We observed inSetion 5.2 (see page 80) that in the path Ud+1, there is a bijetion between the faes of
Ṽ(P ) and the faes of V(P ). Furthermore, the projetive ompletion, H̃, of every hyperplane,
H ⊆ Rd, is also a hyperplane and it is easy to see that if H is tangent to V(P ), then H̃ istangent to Ṽ(P ).Proposition 8.15 Given any set of points, P = {p1, . . . , pn} ⊆ Ed, for every p ∈ P , if Fis the faet of V(P ) that ontains τN (p), if H is the tangent hyperplane at τN (p) to Sd andif F is ut out by the hyperplanes H,H1, . . . , Hkp , in the sense that
F = (H ∩H1)− ∩ · · · ∩ (H ∩Hkp)−,where (H ∩Hi)− denotes the losed half-spae in H ontaining τN (p) determined by H ∩Hi,then
V (p) = πd+1 ◦ π̃N (H̃ ∩ H̃1)− ∩ · · · ∩ π̃N (H̃ ∩ H̃kp)−is the Voronoi region of p (where πd+1 ◦ π̃N (H̃ ∩ H̃i)− is the losed half-spae ontaining p).If P is in general position, then V(P ) is a simple polyhedron (every vertex belongs to d+ 1faets).Proof . Reall that by Proposition 8.5,
τ̃N ◦ ψd+1 = ψd+2 ◦ τN .Eah Hi = TτN(pi)Sd is the tangent hyperplane to Sd at τN (pi), for some pi ∈ P . Now,by denition of the projetive ompletion, the embedding, V(P ) −→ Ṽ(P ), is given by
a 7→ ψd+2(a). Thus, every point, p ∈ P , is mapped to the point ψd+2(τN (p)) = τ̃N (ψd+1(p))and we also have H̃i = TeτN◦ψd+1(pi)Sd and H̃ = TeτN◦ψd+1(p)Sd. By Proposition 8.8,
π̃N (TeτN◦ψd+1(p)S
d ∩ TeτN◦ψd+1(pi)S
d) = ψd+1(Hp,pi)is the embedding of the bisetor hyperplane of p and pi in Pd, so the rst part holds.Now, assume that some vertex, v ∈ V(P ) = D(P )∗, belongs to k ≥ d + 2 faets of
V(P ). By polar duality, this means that the faet, F , dual of v has k ≥ d + 2 verties
τN (p1), . . . , τN (pk) of D(P ). We laim that τN (p1), . . . , τN (pk) must belong to some hy-perplane passing through the north pole. Otherwise, τN (p1), . . . , τN (pk) would belong toa hyperplane not passing through the north pole and so they would belong to a (d − 1)sphere of Sd and thus, p1, . . . , pk would belong to a (d − 1)-sphere even though k ≥ d + 2,ontraditing that P is in general position. But then, by polar duality, v would be a pointat innity, a ontradition.Note that when P is in general position, even though the polytope, D(P ), may not besimpliial, its dual, V(P ) = D(P )∗, is a simple polyhedron. What is happening is that V(P )RR n° 6379
186 Jean Gallierhas unbounded faes whih have verties at innity that do not ount! In fat, the faesof D(P ) that fail to be simpliial are those that are ontained in some hyperplane throughthe north pole. By polar duality, these faes orrespond to a vertex at innity. Also, if
m = dim(conv(P )) < d, then V(P ) may not have any verties!We onlude our presentation of Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulations with ashort setion on appliations.8.7 Appliations of Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Tri-angulationsThe examples below are taken from O'Rourke [29℄. Other examples an be found inPreparata and Shamos [30℄, Boissonnat and Yvine [8℄, and de Berg, Van Kreveld, Overmars,and Shwarzkopf [5℄.The rst example is the nearest neighbors problem. There are atually two subproblems:Nearest neighbor queries and all nearest neighbors .The nearest neighbor queries problem is as follows. Given a set P of points and a querypoint q, nd the nearest neighbor(s) of q in P . This problem an be solved by omputing theVoronoi diagram of P and determining in whih Voronoi region q falls. This last problem,alled point loation, has been heavily studied (see O'Rourke [29℄). The all neighbors problemis as follows: Given a set P of points, nd the nearest neighbor(s) to all points in P . Thisproblem an be solved by building a graph, the nearest neighbor graph, for short nng . Thenodes of this undireted graph are the points in P , and there is an ar from p to q i p isa nearest neighbor of q or vie versa. Then it an be shown that this graph is ontained inthe Delaunay triangulation of P .The seond example is the largest empty irle. Some pratial appliations of thisproblem are to loate a new store (to avoid ompetition), or to loate a nulear plant asfar as possible from a set of towns. More preisely, the problem is as follows. Given a set
P of points, nd a largest empty irle whose enter is in the (losed) onvex hull of P ,empty in that it ontains no points from P inside it, and largest in the sense that there isno other irle with stritly larger radius. The Voronoi diagram of P an be used to solvethis problem. It an be shown that if the enter p of a largest empty irle is stritly insidethe onvex hull of P , then p oinides with a Voronoi vertex. However, not every Voronoivertex is a good andidate. It an also be shown that if the enter p of a largest empty irlelies on the boundary of the onvex hull of P , then p lies on a Voronoi edge.The third example is the minimum spanning tree. Given a graphG, a minimum spanningtree ofG is a subgraph ofG that is a tree, ontains every vertex of the graphG, and minimizesthe sum of the lengths of the tree edges. It an be shown that a minimum spanning treeis a subgraph of the Delaunay triangulation of the verties of the graph. This an be used
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nding minimum spanning trees, for example Kruskal's algorithm(see O'Rourke [29℄).We onlude by mentioning that Voronoi diagrams have appliations to motion planning .For example, onsider the problem of moving a disk on a plane while avoiding a set ofpolygonal obstales. If we extend the obstales by the diameter of the disk, the problemredues to nding a ollisionfree path between two points in the extended obstale spae.One needs to generalize the notion of a Voronoi diagram. Indeed, we need to dene thedistane to an objet, and medial urves (onsisting of points equidistant to two objets)may no longer be straight lines. A ollisionfree path with maximal learane from theobstales an be found by moving along the edges of the generalized Voronoi diagram. Thisis an ative area of researh in robotis. For more on this topi, see O'Rourke [29℄.Aknowledgement. I wish to thank Marelo Siqueira for suggesting many improvementsand for athing many bugs with his eagle eye.
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